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Ishihara	colour	vision	test	recording	sheet

How	to	pass	the	ishihara	color	vision	test.	How	to	pass	ishihara	test	with	colour	blindness.	How	to	do	ishihara	color	test.	How	to	record	colour	vision	test.

DOI:	10.1371/Journal.pgen.1002629.	(OSU)	A	new	drug	from	Alzheimer's,	Solanezumab,	slows	down	the	loss	of	memory	by	34%,	according	to	the	results	of	two	tests.	Scientists	theorize	that	paintings	may	have	been	made	by	Neanderthals,	and	not	by	Homo	sapiens.	[407]	[408]	2012	LZ1,	a	large	nearby	asterion,	passes	through	the	planet.	[409]
Father	activity	is	to	decrease	around	the	world,	a	tendency	that	raises	great	concerns	with	the	health,	according	to	a	new	study.	[410]	[411]	New	research	warns	that	pH	pH	along	the	western	coast	of	the	US	falls	to	7.8	at	©	2050,	with	serious	consequences	for	many	organisms.	[412]	[413]	June	15,	American	scientists	report	a	possible	generation
between	diabetes	and	an	increased	risk	of	Alzheimer's	disease.	[414]	[415]	NASA	scientists	report	that	Voyager	1	may	be	very	close	to	entering	the	interstellar	space	and	becoming	the	first	object	made	by	man	to	leave	the	solar	system.	[416]	[417]	June	16,	China	successfully	lashes	the	space	shenzhou	9	manned	in	a	mission	in	the	village	of	spatial
stations	Tiangong-1.	"Computer	which	constructed	in	the	imperfections	of	a	diamond	(with	the	United	Kingdom).	PMIDAN	¢	22840400.	2012-08-15.	S.;	BOUVIER,	N.	Alex	Moulton,	Engineer	and	Inventor	English	(b.	It	is	much	thinner	than	previously	estimated.	£	o	of	the	paleolistic	art	in	11	caves	in	Spain.	"Ewan;	Ando,	â	€	hys,	Jones,	Craig	M.	R.;
Chikamoto,	April	8	-	Fang	Lizhi,	Astrophorn	Chinãissas	and	Poil	Activist	(N.	Doi:	10.1038/Nature11292	(Science	daily)	Risk	Life	in	the	oceans	of	the	world	is	facing	a	potential	mass	extinction,	largely	due	to	human	activity,	says	researchers.	"Battery	Maker	A123	announces	a	new	technology	to	start	its	Recovered	recovered	^	Amos,	Jonathan	(2012-06-
11).	M.;	GARCIA-SASSTRE,	A.;	KAWAOKA,	Y.;	BARCLAY,	W.	Physics	Letters	B.	Med.)	Nissan	reveals	the	NSC-2015,	a	driver-free	car	protractor	that	can	park	in	itself,	understand	the	road	marks	and	quickly	report	theft	attempts.	January	6	-	Roger	Boisjoly,	American	Rocket	Engineer	(b.	"Fabric	Smart	for	New	Soldier	Uniform."	Human	Rable	Superior,
involved	in	Lingo	©	processing.	2011,	according	to	a	report	from	the	japan	ministry.	Renovable.	[539]	July	29	-	The	main	technology	companies	that	will	prevent	50	billions	of	electrical	devices	can	be	connected	wirelessly	around	the	world	at	©	2020,	as	auto	the	communication	of	Mother	to	Ted	Mother	of	Use	Crescent	and	in	retail	and	in
manufacturing.	[540]	July	31-Personas	with	small	symptoms	of	mental	disease	tãªm	lower	life	expectancy,	according	to	a	large-scale	population	study	published	in	The	British	Medical	Journal.	[541]	[542]	August	1	-	August	-	researchers	claim	to	have	resolved	one	of	the	greatest	controversy	in	the	Cancer	research	-	discovering	specific	cancer	cancers
that	appear	to	be	responsible	for	Tumors	regrowth.	[543]	August	6,	2012:	The	curiosity	of	NASA	ROVER,	the	largest	still	launching	space,	successfully	reaches	Mars	(impression	of	the	artist	in	the	photo).	"Amazon	deforestation	falls	again."	"GLOBAL	PLEAR	Between	1980	and	2010:	a	systematic	manifold	".	(2012-02-07).	A.	(Science	Daily)	(ARXIV)
October	12	-	Europe	lashes	the	third	and	room	of	its	navigation	satellite	in	Galileo,	enabling	the	Galileo	system	to	be	fully	tested	before	the	opening	innate	In	2015.	^	MOURIK,	V.;	ZUOO,	K.;	FROLOV,	S.	PMC	3491115.	Filed	from	the	original	2012-02-01.	Conductor	for	Infantry	Uniforms.	379	(9817):	713-	""	720.	2012-08-09.	DOI:
10.1371/Journal.pbio.1001251.	Clim.	Blind	patients	".	109	(14):	5185-5189.	These	genes	may	be	the	target	of	future	anti	-aging	therapies.	[274]	[275]	April	20	Scientists	say.	[276]	[277]	A	group	of	universities	supported	by	NASA	begins	to	test	a	GPS	-derived	earthquake	warning	system.	"Unlimited	potential	of	human	eggs"	for	fertility	treatment	".
PMID	22837813.	18	(3):	413	-	421.	DOI:	10.1038/NATURE10684.	PMC	3400064.	DOI:	10.1088/1748-9326/7/2/024009.	´MEMICA.	September	8	-	Bill	Moggridge,	a	British	industrial	designer	who	created	the	original	laptop	form	(July	26	-	Ralph	Slatyer,	Australian	ecologist	and	first	scientist	-chief	of	Austrama	(no.	.197G.	Rep.)	An	efficient	and	high
volume	tenth	to	test	possible	drug	treatments	for	Alzheimer's	disease	discovered	an	organ	compound	that	restored	motor	function	and	The	fruit	flies	with	the	disease.	"The	researcher	who	studied	benefits	of	counterfeit	data	by	red	wine	says	the	university."	MSNBC.	^	Selvadui,	Emily	(2012-05-23).	"The	particles	point	to	NASA's	Voyager."	379	(9814):
413	-	431.	Nature	structural	and	molecular	biology.	Filed	from	the	original	in	2016-05-01.	ISSN	0743-7463.	7	(1):	014034.	PMID	22432011.	DOI:	10.1175/JCLI-D-11-00183.1.	ISSN	0894-8755.	This	will	allow	vital	water	pumps	to	be	fixed	much	faster	in	rural	cold.	[385]	[386]	Japanese	researchers	cultivate	a	small	and	mother	human	fanganed	from
Ctancro.	[387]	June	13,	2012:	Scientists	publish	the	full	genome	of	Bonobo	(female	in	the	photo).	^	Hung,	Yu-Chueh;	HSU,	WEI-TEM;	LIN,	Ting-YU;	FRUK,	Ljiljana	(2011-12-19).	"Temporal	camouflage	demonstration".	DOI:	10.1126/science.1219861.	"The	old	penguin	weighed	130	pounds."	April	29-Roland	Moreno,	inventor	Francãjos	Egãpcio	do	Card
Smart,	destinated	by	Gion	D'Honneur	(B.	The	route	can	become	increasingly	varying	for	large	ships.	International,	becoming	the	first	replacement	venue	contracted	commercially	to	do	so.	Robã's	Domain.	Used	in	Hybrid	Ca	RS	(b.	Suppl.)	A	dramatic	improvement	of	the	distance	of	movement	and	brain	inflammation	that	is	characteristic	of	many	cases
of	CP.	[268]	[269]	April	19,	2012:	International	researchers	develop	DNA	synty	compounds.	BIBCODE:	2012NATUR.485..368E.	(BBC)	(DARPA)	The	Institute	of	Technology	Researchers	of	Tonquium	makes	an	advance	in	teaching	a	computer	to	understand	the	function	of	the	human	human.	"Ivy	Bridge	chips	from	Intel	are	launched	using	the	'3d
transistors'."	ARXIV:	1110.1381.	BIOTECHNOL.)	A	new	study	of	nine	coastal	cities	around	the	world	suggests	that	Shanghai	is	more	vulnerable	to	severe	flooding	at	the	end	of	this	summer.	^	Zwi-Dantsis,	Limor;	HUBER,	IRIT;	Habib,	Manhal;	WINTERStern,	Aaron;	Gepstein,	Amira;	et	al.	PMC	3340307.	T.	October	9	Microsoft	tests	a	sensor	bracelet
that	can	quickly	recognize	a	wide	variety	of	human	mother	gestures.	"Pegasus	Rocket	Lofts	Nustar	X-ray	Telescion	in	the	Raby".	2	(1):	89	-	100.	SCI.)	A	new	study	reveals	that	rubber	and	narrow	flow	jams	are	the	potential	to	trigger	macions	in	the	ice	layer	of	the	Antonmical	and	contribute	to	the	decay	frog	Ice	leaves	and	the	increase	in	the	sea	of	the
sea.	(BBC)	(Anim.	^	Palmer,	Jason	(2012-07-25).	Compounds	that	can	be	used	â	€	ught	as	stronger	and	lighter	materials	in	a	wide	variety	of	applications.	95	(3):	732-739.	^	Harmon,	Katherine	(2012-08-21).	Arxiv:	1207.5224.	^	"'Painting-on'	The	batteries	demonstrated"	ISSN	2041-1723.	^	Bayer,	Kurt	(2012-04-13).	R.	Therapies.	in	the	configuration
of	launch)	is	destroyed	after	a	test	flight	malfunction.	Dailygalaxy.com.	DOI:	10.1088/1367-2630/14/5/053029.	(Nobel	Promio)	8	-	October	10,	2012:	The	Nobel	Prons	of	the	Year	in	Fanic,	Quemica	and	Medicine	(photo	medal)	are	granted.	"The	Sabbath	Bubble	Screen	is	the	finest	screen	in	the	world."	7	(2):	024009.	January	21-Roy	John	Britten,
American	biiono	and	geneticist	(if	available	in	bulk	quantities,	silk	can	be	used	to	produce	high	resistant	tips	and	light	forms	of	body	armor.	[10	]	Scientists	at	the	University	of	Southern	Califmon	develop	a	motion	to	generate	accurate	3D	models	of	cell	genomes.	[11]	Researchers	at	Oxford	University	report	promising	results	in	human	essays	of	a
hepatitis	C	vaccine.	[12]	Scientists	from	Universidade	de	Cornell	use	a	lens	specialization	to	fully	cover	up	an	object	of	40	trills,	changing	the	speed	of	light.	[13]	CLASSIFIED	Documents	leaked	by	detailing	a	range	of	weapons	unknowns	Proposed	or	developing	or	developing	in	the	United	States	armed	forms.	^	Rittmeyer	en,	Allison	A,	Grand	Mc,
Thompson	DK,	Austin	CC	(2012-01-11).	486	(7403):	346-352.	ELECTRONICS.	UROL.)	18	of	nine	MBRO	-	A	biodegradable	nanopartacular	was	developed,	which	can	steal	a	Anthgot,	deceiving	the	immunological	system	to	interrupt	their	myelin	attack	and	prevent	Mother	Sclerosis	in	mice.	(Science	Daily)	(Nejm)	Scientists	sequence	the	genome	of	the
Domance	Pig.	BIBCODE:	2012SCI	...	337..436s.	8	(4):	660	-	664.	(BBC)	(Phys.	PMID	22588714.	(2012-02-29).	Rover's	Chemin	Analyzer	revealed	the	presence	of	minerals,	including	feldspar,	piroxens	and	olivine,	and	suggested	that	Martian	soil	in	the	sample	was	similar	to	the	"worn	-out	basin	soils"	of	the	Hawaiian	volcanoes.	Technology	can	allow	the
creation	of	lighter	and	flexible	electrical	devices	with	a	wide	range	of	form	factors.	[449]	[450]	Dutch	and	German	scientists	reveal	a	new	device	of	magnetic	magnet	resonance	of	magnetic	resonance	that	allows	paralyzed	people	to	type	words	using	only	their	thoughts.	[451]	[452]	[453]	Scientists	discover	the	remains	of	a	huge	impact	of	3	-billion
years,	near	the	manitisaq	registration	in	western	greenlion,	a	billion	of	years	older	than	any	other	collision	known	on	Earth.	[454]	[455]	July	1,	July	-	The	London	Symphane	orchestra	performs	a	musical	composition	created	without	human	contribution	by	the	Iamus	computer.	[456]	[457]	July	2,	American	researchers	use	a	3D	printer	to	build	an
Acharges	structure	for	the	growth	of	an	artificial	fan.	The	American	Journal	of	Human	Genetics.	DOI:	10.1088/0957-4484/23/34/344006.	Neuroinform.)	October	7	-	Expanding	the	production	of	palm	leaf	-	a	common	ingredient	in	processed	foods,	soaps	and	personal	care	products	-	is	boosting	the	destruction	of	the	tropical	forest	and	the	soft	emissions
of	Carbon	dioxide,	according	to	a	new	study	led	by	researchers	at	Stanford	and	Yale	universities.	"A	dark	mature	filament	between	two	groups	of	gallons."	This	marks	the	first	use	of	neutrinos	for	communication,	and	future	research	can	allow	bammels	of	neutrinos	to	be	sent	immense	distances	through	the	most	dense	materials,	such	as	the	Core	of
Earth.	[192]	[193]	16	of	the	fan	of	fanic	non-discernable	difference	between	the	speed	of	a	neutrino	and	the	speed	of	light	in	the	last	test	of	the	most	ruffled	anomaly	of	the	neutrino	of	light.	[194]	[195]	[196]	18	The	researchers	of	Marã§o	identified	that	a	mutation	in	a	specific	gene	can	lead	to	obesity.	[197]	[198]	Nec	has	developed	the	technology
"Battery	of	Organic	Radicals"	(ORB)	with	a	thickness	of	only	0.3	mm.	[199]	19	of	Marã,	even	if	humanity	can	limit	global	warming	to	2	2	C	(3.6	degrees	f),	as	the	intergovernmental	panel	on	climatic	changes	recommends,	future	generation	will	have	to	deal	with	the	nasible	of	the	sea	from	12	to	22	meters	(40	to	70	pages)	Higher	than	today,	according
to	research	published	in	Geology	magazine.	[200]	[201]	Researchers	at	Riken	Advanced	Science	Institute	have	developed	a	way	to	create	colorful	holograms	with	the	aid	of	superficial	plasmons.	[202]	The	amount	of	solar	photovoltaic	parana	installed	in	the	USA	more	than	doubled	from	2010	to	2011,	according	to	a	report	from	Solar	Energy	Industries
Association	(Seia)	and	GTM	Research.	[203]	Seagate	states	that	it	has	paved	the	way	for	3.5	inch	rigid	discs	with	60	tb	capacities	after	breaking	the	density	threshold	of	1	tb/square	inch.	[204]	19	of	Marã	°	2012:	The	researchers	report	that	the	number	of	parana	©	is	solar	in	the	United	States	more	than	doubled	between	2010	and	2011.	Med.)
November	25	a	Chinãªs	Shenyang	J-15	Jet	Fighter	leads	the	first	Landing	in	the	first	parano	aircraft	holder,	The	Liaoning.	BIBCODE:	2012E	&	PSL.337..197g.	^	Perkowski,	Jack	(2012-07-27).	^	Kanfi,	Yariv;	NAIMAN,	Shoshana;	Amir,	Gail;	PESHTI,	Victoria;	Zinman,	man;	et	al.	^	"Genes	to	the	size	of	the	breast	found".	Doi:	10.2166/Hydro.2012.183.
September	13	-	Dilhan	Eryurt,	Turkish	Astrophysics	(born	September	9	-	Ron	Taylor,	Specialist	in	Australian	Tubarã,	Conservationist	and	filmmaker	(B.	Doi:	10.1038/NCLIMATE1597.	BIBCODE:	2012GEO	....	40..407m.	22503213.	MED.)	British	scientists	develop	a	smart	pressure	mapping	rug	with	a	layer	that	can	increase	the	alarm	if	detecting
sudden	falls.	are	intentionally	collided	with	the	moon's	surface,	marking	the	end	of	its	one	-year	severity	research	mission.	PMC	3409083.	Fanic	and	Engineering	Sciences.	3	(1):	933.	^	Wu,	L.-Q.;	DICKMAN,	J.	^	Jonathan	Amos	(2012-01-18).	"Pintable	battery".	"Green	Chá	found	to	reduce	disability	in	the	elderly."	Dermatol.)	Researchers	create	a
metamaterial	that	changes	in	a	way	that	can	revolutionize	wound	treatment.	July	21-Geoffrey	Hattersley-Smith,	British	General	and	Glacologist	(N.	Doi:	10.1038/NCOMMS1611.	DOI:	10.1016/J.Cell.2011.12.007.	"Chinese	Physicists	Smash	Distance	Record".	Doi:	10.1038/NGEO1450.	or	Gong	Teng	Law,	this	is	a	long	time	ago	is	used	in	traditional



Chinese	medicine,	eliminates	pancreatic	tumors	in	mice	and	can	be	tested	soon	in	humans.	PMC	3	3610325.	6:	4.	Biology	and	reproductive	endocrinology	.:	10.3945/	AJCN.111.023200.	Relationship-MAIUM	Â	€	hyu	‹â	€	hy.	F.;	Skinner,	L.	Virgin	Galactic.	ID	22302646."	The	mental	reading	device	can	come	true.	"	12)	^	"James	Cameron	completes
Mariana	Trench's	dive".	0):	4008	-	4013.	^	Ohlinger,	Alexander;	DEAK,	ANDRAS;	LUTICH,	Andrey	A.;	FELDMANN,	Jochen	(2012-01-03).	PMID	22765872.	(Science	Daily)	(Mon	doi:	10.1038/488013a.	Recovered	on	May	23,	2013.	"366	days:	10	-	Ten	people	who	imported	this	year".	February	19	-	Renato	Dulbecco,	American	Virologist,	winner	From	the
1975	Nobel	Promio	in	Physiology	or	Medicine	(B.	^	Shakun,	Jeremy	D.;	Clark,	Peter	U.;	He,	Feng;	Marcott,	Shaun	A.;	Mix,	Alan	C.;	Zhengyu;	OTTO-BLIESNER,	BETTE;	SCHMITTNER,	Andreas;	BARD,	Edouard	(2012).	DOI:	10.1088/0004-637x/750/2/211.	^	"The	new	material	hole	absorbs	the	CO2".	^	"China	opens	the	longest	bullet	route".	8	(4):
E1002649.	Recovered	2018-05-05.	Steinke,	Dirk	(ed.).	Med.)	Astrons	report	that	HD	40307	g,	an	Earth's	Super	Earth	Exoplanet	42-year-old,	is	within	the	habitable	zone	of	its	hdan	hd	40307	and	can	be	"just	right	to	support	life	".	2012-06-02.	J.;	KING,	B.;	ELLIOTT,	M.	S2cidan	¢	4431262.	D.;	DEHAENE,	S.	PMID	22473014.	Samsung	Electronics.	ISSN
0003-6951.	^	"Revision	of	the	year	of	space	2012:	Lanhament	Veãcles	-	Falcon	9,	Delta	IV	and	Soyuz	show	robustness	in	setbacks,	but	not	to	Safir	or	Proton."	(NPR)	(universe	today)	(time)	(space.com)	(New	York	Times)	over	1,000	plants	is	being	planned	worldwide,	a	new	research	from	the	World	Resources	Institute	revealed	with	most	being	built	in
China	and	ãdia.	^	Amos,	Jonathan	(2012-08-06).	(BBC)	NASA	names	the	Marcian	landing	site	of	Rover	"Bradbury	Landing",	in	honor	of	the	author	of	the	American	scientific	fiction	Ray	Bradbury,	who	died	in	June	2012	aged	91.	Ç.;	De	com,	G.	84	(3):	715-721.	(USGS)	(Geophys.	6736	(12)	60484-X.	109	(21):	8207-8211.	The	20	centimeter-long	creature
has	a	food	system	Exclusive	filter.	[45]	[46]	A	9	-naname	transistor	that	works	is	developed	by	IBM	Engineers,	demonstrating	that	nanotubes	can	serve	as	an	alternative	to	the	silence	in	future	nanoelectrian	devices.	Seems	random.	2021-01-11.	Azocleantech.com.	University	of	California,	Berkeley.	(Wired)	(humanoids	2012)	directed	to	a	quommic
product	within	Cancer	squad	could	one	day	lead	to	a	test	for	a	wide	range	of	econs,	the	researchers	say.	CO	©	Lula	-Mobile	Tit.	(2012-07-27).	December	9,	2012:	Sir	Patrick	Moore,	a	prominent	British	astrome	and	scientific	popularizer,	dies	89	years	old.	(University	of	Oxford)	(BBC)	American	researchers	report	that	their	experiments	with	wool
crystals	can	produce	future	materials	that	can	be	controlled	directly	and	re-formed	in	real	time.	[590]	December	26	The	longest	high	speed	railway	line	in	the	world	enters	operating	in	China.	PMID	22289508.	PMID	22739313.	30	(8):	792	-	797.	The	distribution	observed	apparently	corresponds	closely	with	predictive	models.	[150]	[151]	It	may	one
day	be	possible	to	create	a	"unlimited"	supply	of	human	eggs	to	help	treat	fertility,	say	US	moments.	[152]	[153]	February	27	The	remains	of	two	new	penguin	penguin,	pronouncement	is	discovered	-	Kairuku	Grebneffi	and	Kairuku	Waitaki.	PMID	22475039.	72	(9):	2304-2313.	^	Abbie	Smith	(2012-01-30).	2012-01-12.	^	Christine	Hsu	(2012-04-13).	M.;
SUES,	H.D.;	YATES,	A.	PMID	22570496.	BIBCODE:	2012ERL	.....	7C4011D.	2012-05-22.	^	Weintraub	K.	R.;	VERA,	E.	More	than	540,000	requests	for	technological	patents	were	made	only	in	the	United	States	in	2012.	[1]	2012	The	International	Year	of	Sustainable	Energy	was	declared	for	all	for	the	unitedads.	[2]	2012	also	marked	Alan	Turing	Year,
a	celebration	of	the	life	and	work	of	the	English	matenatical,	Eiangic,	Cryptonalist	and	Scientist	of	the	Alan	Turing	Computer.	[3]	events,	discoveries,	and	inventions	on	January	1,	2012:	the	NASA's	saters	(impression	of	the	artist	shown)	start	studying	the	gravitational	field	of	the	moon.	NBC	News.	"GFAJ-1	is	a	phosphate	dependent	organism	to
arsenate	".	J.;	et	al.	PMC	3586565.	(Cancer	Research	UK)	(int."	Study	suggests	advancement	in	the	transplants	of	the	"."	One	or	more	planets	linked	by	by	Way	Star	of	microlensing	observations	".	The	notion	is	later	given	by	NASA	...	Promote	and	polarize	immunity	in	lymph	nodes."	337	(6093):	470-473.	^	Amos,	Jonathan	(2012-06-13).	(FHCRC)
(Nature)	The	impression	of	the	3D	fabric	has	taken	a	big	step	in	the	face	of	the	creation	of	a	new	humor	printer	that	simplifies	the	process	of	creating	the	implanting	cartilage.	^	Baldwin,	Emily	(2012-04-26).	BIBCODE:	2012pla.	..729233o.	The	mother's	essay	of	Cá	©	Lula	-Embryon	Trunk	successfully	relieved	a	degenerative	form	of	blindness	in	two
volunteers	and	did	not	show	signs	of	adverse	effects.	[60]	[61]	Brain	Scanns	of	People	under	the	influence	of	psilocybin,	the	active	ingredient	in	mother	mushrooms,	scientists,	the	most	detailed	picture	at	the	time	of	how	psychodic	medicines	work.	[62]	[63]	[64]	Scientists	demonstrate	an	antenna	Terahertz	100	nanã´	meters	from	30,000	times	less
than	the	smallest	previous	antenna.	November	14-Norman	Greenwood,	Australian	Quinmic	(b.):	11187-11200.	FRAME,	DAVID	J.	ACKERLEY,	Duncan;	AINA,	Tolu;	BOOTH,	Ben	B.	However,	they	emphasize	that	these	aerosol	particles	may	only	travel	short	K.	(Los	Angeles	Times)	(Nature)	A	startup	company	demonstrates	a	cheap	and	efficient	mother	of
complex	electronics	on	flexible	substrates.	HDL:	10356/94274.	DOI:	10.1088/1741-2560/9/5/056012.	Inventive	can	be	used	to	make	self	-cleaning	fabrics	and	antibacterial	mothers.	[284]	[285]	Researchers	develop	a	crystalline	computer,	consisting	of	only	300	ethos,	which	theoretically	are	so	powerful	that	would	carry	a	conventional	computer	the
size	of	the	known	universe	to	match.	[286]	[287]	Scientists	report	that	the	lichen	survived	more	than	34	days	under	Martian	conditions	in	the	Mars	(MSL)	simulation	laboratory	maintained	by	the	German	Aerospace	Center	(DLR).	[288]	[289]	April	27	The	researchers	identify	53	-chave	neuron	in	the	re	-rebro	of	homing	pigeons	that	can	explain	how
paddsar	navigate	using	the	geomagnetic	field	of	the	earth.	[290]	[291]	The	British	Company's	reaction	mechanisms	begin	to	test	the	pronouncement	system	of	advanced	motor	plan	for	its	reusable	Skylon	space	plan.	^	"Sustainable	Energy	for	All"	About	".	483	(7388):	218-221.	(New	Scientist)	(J.	^	Maggie	Fox	(2012-07-26).)	(NASA)	Researchers
demonstrate	a	new	type	of	Biodegradable	Electrical	Technology	with	Broad	Applications	in	Mother	Implants,	Environmental	Monitors	and	Consumer	Devices.	December	1,	2011.	"Japanese	women	are	at	Hong	Kong	in	Longevity."	high	speed	in	a	large	large	rare	-Design	spiral	gallers	in	Redshift	Z	=	2.18	".	Genhanic	variants	associated	with	breast	size
also	influence	the	risk	of	breast	craving."	The	effects	of	the	storm	to	attack	the	land	at	the	fourth.	"	Retrieved	from	"	2	SemiconductorDeviceFacition	Mosfet	Scaling	(Process	Nodes)	010	‚Â	œMã‚	¢	â	€	Â	Â	Â	Â	Â	€	1977	€	1977	of	1977	¢	â	€	1981	001	Â	Âdy	1984	800	Nm	-	1987	600	Nm	-	1990	350	¢	Â	Â	ours	‚¬	¢	âference	90	¢	âference
19961119191919191010	Background	Background	Background	Background	Background	Background	Background	Background	Background	Background	Background	Background	Background	Background	Background	Background	Background	Background	Background	Background	Background	bottom	bottom	Background	bottom	bottom	bottom	bottom
bottom	grad	with	histras.	2001	090	Nm	-	2003	065	Nm	-	2005	045	Nm	-	2007	032	Nm	-	2009	022	'nm	¢	Â	Âdy	2012	014	¢	â	Â	ours	€	2014	010	010	¢	Â	ours	2012	Âferences	2014	Âsizes	2014	04	04	010	¢	â	Â	€	€	Â	Ã	¢	â	€	2020	Future	003	~	2023	002	~	2024	Density	Density	device	(Multi-Gate)	Moore	Counting	Right	Moore	Counting	Nanoelectrian
Nanoelectrian	Semiconductor	Counting	Process	Process	Before-Fabrication	In	Fabrication	of	CMOS	Mosfet	Semiconductor	Devices.	"Viewer	Stargazing	on	Planet	Coup".	^	Hutchinson,	M.	2021-07-23.	Astron.	"Mega	volcanoes"	can	be	foreseen.	"	(TecHeye)	October	4th	A	new	gene	test	can	completely	sequence	the	genome	of	a	newly	50-hour	baby,	a
major	improvement	in	relation	to	the	usual	sequencing	process	of	a	mother.	"A	challenge	for	Einstein's	theory	fits	the	speed	test	of	neutrinos."	Doi:	10.1038/Nature11161.	L.	2012-06-15.	(Space.com)	(CNET)	(NASA)	Using	a	simple	computer	interface	and	DNA	self-assembly	timing,	researchers	have	developed	a	new	approach	to	the	development	of
medicines	that	can	dramatically	reduce	the	time	to	create.	and	test	medicines.	^	Jonathan	Amos	(2012-02-02).	BIBCODE:	2012NATNA	...	7..351L.	No.	Incorporating	the	data	from	vain	spaceships,	the	study	reaffirms	that	oceanic	flow	rates	Estã	£	o	Aumentando	Em	Pouco	Mais	the	3	mm	por	ano.	488	(7412):	458.	Copernicus	GmbH.	487	(7405):	90	-
93.	DOI:	10.1016/J.ICARUS.2012.07.021.	ISSN	0217-7323.	^	Olausson,	Michael;	Patil,	Pradeep	B;	Kuna,	vijay	kumar;	Chougule,	Priti;	Hernandez,	Nidia;	Methe,	Ketaki;	Kullberg-Lindh,	Carola;	Borg,	Helena;	Ejnell,	Hasse;	Hasse;	Suchitra	(2012).	^	Neil	Bowdler	(2012-02-01).	"Child	Death:	Preventive	infections	(2012-06-15).	BIBCODE:
2012NATUR.488..201L.	2012-07-29.	ISSN	1932-6203.	Doi:	10.1038/Nature11158.	^	Vallion	©	e-B	©	Lisle,	Alexis;	MICHNICK,	Stephen	W	(2012-06-10).	^	Paddock,	Catharine	(2009-07-30).	^	James	Gallagher	(2012-02-26).	R.;	WU,	H.	B.;	TAYLOR,	A.	(The	Telegraph)	August	20	-	The	first	evidence	of	a	planet's	destruction	by	its	aging	star	was
discovered	by	an	international	team	of	astrome.	"Carbon	capture	and	storage	lifetime	as	a	technology	of	mitigation	of	climatic	change."	"Galactosology:	Discovery	of	vertical	waves	on	the	gasic	disk".	^	Jennifer	Viegas	(2012-02-27).	^	Roy,	Helen	E.;	Adriaens,	TIM;	ISAAC,	Nick	J.	PMID	22323736.	Many	of	the	23	wounded	Cons	treated	with
experimental	therapy	have	recovered	some	use	of	their	legs	at	12	months	after	lesion,	and	scientists	believe	that	human	patients	can	be	treated	similarly.	^	Khajavikhan,	M.;	Simic,	A.;	KATZ,	M.;	LEE,	J.	^	"2.8	million	years	of	climatic	data	is	lurked	in	the	Russian	lake".	"A	PGC1-rani-dependent	myocine	that	triggers	brown	white	fat	development	and
the	thermogenesis."	"The	largest	freshwater	lake	in	China	dry".	This	improvement	is	due	to	a	combination	of	growing	life	patterns,	external	aid	and	broader	immunization.	On	the	other	hand,	the	World's	World	Organization	estimated	that	655,000	people	died	in	2010.	[115]	[116]	February	4	©	Dutch	Dys	Artificial	mandum	made	using	a	3D	printer.
"Therapy	directed	by	quickly	supported	-amilion	and	reverse	ficits	in	ada	mouse	models".	S2cid	12984064.	^	Liu,	Li;	JOHNSON,	Hope	L;	COUSENS,	Simon;	Perin,	Jamie;	Scott,	Susana;	et	al.	84	(10):	4489	-	4495.	BIBCODE:	2012SCI	...	335.1483R.	^	fds.oup.com.	"The	Diet	of	Australopithecus	sediba".	(EEA)	A	report	of	the	united	nation	-	the	2012
emissance	gap	report	-	-	-	Global	attempts	to	limit	CO2	emissions	are	doing	well	as	well	as	necessary	to	contain	the	dangerous	clummy	changes.	1919),	February	16,	Donald	Henry	Colless,	Australian	entomologist	(n.	-20).	"Timothy	Ferris	on	the	interim	travelers'	journey."	People	who	smoke	cannabis	are	at	risk	of	a	significant	and	irreversible
reduction	in	their	IQ,	according	to	one	of	the	greatest	studies	of	cannabis	already	performed.	ANCHUKAIITIS,	K	J;	TACKETT,	K;	SCHEFF,	J;	Brice,	A;	CATRON,	B;	BLOZAN,	W;	Riddle,	J	(2012-03-01).	^	Wall,	Mike	(2012-06-16).	^	Friedrich,	T.;	TIMMERMANN,	A.;	ABE-ACHI,	A.;	BATES,	N.	This	advance	could	allow	much	more	ruffled	and	more	fanciful
grafts	to	human	patients.	[313]	[314]	Stanford	University	Scientists	of	Califmon	invent	a	biionic	eye	that	works	with	biionic	eye	work	only	by	focused	light.	Chem.	ISSN	0028-3878.	BIBCODE:	2012pnas..10911630g.	FARKE,	Andrew	A.	Bibcode:	2012Natur.484..489b.	ISSN	0036-8075.	2012-04-20.	I.;	Cozens,	C.;	ABRAMOV,	M.;	Render,	M.;	ZHANG,	S.;
PATUT,	J.	DOI:	10.1073/PNAS.1210467109.	2012-01-25.	AIDS2012.	ISSN	0360-4012.	^	"The	famous	gallon	turtle	dies."	^	Boyle,	Rebecca	(2019-03-18).	BIBCODE:	2012JCLI	...	25.3096m.	Doi:	10.1038/Nature11224.	Inamori	foundation.	IEEE/ASME	transactions	on	mechatron.	(January	9,	2012).	BIBCODE:	2012ERL	.....	7A4033S.	(Science	Daily)	(GSA)
China	reveals	its	second	stealthy	protist,	the	J-13,	which	is	a	smallest	and	most	rifted	versions	of	the	existing	Chengdu	J-20.	27	(12):	1250077-1	1250077-10.	^	Tibi	Puiu	(2017-10-27).	(2012-06-28).	Bibcode:	2012phlb..713	...	17a.	BIBCODE:	2012NATUR.486..346	..	200	(3):	238	-	244.	O.;	et	al.	Revista	de	Scientist	Asian.	PMID	22499805.	American	for
Cã	¢	ncin	(AACR)	research.	"AIDS	Cure	Miss	advances	as	a	medicine	for	the	Cá	¢	iron	finds	Hidden	HIV".	DOI:	10.1038/Nphoton.2012.104.	^	Adrian	Cho	(2012-03-08).	^	"Australopithecus	sediba	prefers	forest	foods,	suggest	the	fanforest	teeth."	Nature	(in	Spanish).	^	Pan,	an;	SOL,	Qi;	BERNSTEIN,	Adam	N.;	et	al.	HDL:	10871/9287.	(IUCN)	October
18,	a	kidney-cultivated	kidney	in	a	laboratory	has	shown	to	function	in	an	achievement	animals	that	can	lead	to	the	production	of	spare	kidneys	to	patients	in	their	own	lula-stem.	DOI:	10.1038/NMAT3222.	D.;	KOOPMANS,	L.	^	BAO,	Lihong;	Li,	Xiaodong	(2012-05-16).	^	Moskvitch,	Katia	(2012-06-05).	December	9,	December	Sir	Patrick	Moore,
Astrânda	English	(b.	"Huntington's	disease	and	similar	conditions'	linked	to	a	reduced	risk	of	CAM:	Cancer	Research	UK".	487	(7407):	338-	340.	South	Korean	researchers	develop	a	cheap	electrical	paint	based	on	small	retails,	capable	of	transmitting	data	on	short	distances.	Filed	from	the	original	April	29,	2021.	Demonstration	using	the	experiment
of	campusions	Flattop	(DUFF)	produced	24	Watts	of	Electricity.	2	(1):	521.	PMID	22783186.	"Who	won	the	2011	edition	of	the	clean	energy	race".	"	Effective	and	long	lasting	by	microsteruras,	methylene	blue	and	polyethylene	glycol	apos	to	completely	cut	the	science	nerves	of	mice.	.	750	(2):	L41.	"Energy	Energy	Owk	and	Implications".	S2Cid	¢
20229329.	Ovid	Technologies	(Wolters	Kluwer	Health).	Ag	(2013-01-24).	^	"Clearest	focus	of	graphene	windows".	(Reuters)	(NOAA)	November	9,	United	States,	develops	a	3D	impressive	capacity	to	allow	it	to	allow	it	to	quickly	Striking	components	on	the	battlefield.	PMID	22366948.	^	Tanoto,	H.;	TENG,	J.	BIOTECHNOL.)	Roban	are	not	used	to
teach	children	of	the	autonomous	business	school	in	an	innovative	judgment	in	the	UK.	S2Cidan	¢	205227095.	New	scientist.	^	"All	the	genome	of	extinct	human	decoded	human".	PMC	4326004.	484	(7395):	489	-	492.	s2cidan	¢	4415298.	Inventive	can	allow	high	resolution	images	of	microscal	structures	such	as	living	squids.	[383]	[384]	British
researchers	begin	to	test	"intelligent"	manual	pumps	equipped	with	transmitters	that	can	immediately	detect	and	report	mechanical	breaks.	DOI:	10.1080/01635581.2012.690063.	BIBCODE:	2012pnas..109.8884b.	PMID	22412075.	ISSN	1476-1122.	2012-06-24.	BIBCODE:	2012NATSR	...	2E.481S.	Quamomic.)	New	artificial	mothers	made	of
nanotechnology	wires	and	infused	with	paraffin	wax	can	raise	more	than	100,000	times	their	own	weight	and	generate	85	times	more	mechanical	energy	than	the	natural	motto	of	the	same	dimensions,	according	to	scientists.	(BBC)	(Daily	Telegraph)	Scientists	claim	that	mollets	of	water	found	in	lunar	soil	can	be	produced	by	the	solar	wind	reacting
with	the	moon	superphyte.	(Los	Angeles	Times)	The	previous	estimates	of	the	increase	in	the	sea	of	the	sea	were	underestimated,	while	estimates	of	global	temperature	rise	appear	to	be	accurate,	according	to	a	new	study	published	in	the	Research	Letters	Environmental	Journal.	DOI:	10.1016/S1474-4422	(12)	70140-0.	13	(6):	622	-	632.	"Global,
regional	and	national	causes	of	children's	mortality:	an	updated	system	-up	-system	with	time	tendering	since	2000".	"Viewing	intermediates	of	protein	folding	transets	by	mutagan	of	tryptophan	scan."	22301923.	^	Cherry	Jd,	Liu	B,	Frost	JL,	Lemere	Ca,	Williams	JP,	Olschowka	Ja,	O'Banion	MK	(2012).	(The	Japan	Times)	August	29	August	29,	2012:
scientists	say	Methane	volumes	may	be	stuck	under	the	Antonmical	ice.	Zombir.	^	Pasztor,	Andy	(2012-05-22).	"New	Fan³seal	Penguins	(Birds,	(Birds,	From	the	New	Zealhan	¢	¢	ndia,	reveals	the	skewed	plan	of	the	penguins	-ontraid.	"D)	Darpa	announces	financing	for	a	dica	-tipped	foam	technology	that	may	be	quickly	established	severe	internal
bleeding	on	the	battlefield.	Bibcode:	2012Natsr.	..	2E.521S.	James	K.	A	large	obstacle.	(CNET)	The	ranging	CO2	in	humans	cause	decrease	in	cognitive	capacity,	from	600	ppm.	Extra	chromosome	21	in	crops	in	crops	Con	©	Squids	derived	from	a	person	with	Down	Sandrome,	a	condition	in	which	the	body	of	the	body	contains	transciples	of
chromosome	21	instead	of	the	usual	pair.	18	(5):	1485	-	1497.	BIBCODE:	2012SCI	.337..470R.	7	(3):	E33288.	Filed	from	the	Iginal	or	in	2013-03-22.	scientists	that	a	new	gene	test	can	diagnose	the	risk	of	breast	breaking	time	before	the	development	of	disease,	allowing	for	early	treatment	much	more	Effective.	[293]	[294]	French	researchers
successfully	create	the	silicenum,	a	silo	leaf	of	a	one	that	is	a	very	gentle	graphene.	S2Cid	101940461.	Scientists,	studying	methanol	in	a	distant	gallexy,	found	the	change	(¢	€®/ã®)	in	the	proportion	of	the	mass	of	prism	for	elion	®	to	be	equal	to	"(0.0	Â	±	1.0)	£	10ã	¢	¢	†	†	^	£	10	Ã	£	10	ã	£	£	10	°	'7	in	Redshift	Z	=	0.89"	and	consistent	with	"a	null
result".	The	guardian.	335	(6067):	400	-	401.	M.;	SCHMIDT,	M.;	ALEXEEV,	I.	PMID	22464251.	"The	Tremale	Differential	of	Transport	Veshules	contributes	to	the	location	of	dendratic	protein."	SOC.)	Panic	activity	of	leisure	extends	life	expectancy	in	even	4.5	years,	according	to	a	study	The	National	Cancer	Institute.	PMID	2	22886173.	2012-06-01.
PMC	3408588.	Since	photonic	crystals	are	already	a	relatively	mature	technology,	the	new	inventive	can	be	marketed	in	just	two	years.	[114]	A	Lancet	Study	reports	that	the	global	deaths	of	poorly	can	be	very	underestimated,	giving	a	revised	number	of	deaths	in	the	malery	in	2010	of	1.24	million.	ARXIV:	1205.5651.	"The	latest	depressing	scientists:
sitting	is	very	bad	for	their	health."	"ESA	selects	the	1Bn-Europe	juice	probe	to	JãºPiter."	24	Marã-Sir-Sir	Paul	Callaghan,	Fan	of	New	Zealhan	(b.	(2012-06-12).	Wired.	It	is	warmer	because	it	was	in	the	last	years.	Doi:	10.1038/NCOMMS1772.	Filed	from	the	original	in	2012-02-03.	Ceti	hosts	five	exoplanets,	including	a	believed	world	being	within	the
star	habitable	zone.	PMID	22895704.	Rev.	Bibcode:	2012phrvl.108U3202g.	DOI:	10.1038/NCOMMS1944.	7	(3):	034011.	(2012-02).	-01).	ERB,	Dawn	K.	The	data	collection	robã,	powered	by	solar	painats	and	wave	energy,	survived	storms	and	shark	attacks	during	his	one	-year	journey.	December	30,	2012:	Rita	Levi-Montalcini,	an	Italian	neurologist
winner	of	the	Nobel	Pramy,	aged	103.	Now	has	a	total	collishan	energy	of	8	track	electronvolts,	a	large	increase	over	her	energy	of	7	tev.	[234]	April	6-An	International	Researchers	Team	reports	that	a	new	drug-resistant	halving	strain	emerged	at	the	Thai	border	of	Cambodia,	potentially	threatening	global	efforts	to	contain	disease.	[235]	[236]	April
8	-	American	scientists	reveal	that	transparent	graphene	leaves	can	be	used	to	for	study	by	electrical	microscreases.	AIP	Publishing.	Ministry	of	Saãºde,	work	and	well	-being	of	japan.	(BBC)	(Zookeys)	August	19	-	Scientists	are	close	to	developing	a	cure	of	baldness.	BIBCODE:	2012NATGE	...	5..138T.	1936).	PMC	3309767.	The	record.	(2012-03-07).
PMID	22498625.	18	(9):	1413	-	1417.	ARXIV:	1201.3643.	"Genhan	therapy	of	telomerase	in	adult	and	old	rats	delays	aging	and	increases	longevity	without	increasing	the	cramp."	.	and	stroke:	The	study	by	Framingham	Filmpring	(S24.	003).	ROVES	SHEETING	SUPERFACE.	[592]	December	31-A	supported	by	NASA	The	study	suggests	that	the
manned	space	flight	could	impair	the	rear	of	astronauts	and	accelerate	the	use	of	Alzheimer's	disease.	[593]	[594	]	[595]	Iise	10	New	Spray	The	10	Main	Espão	2013	were	announced	on	May	22,	2013	by	the	International	Institute	for	Exploitation	of	Espion,	celebrating	Sponneums	discovered	during	2012.	Do	it:	10.1371/Journal.ppat.1002649.	2012-04-
11.	Letters	of	modern	fanatic	A.	^	ma,	c.;	Tschauner,	O.;	Beckett,	J.	It	is	intended	to	store	the	huge	volumes	of	astronomial	data	that	the	square	kilometer	the	matrix	generates	its	creation	in	2024.	R.;	CHALLINOR,	A.	^	EWALD,	Collin	Y;	RAPS,	Daniel	A;	Li,	Chris	(2012-06-01).	August	25-Neil	Armstrong,	American	astronaut,	the	first	human	being	on
the	moon	(N.	Risk	Gene,	XRCC2	".	Medical	daily.	9):	557-561.	^	Gallagher,	James	(2012-06-12).	"A	long	term	in	the	long	In	a	modern	drought	in	the	American	Southeast.	"Investig.	On	May	2,	2011,	Intel	announced	its	first	22	nm	microprocessor,	the	codename	Ivy	Bridge,	using	a	finfet	technology	called	3D	tri-gate.	[7]	Power8	processors	IBM	are
produced	in	a	22	Nm	SOI	process.	[8]	Toshiba	devices	announced	that	it	was	sending	Nand	devices	of	24	nm	flash	memory	on	August	31,	2010.	[9]	In	2010,	Samsung	Electronics	started	The	mass	production	of	64	â	°	Gbit	Nand	Flash	Memory	Chips	using	the	US	process	of	20	nm.	From	20	Nm.	[11]	On	April	23,	2012,	Intel	Core	i7	and	Intel	Core	i5
processors	based	on	Ivy	Bridge	22	Intel	22	Nm	The	technology	for	San	©	Rie	7	chipsets	was	selling	worldwide	.	[12]	The	production	of	22	nm	processor	volume	began	more	than	six	months	earlier,	as	confirmed	by	Ex	-CEO	Paul	Otellini	on	October	19,	2011.	[13]	On	June	3,	2013,	Intel	started	sending	Intel	Core	i7	and	Intel	Core	i5	processors	based	on
Intel	Hitture's	Haswell	Microarc	in	22-nm	grinding	finfet	technology	for	chipsets	from	SÃ	©	rie	8.	[14]	Reframes	^	"20nm	technology".	"Tornadoes	huge	discovered	in	the	sun."	Department	of	Motorized	Veãcles	of	Nevada.	PMID	22745900.	ISSN	1744-9561.	BIBCODE:	2011APPHL..99Y3301H.	Natural	materials.	(2012-02-03).	(The	Registration)
September	7	The	automation	of	the	harvest	begins	the	deliveries	of	its	HV-100	Agriculture,	a	commercial	self-material	capable	of	navigating	around	obstacles	and	working	on	teams	to	perform	vegetable	tasks	,	as	pruning	and	pulverization.	487	(7406):	202	-	204.	7	(6):	351	-	356.	"A	real	-time	FMRI	-based	spelling	device,	immediately	allowing	a	robust
communication	independent	engine".	BIBCODE:	2012NJPH	...	14E3029S.	BIBCODE:	2012NATCC	...	2..195m.	It	hurts:	N.;	Thomas,	E.;	GIBBS,	S.	"Towant	to	the	tanning	t	-shirt	of	cotton	t	-rate".	P.	(The	Guardian)	NASA	Scientists	report	that	Curiosity	Mars	Rover	performed	the	first	X-ray-ray-ray	diffraction	of	Martian	soil	at	the	"RockNest"	site.	^
Kang,	Hyo	Jung;	VOLETI,	Bhavya;	HAJSZAN,	Tibor;	RAJKOWSKA,	Grazyna;	StockMeier,	Craig	A;	et	al.	The	farm	maximizes	its	growing	space	using	120	cultivation	towers	of	120-scutch	and	can	produce	half	ton	of	vegetables	a	day.	20	PO	-	Eugene	Polley,	American	engineer,	inventor	of	the	wireless	television	remote	control	(b.	Nature	photonics.	Many
now	are	close	or	high	of	the	temperature	safety	margin,	and	very	few	so.	GENEMICAL	CAPACITY	TO	ADAPT	EDUCATIONS.	Specialized	robãs	to	clean	the	nuclear	disaster	of	Fukushima	Daiichi.	A	later	report	published	by	the	united	united	uses,	stating	that	China	invested	$	52	billion	in	renewable	energy	in	2011,	while	the	US	spent	$	51	Bills.	The
stupid	volumes	like	network.	[244]	[245]	An	international	team	of	researchers	used	new	DNA	sequencing	technology	parallel	to	accelerate	the	discovery	of	a	breast	risk	risk	gene,	XRCC2.	[246]	[247]	DARPA,	A	Avanity	research	from	US	military,	offers	a	$	2	million	prize	to	any	team	that	can	develop	independently	a	rescue	robe	capable	of	vain	tasks,
including	scales,	cleaning	obstacles,	using	tools	Tricks	and	drive	cars.	[248]	After	studying	40	years	of	medical	records,	Swedish	scientists	claim	that	those	who	suffer	from	the	Huntington	Disease	about	50%	less	likely	to	develop	Conci	than	those	without	disease.	info.cancerresearchuk.org.	It	is	probable	that	the	system	enters	the	service	at	©	2017.
[89]	American	researchers	report	that	ultrasound	waves	can	be	used	effectively	to	kill	sperm,	potentially	offering	a	new	motto	of	male	contraceptive.	[90]	[91]	The	ozion	of	the	pollution	of	anthropoganic	air	in	the	northern	ammony	takes	annual	loss	of	1.2	million	tons	of	wheat	only	in	Europe,	according	to	a	published	study	by	the	British	universities.
[92]	[93]	A	study	of	NASA	reports	that	the	changes	in	solar	activity	cannot	be	responsible	for	the	current	period	of	global	warming.	"CO2	'drove	the	last	era	of	ice."	S2CID	118575701.	DOI:	10.1073/PNAS.1205223109.	2012-01-26.	In	addition,	the	study	finds	that	95	%	of	the	initial	universe	is	composed	of	darkness	and	energy,	the	curvature	of	the
space	is	less	than	0.4	%	of	"flat",	and	the	universe	emerged	from	age.	of	the	dark	darkness	"about	400	million	years	of	years"	after	Big	Bang.	Filed	from	the	original	in	2012-05-19.	I.;	ERRITZOE,	D.;	WILLIAMS,	T.;	STONE,	J.	PMC	3	3621396.	This	is	the	fourth	exoplanet	potentially	supported	by	life	discovered	since	May	2011.	[106]	Researchers	create
the	world's	thinner	glass	panel,	a	silo	and	oxygen	sheet	with	only	three	wide	-width.	It	is	believed	that	the	new	planet	is	too	hot	to	support	life,	but	there	is	a	high	probability	that	the	system	contains	other	planetary	rods,	including	potentially	terrestrial.	(Patch	Loganville-Grayson)	(BBC)	December	5,	2012:	Scientists	implement	the	first	deep	brain
stimulation	device	(x-ray	image	in	the	photo)	to	be	used	to	treat	Alzheimer's	disease.	in	the	United	States.	(May	2018)	(Learn	how	and	when	to	remove	this	model	message)	General	View	from	2012	events	in	the	scientific	list	of	years	in	science	(table)	2015	2015	2016	2017	2017	2018	2020	2021	2022	¢	âferences	€	¦	Arteology	Archeology	Literature	of
the	Philosophy	Science	+...	s2cid	``	``	of	the	initial	jurisdiction.	The	device,	which	provides	deep	brain	stimulation	and	was	already	used	by	Parkinson's	disease	patients,	could	increase	the	memory	and	reverse	the	cognitive	decline.	32	(22):	7477	-7492.	^	mccusker,	Kelly	and;	laboratory.	(2012-01-22).	BIBCODE:	2012NATUR.486	...	52b.	108	(17):
171803.	"Hotspot	accelerated	on	the	sea	on	the	coast.	of	the	northern	rich	".	BIBCODE:	2012SCI	...	336.1287p.	DOI:	10.1039/C2SM26077H.	PHOTONICS	ONLINE.	PMC	3337988.	The	artificial	motto	of	the	robã	©	based	on	a	nouquel	-	Itanium	wire	that	expands	and	if	contract	in	response	to	currents.	DOI:	10.1016/S0140-6736	(12)	60034-8.	DOI:
10.1038/scientific	American0712-24a.	October	15th	Astrons	confirmed	the	existence	of	a	neat-type	exoplanet	that	has	four	These,	making	it	the	first	system	of	stars	as	well	as	discovered.	More	than	100,000	volunteers	are	participating	in	the	research	ongoing.	[44]	Ogos	find	a	new	Tulip	-shaped	fan,	formally	called	Siphusautum	Gregarium,	in	the
Cambrian	Burgers	Slate,	in	Canadan	Rocky	Mountains.	DOI:	10.1038/Nphoton.2011.322.	"Arsenate	Arsenate	detectable	in	the	DNA	of	the	Lulas	GFAJ-1	cultivated	in	arsenate".	PMID	22253785.	PMID	2649227.	^	"The	photovoltaic	squids	play	in	underwater	solar	energy".	ISSN	0031-9007.	PMC	3289328.	July	23,	American	scientists	create	an	artificial
viva	from	the	heart	and	laboratory	cards.	51	(3):	748	-	751.	(BBC)	(SCI.	Astrogeology.usgs.gov.	"The	sequence	of	the	tomato	genome	provides	in	fleshy	evolution	of	fruits.	"	99	(25):	253301.	"Voyager	1	entered	a	new	registration	of	the	space,	sudden	changes	in	the	cord	rays	indicate".	Scale	below	0.5	nm	(about	twice	the	dictate	of	a	silo	-athrus),	which
is	the	expected	value	of	22	nm.	August	21	MIT	researchers	report	that	a	genetically	modified	organism	can	transform	carbon	dioxide	or	waste	into	a	compatible	transport	with	fuel	gasoline.	"Solar	installations	doubled	last	year,	with	the	Califmon	Leading	the	Way."	IBM.	PMC	3365157.	Comp.	BIBCODE:	2012NATCO	...	3..608L.	Controlled	".	PMID
22277550.	2	February	2012.	Gordon	and	Shinya	Yamanaka,	by	the	discovery	that	mature	squids	can	be	reprogrammed	to	become	Cá	©	Lula-Pluripotent	Tronco.	Filed	from	the	original	in	2012-06-22.	484	(7392	):	49	-	54.	American	and	academic	US	(n.	Ã	reefing	show	showing	living	coral	coverage.	The	acharges	structure	simulates	a	human	vascular
system,	allowing	artificial	blood	vessels	to	be	cultivated	to	support	the	fan.	[458]	[459]	[460]	Scientists	use	ultrasound	to	display	3D	video	on	a	modified	wooler	membrane,	creating	the	finest	transparent	vamous	screen	in	the	world.	Water	more	than	all	existing,	according	to	MIT	scientists.	[462]	[463]	Scientists	report	that	the	indirect	evidences	that
apart	from	the	existence	of	the	Higgs	Bã³son	were	found.	[464]	[465]	July	3,	researchers	photograph	the	shadow	of	a	first	of	the	first	time.	[466]	[467]	A	study	led	by	the	State	University	of	Kansas	discovers	a	new	state	that	allows	you	to	be,	but	not	two,	they	come	together.	[468]	[469]	July	4,	CERN	fanatics	announce	the	discovery	of	a	consistent
partion	with	the	higgs	of	the	pattern	model	in	a	noisy	"5	sigma"	significance,	indicating	that	only	one	chance	in	3.5	million	to	obtain	this	result	by	chance	without	participating.	[470]	[471]	[472]	American	scientists	develop	an	electrically	conductive	gel	that	can	easily	be	printed	on	superfanic	printer	with	a	standard	ink	jet,	allowing	the	simple	and
simple	production	of	a	large	range	of	electronics.	[473]	[474]	Researchers	identified	seven	gene	markers	linked	to	a	woman's	breast	size,	according	to	a	new	study.	[475]	[476]	July	4,	2012:	CERN	scientists	report	the	discovery	of	a	significant	partiah	with	the	hyggs	(HIGGG	collision	signature	shown).	^	Sebastian	Anthony	(2012-02-06).	Scientific
reports.	^	Shafo,	Kashif;	MCLOONE,	Philip;	QUESHI,	Khaver;	Leung,	Hing;	HART,	Carole;	MORRISON,	David	S.	^	James	Gallagher	(2012-02-14).	^	Paul	Marks	(2012-07-23).	^	"The	study	reveals	the	secret	of	the	-zebra	fish	-	biochamico".	^	Richard	Adhikari	(2012-01-13).	Cellular	reports.	^	"IDI"	claking	"holds	an	arc	-ãris.	"Falcon	9	private	rocket
goes	to	spatial	estate."	V.	(The	Guardian)	October	26th	The	oldest	tomb	still	discovered	is	found	in	Guatemala.	Connected.	"The	ice	loss	rate	of	the	seafront	in	the	venue	is	50%	higher	than	expected."	2012-03-20.	This	is	The	amount	of	carbon	is	already	stored	in	the	atmosphere	today.	Exoskeleton	X1	is	designed	to	help	walking	paraplato	and	can	also
be	configured	to	provide	walking	exercises	to	^	Roberts,	Michelle	(2012-05-01).	BIBCODE:	2012phRVL.108A8101O.	Inventive	can	be	used	to	clean	the	spills	of	ã³le	or	to	guide	medications	through	human	blood	vessels.	[429]	[430]	The	clummy	data	of	2.8	million	years	of	years	are	rebuilt	from	the	numbers	of	sediments	recovered	from	the	Gygyty
Lake,	Ran.	^	"Deep	cerebral	stimulation	shows	promising	results	for	the	unipolar	and	bipolar	depression."	^	"Summary	Life	Tables	for	Japan	2011".	^	JUFFMANN,	Thomas;	MILIC,	Adriana;	MOTH	LLNERITESCH,	Michael;	ASENBAUM,	Peter;	TSUNKERNIK,	Alexander;	So	xen,	Jens;	Mayor,	Marcel;	Cheshnovsky,	Ori;	ARNDT,	Markus	(2012-03-25).
"Restoring	volunteer	control	of	the	locomotion	after	the	stoppage	of	the	spinal	cord"	(PDF).	^	"The	penton	helps	build	the	mesh	recognition".	^	Ng,	S.	1926).	"Transplantation	of	a	Bioenged	Laten	Vein	with	Con	©	Lula-Trunco	Self-Outo:	A	Concept	Proof	Study".	"The	main	genes	that	turn	off	with	aging	highlighted	as	potential	targets	for	anti-aging-
sciencedaily	therapies."	July	5	-	The	scientists	produced	the	most	detailed	filming	of	a	neurã´nio	already	seen.	New	Fanic	Journal.	January	4,	2012.	^	Alok	Jha	(2012-02-06).	^	Owano,	Nancy	(2012-06-20).	"Dramatic	Links	found	between	clummy	changes,	dates,	plants	and	padassaries".	^	OZ,	C.;	JONES,	L.	PLOS	PATÃ³Genos.	^	"'Link	to	children's
behavior'	to	snore".	AIDS	Conference	2012,	Washington	DC.	MIT	researchers	(with	wire)	develop	a	modular	protein	-inspired	robã	capable	of	magnetically	bending	in	a	wide	variety	of	shapes,	potentially	announcing	future	devices	that	can	reconfigure	themselves	for	almost	any	purpose.	Doi:	10.1038/Nature09710.	"Air	Force's	Secret	X-37B	Space
Plane	Lands	in	Calif.	R	.;	SOSDIAN,	S.	(Science	Daily)	(BBC)	announces	the	first	major	offering	of	Atlantic	coastal	sites	for	offshore	wind	farm	developments.	(Science	Daily)	(Nature)	American	engineers	build	a	3D	printer	capable	of	manufacturing	tools	from	lunar	lunar	Potentially,	allowing	future	astronauts	to	make	equipment	on	site	using	lunar	or
martian	rock.	(Science	Daily)	(Nature)	A	cost	of	cost	of	the	necessary	technologies	to	transport	materials	to	the	stratosphere	to	reduce	the	amount	of	sunlight	that	reaches	the	earth	and	therefore	reduce	the	effects	of	global	clummy	changes	It	shows	that	they	are	vicinable,	and	accessible.	PMC	3264685.	1939).	PMC	3382529.	PMID	22374981.	"Dark
genome	characteristics,	a	long	-term	Drosophila	line	in	a	dark	environment."	^	Wickham,	Chris;	Evans,	Robert	(2012-07-04).	PMID	22621821.	R.;	LIU,	W.	Oxford	University	Press	(OUP).	S2Cidan	¢	16580300.	ISSN	0003-004X.	Paul	Kurtz,	American,	philosopher	and	secular	humanist	(born	in	the	united	nations.	ISSN	1726-4189.	Bonfire	ferrite	to	store
at	©	100	terabytes	of	data	in	a	tape	cartridge.	(b.	"estimating	the	mother's	performance	in	Tyrannosaurus	rex	using	the	dynamics	of	vain	bodies."	-09)	.	Born	in	2012	could	live	at	100	years,	assuming	that	recent	improvements	in	the	standards	of	health	and	life	continue.	The	revelation	of	a	flexible	glass	nicknamed	"willow	glass".	,	as	a	result	of	these
transformations,	the	PAHs	lose	their	spectroscal	signature,	which	may	be	one	of	the	reasons	"for	the	lack	of	detection	of	PAH	in	interstellar	ice,	particularly	the	external	records	of	cold	clouds	and	dense	or	Molecular	layers	of	protoplanetary	discs.	"(Space.com)	(Astrophys.	^"	Study:	Ctancan	-Lullas	can	help	with	blind	people.	"J.;	JUANES,	R.	H.;
Individual	roads	and	buildings.	380	(9838):	230	-	237.	ARXIV:	1204.2319.	BIBCODE:	2012NATNA	...	7..557k.	Arxiv:	1108.4749.	The	material	could,	therefore,	find	use	in	industrial	distillation	and	purification	of	water.	,	grape	seed	extract	(GSE)	kills	CT,	head	and	neck,	leaving	the	healthy	lulars	â	€	hys.	allowing	the	precise	measurement	of	the
ecosystem	and	the	rate	of	deforestation	of	the	tropical	forest.	[82]	2012	BX34,	an	asterion	between	8	meters	(26	pims)	and	11	meters	to	the	earth,	performing	one	of	the	flybies	of	more	osterion.	already	recorded.	[83]	[84]	The	British	animators	They	develop	them	a	new	algon	to	create	highly	realistic	CGIs,	allowing	movies	and	video	games	to	easily
display	realistic	3D	foliage.	[85]	[86]	January	29	-	Using	Ctanus	-	Trunco	generated	from	patients	with	schizophrenia,	bipolar	depression	and	other	mental	diseases,	scientists	at	the	University	of	Edinburgh	creates	neuron	with	genetically	identical	brain	tissue	to	the	CT	Rable	of	the	person.	"Crystal	Crystal	Backpacks'	help	them	go	out	with	the	Bang."
XPress	Mother	©	Tip.	Recovered	2021-05-29.	2012-02-28.	(Penn	State	Science)	Filed	2012-08-23	at	Wayback	Machine	(Astrophys.	The	Breakthrough,	It	has	been	reached	using	a	scanning	microscreation,	can	allow	the	production	of	high	density	high	density	computer	storage	means	in	the	future.	[35]	[36]	German	scientists	convert	a	gold	sphere	only
60	nanhas	dials	into	an	ultra	-sensible	listening	device,	potentially	allowing	bacton	sounds	and	other	unicellular	organisms	to	be	recorded.	[37]	[38]	14	January	-	Researchers	at	Cambridge	University	Repair	Damage	of	myelin	sheath	into	aged	mice	with	moving	sclerosis,	injecting	the	blood	of	younger	mice,	reactivating	the	regenerative	tract	of	older
rats.	[39]	[40]	January	15-A	Martian	sample	of	frog's	groves	of	the	Rãºssia	spacecraft,	which	was	arrested	in	the	bias	after	a	malfunctioning	malfunction	in	November	2011,	reentry	the	earth	atmosphere.	[41]	January	18	Astrons	report	the	discovery	of	the	dwarf	more	distant	gallon	already	found,	approximately	10	billions	of	light	years	of	distance.	[42]
[43]	An	amateur	Astron	British	discover	a	new	Neptune	-size	exoplanet,	just	a	few	days	after	BBC	Stargazing	Live	Program	makes	a	pillful	appeal	to	volunteers	to	help	scientists	in	search	of	possible	exoplanets	.	B.;	Alcolea,	J.;	et	al.	S2Cid	¢	5376967.	^	Reardon,	Sara	(2019-02-26).	191	(2):	493	-	507.	R.;	Wesson,	D.	PMID	2304294.	2021-11-06.	PMID
22666359.	GEOLOGICAL	SOCIETY	OF	AMENTIAL.	(BBC)	Astrã´Noms	observe	a	penumbral	lunar	eclipse.	BIBCODE:	2012PLOSO	...	737945D.	488	(7409):	13	-	14.	(BBC)	Pathological	alterations	that	are	typical	of	Alzheimer's	disease	were	significantly	reduced	in	mice	by	blocking	an	immunological	system	transmitter.	DOI:	10.1534/GENERAL	©
TICA.112.138768.	2012-01-30.	Biology	letters.	R.;	EVANS,	D.	"A	new	approach	to	the	desalinization	of	the	water."	Filed	from	the	original	in	2012-06-30.	Ç.;	CHANNELL,	J.	DOI:	10.1016/S0140-6736	60644-8.	(BBC)	December	9	-	French	polyã	©	sia	establishes	the	largest	shark	sanctury	in	the	world,	protecting	all	fishing	sharks	of	fishing	in	a	4.7
million	squares	of	squares	square	squares	"Nervous	transfer	to	the	restoration	of	the	function	of	the	distinction	of	the	spinal	cord."	(2012-05-15).	Smithsonian	Magazine.	"Sources	of	multi-decal	variability	in	the	extension	of	the	sea	of	the	seafront."	(2012-03-29).	^	"China	lashes	the	first	3D	TV	channel".	Chem.)	November	21	for	the	first	time,	the	signs
that	are	encrypted	are	successfully	sent	by	a	conventional	broadband	fiber	rather	than	requiring	a	dedicated	individual	cable.	(BBC)	August	23-NOVA	Research	links	the	origins	of	the	Indo-European	wool	with	the	dissemination	of	agriculture	of	anatting	approximately	8,000	to	9,500	years.	^	ETHIER,	C.;	OBY,	E.	"The	solar	panel	made	with	the
cannhom	of	the	£	for	cheap	enough	to	challenge	the	fuel	fanfire."	(Science	Daily)	(Cell	Rep.)	China	announces	plans	to	build	the	world's	first	100	petaflop	supercomputer	at	©	2015.	2015-05-19.	DOI:	10.1016/J.Jhevol.2012.03.003.	^	"London	2012:"	Green	"Olen	Time	Games	of	all	time".	^	Vegetti,	S.;	Lagattuta,	D.	Earlier,	scientists	quantified	the
carbon	diary	(CO2)	emissions	in	a	much	wider	one.	Damaged	from	rats	have	been	stimulated	with	implanted	QUAMIC	products	and	electrodes,	and	a	robative	assistant	arranas	was	used	to	"teach"	the	rats	to	walk	again.	[353]	[355]	[355]	Australian	researchers	publish	a	new	study	that	reveals	how	the	Fish	-zebra	heals	your	spinal	cord	aphas	lesion.
"The	storage	of	digital	data	rewriting	in	living	squids	through	projected	control	of	the	directionality	of	recombination."	Waves	in	the	experiment	quather	of	double	slit	".	December	19,	2012.	481	(7380):	167	-	9.	Glicolaldodo	is	required	to	form	ribonucleic,	or	RNA,	which	is	similar	in	function	DNA.	Evol.)	The	researchers	developed	a	protist	of	"nar
electrical	IZ	"that	can	detect	small	of	harmful	substances	carried	by	air.	ARXIV:	1203.2847.	ISSN	0957-4484.	"The	four-telescree	link-up	link	creates	the	largest	mirror	in	the	world."	BIBCODE:	2012NATUR.487..202D.	PMID	22258612.	(Newswise)	October	31	-	Holland	scientists	demonstrated	a	form	of	Concrete	that	uses	backoning	limestone
producing.	485	(7400):	635	-	641.	BIBCODE:	2012SCI	...	336.1409p.	1920).	N.;	Grigorieva,	I.	^	Tomata,	Yasutake;	KAKIZAKI,	Masako;	NAKAYA,	NAOKI;	Tsuboya,	Toru;	SONE,	Toshimasa;	et	al.	I.;	MACminn,	C.	PMID	22383840.	October	19-A	European	Space	Agency	announces	that	a	new	sattered	in	2017	will	be	launched	to	study	Super	Earth	and
other	great	exoplanets	that	orbiting	nearby	stars.	^	"Center	of	Momia	-	Notion	IARC	-	IARC".	T.;	FALKINGHAM,	P.	The	data	are	considerably	older	than	the	800,000	-year	-old	ice	clerks	found	in	Antoncia.	[431]	[432]	June	23-100	years	apostonalist	and	pioneer	on	English	computers	Alan	Turing,	british	experts	launched	dan	of	the	longtime.	a	suicard.
[433]	[434]	June	24	of	China	completes	with	its	first	manual	orbital	meeting,	such	as	Shenzhou	9,	manned,	the	dock	of	space	with	the	Mother	Tiangong-1	without	the	assistance	of	automated	coupling	systems.	[435]	Sea	increase	rates	are	increasing	from	three	to	four	times	stroke	along	parts	of	the	US	-on	-the	-tantic	coast	than	globally,	according	to	a
new	US	Geological	Research	Report	published	in	Nature	Climate	Change.	[436]	[437]	Lonesome	George,	the	last	known	individual	of	the	Pinta	Island	Turtle	Subspams,	dies	in	the	Grazes	National	Park,	probably	over	100,	making	subspently	defunctly	presumably.	[438]	June	26	-	The	discovery	of	a	new	mineral,	Panguita,	is	announced,	with	samples
found	in	the	Allende	meteorite.	[439]	[440]	June	27	Fanics	collide	with	golden	twists	to	produce	a	gluon	plasma	quarks,	similar	to	what	existed	in	the	first	moment	after	Big	Bang.	(BBC)	October	14th	The	Austrian	Parachutist	Felix	Baumgartner	makes	the	highest	attempt	at	parachutes,	jumping	from	a	height	24	miles	(39	km)	above	Roswell,	New
Mexico.	Filed	from	the	original	in	2012-07-01.	^	Bostrã	£	m	p,	wu	j,	jedrychowski	mp,	korde	a,	ye	l,	lo	jc,	rasbach	rasbach	Bostroi	EA,	Choi	JH,	Long	Jz,	Kajimura	S,	Zingaretti	MC,	Vind	BF,	Tu	H,	Cinti	S,	Hoijlund	K,	Gygi	SP,	Spiegelman	BM	(January	2012).	^	Kawata,	Satoshi	(2012-03-19).	Z.;	BALANTEKIN,	A.	Royal	College	of	Psychiatrists.	Diversity
and	distribution.	American	Academy	of	Pediatrics	(AAP).	S2cid	¢	4422180.	337	(6092):	315	-	320.	Biol.	^	Jonathan	Amos	(2012-01-15).	"Standard	vascular	networks	for	perfusible	engineering	three	-dimensional	vascular	networks.	Ç.;	Haberle,	S.	2012-06-17.	"Formation	of	Office	by	mitotically	active	germ	squares	purified	from	the	ovás	of	women	of
reproductive	age."	BIBCODE:	2012RSPSA.468.2272L.	^	Katia	Moskvitch	(2012-02-03).	It	is	the	most	powerful	gene	risk	factor	for	Alzheimer's	identified	in	the	last	20	years.	The	team	used	gravitational	microleshape	to	discover	the	gravitational	effects	of	the	planets	that	orbit	distant	stars.	[26]	[27]	[28]	American	Astrons	discover	three	rocky
exoplanets	smaller	than	the	earth,	the	smallest	worlds	still	found,	orbiting	a	dwarf	star	130	light-year-olds.	[29]	Researchers	report	the	discovery	of	a	natural	hormone	that	has	an	effect	similar	to	exercise	in	muscle	tissue	-	burning	calories,	improving	insulin	processing	and	perhaps	increasing	the	forge.	[30]	[31]	January	12,	scientists	formally
describe	the	smallest	spirit	of	the	world's	known	vertebrates,	Paedophryne	amaunsis	-	a	frorest	that	measures	only	7	milham	long.	October	17,	2012:	Stanford	Ovshinsky,	an	American	inventor	and	fanciful,	dies	89.	"IBM	creates	high	density,	high	density	and	air	wool-air	battery."	The	project,	which	is	expected	to	materialize	at	©	2020,	could	allow	any
individual	to	build	cheap	automated	tools	for	any	task	in	their	own	home.	[230]	April	5	The	Dutch	and	Americans	researchers	report	that	they	created	a	quantum	working	of	diamond,	using	the	natural	impurities	of	the	diamond	as	overlapping	overlapping	to	perform	boards.	[231]	[232]	Google	reveals	Project	Glass,	which	aims	to	develop	augmented
reality	capable	of	walking	information	such	as	email,	real	-time	trembling	updates,	and	the	vision	field	called	the	field	of	a	user.	[233]	Large	Hadron	Collider	enters	an	operation	after	an	energy	update.	(EPFL)	(PNAS)	NASA	Gravitational	Research	Lites	reveal	that	the	moon	has	a	much	thinner	crust	than	it	was	overly	supposed.	DOI:
10.1126/science.1219957.	"Talk	to	me,	one	mother	told	the	other."	PMID	22722832.	^	Amos,	Jonathan	(December	19,	2012).	Mineral	Society.	^	Coghlan,	Andy	(2019-02-26).	"Localized	Pigeon	Brain	Global	Positioning	System".	Doi:	10.1038/Nature11185.	"The	image	captures	a	billion	of	stars."	"Greenhouse	gases	can	find	a	home	underground."
(Nobel	Prize)	The	US	Navy	begins	to	finance	the	development	of	a	versatile	robbery	capable	of	adapting	everyday	materials	to	rescue	arrested	human	beings.	N.;	et	al.	The	wool	material	can	be	infused	with	drugs,	then	shaped	to	fit	perfectly	into	a	wound.	(BBC)	(ESA)	November	23rd	The	footprints	believed	to	have	been	made	by	the	giant	diatria	of
flights	without	flights	indicate	that	it	was	a	"smooth	herbamo"	and	not	a	fierce	chasing,	the	scientists	say.	(BBC)	November	11	-	Scientists	develop	a	highly	efficient	metamaterial	capno	capn	device	capable	of	making	objects	invisible	to	microwave.	BIBCODE:	2012pnas..109.9287p.	336	(6084):	1054-1057.	^	Fouchier,	R.	2012-03-24.	^	JHA,	Alok	(2012-
04-09).	"'Spray-On	Skin'	helps	heal	the	legs	in	the	legs."	2012-08-14.	^	"Tevatron's	experiments	report	more	recent	results	in	the	search	for	Higgs	Boson".	S2cidan	¢	4415729.	(Space.com)	October	22,	2012:	A	CDAn	Gain	of	Vinci	(photo)	is	used	to	perform	the	first	surgery	Open	heart	assisted	by	UK	Roban.	(Science	Daily)	(SCI.	Nature	Geoscience.
Doi:	10.1021/NL203701g.	It	was	successfully	demonstrated	in	Human	Lulas.	(2012-01-31).	^	"List	of	weapon	desires	do	not	lethal	US	revealed	on	the	network".	Doi:	10.1093/Eurheartj/EHS096.	Yes	..	(Extremech)	(Science)	August	18	-	Scientists	in	the	United	States	report	that	they	found	a	new	spiders	in	the	caves	of	Califã³Rnia	and	Oregon.	DOI:
10.1038/nnano.2012.128.	^	Speers,	Allison	M.;	REGUERA,	GEMMA	(2012-06-28).	(Science	Daily)	(ESC)	August	26	Besse	Cooper,	in	the	place	in	which	the	oldest	human	in	the	world,	celebrates	its	116th	birthday,	becoming	one	of	eight	people	in	the	story	recorded	to	do	so	arguably.	337	(6093):	467-470.	8	(29):	7545.	^	Witze,	Alexandra	(2012-11-13).
481	(7379):	62-5.	108	(1):	018101.	Recovered	2021-11-16.	(BBC)	(opt.	The	Nã³	of	20	Nanãs	is	an	intermediate	medium	matrix	shrinkage	based	on	the	22-nanã	meters.	2012-05-31.	Laura;	Jacobi,	Roger;	Wood,	Rachel	;	RAMSEY,	Christopher	Bronk;	et	al.	.	April	20-George	Cowan,	American	Quemico,	Scientist	and	Business	of	the	Manhattan	Project	(n.
Can	recognize	the	existence	and	concentration	of	DNA	csted	jumps	placed	on	them.	A	Bionic	Eye	Protion	with	24	electrodes.	Carl	Woese,	American	Ogist	Microbiol	(December	5	Paleontologists	announce	the	discovery	of	what	is	probably	the	oldest	known	dinosaur.	Bibcode:	2012Natur.486..527p.	GODA,	K.;	AYAZI,	A.;	GOSSETT,	D.	U.S.	Recovered
2021-10-02.	BIBCODE:	2012NAPHO	...	6..121T.	"Oxygen	involves	the	cold	moon	of	Saturn".	Tobias,	PaleoAnthropologist	at	South	Holy	(B.	^	Park,	D.J	.;	LESUEUR,	F.;	NGUYEN-DUMONT,	T.;	Permesi,	M.;	Odefrey,	F.;	Et	al.	Symposium	in	VLSI	technology	Short	course	course.	704.	PMC	3324440.	PMID	22415822.	^	Deborah	Zabarenko	(2012-03-01)
DOI:	10.1073/PNAS.1204718109.	DOI:	10.1038/NCOMMS1735.	NEAL	(2012-	05-16).	(NTT)	The	first	estimate	throughout	the	continent	of	the	distribution	of	the	great	African	monkeys	and	their	changes	over	time	revealed	a	dramatic	decline	in	the	monkey	habitats.	379	(9832):	2151-2161.)	(Trad	Trad.	A	Double	Self-Beed	Mosfet	Scalab	Le	at	20	Nm	"
(Science	Daily)	I	think	of	the	Pan	Wheat.	H.;	Wu,	Q.	(Science	Daily)	(Science)	August	25	to	Voyager	1	from	NASA	crosses	HeliPausa	and	enters	the	interstellar	space,	the	first	object	made	by	man	to	do	so.	[581]	[582]	[583]	[584]	[585]	[586]	Uisators	discover	a	promising	drug	target	for	treatment	and	prevention	of	cardanish	insufficiency.	HDL:
1874/385704.	ISSN	1474-4422.	^	Reaves,	Marshall	Louis;	Sinha,	Sunita;	RABINOWITZ,	Joshua	D.;	KRUGLYAK,	Leonid;	REDFIELD,	Rosemary	J.	"IMPORTANT	RESULTS	OF	RESEARCH	NASA	is	not	talking	(update)."	"The	small	transmitters	that	cost	a	penny	to	print	revealed."	ARXIV:	1201.6643.	"The	medication	for	skin	clearing	reverses	Alzheimer's
in	rats."	The	existence	of	the	Majorana	was	theorized	for	the	first	time	by	the	Italian	scientist	Ettore	Majorana	in	the	1930s.	[258]	[259]	researchers	at	UCLA	advertise	They	are	also	core	lulas	-genetically	designed	to	look	for	and	kill	HIV	in	mice.	[260]	[261]	[262]	April	15	-	Researchers	claim	that	new	images	of	Satan	show	an	increase	in	the	mass	of
some	glaciers	in	the	Karakoram	Range	of	the	SIA.	Astrophys.)	The	growing	temperatures	due	to	clummy	changes	may	mean	that	wildfields	are	extinguished	in	70	years,	representing	a	risk	to	the	genius	sustainability	of	one	of	the	basic	goods	in	the	world,	according	to	new	research.	May	30-Sir	Andrew	Huxley,	British	physiologist	and	biophasic,
winner	of	the	1963	Nobel	Pramy	in	Physiology	or	Medicine	(b.	(2012-01-19).)	August	21,	2012:	A	study	of	major	cities	Costeiras	states	Shanghai	(the	horizon	in	the	photo)	can	be	highly	vulnerable	to	large	-scale	floods	in	the	next	future.	National	Environmental	Information	Centers	(NCEI).	^	"Trown	new	names	approved	for	resources	on	Mars	-	USGS
Astrogeology	Hot	Topics".	^	(Technology	Review)	^	Franklin,	Aaron	D.;	LUISIER,	Mathieu;	Han,	Shu-Jen;	TULEVSKI,	George;	BRESLIN,	Chris	M.;	GIGNAC,	Lynne;	Lundstrom,	Mark	S.;	HAENSCH,	Wilfried	(2012-01-18).	M.;	Feller,	S.	1923).	"Report:	humanity	comes	out	of	the	solar	system	-	or	perhaps	not."	24	(24):	3246-3252.	September	25-Dame
Louise	Johnson,	British	bakingherous	(b.,	Brian;	Dodelson,	Scott;	Chen,	Hsin-Yu	(2012-04-25).	Bibcode:	2012pla	...	733288i.	PMID	22522925.	A	commercial	version	is	planned	for	2015	..	Titled	ELIFE,	is	part	of	a	widespread	boost	for	open	access	to	scientific	research,	and	will	Researchers	to	make	your	work	available	online.	[239]	April	12	A	team	of
researchers	from	the	laboratory	University	of	France	and	the	Orie	Lanhaça	the	first	computer	model	simulation	of	the	structure	of	the	entire	observable	universe,	from	Big	Bang	to	the	present	day.	Sciencemag.	^	"Algodã	£	o	Electronics".	PMID	22679093.	"Sea	Studies:	US	Backs	even	more	vulnerable	to	the	â	€	ught	than	previously	thought."	M.;	et	al.
BIBCODE:	2012NATUR.481..463B.	The	test	can	track	3,500	genes	genes,	allowing	seriously	patients	to	be	diagnosed	and	treated	with	much	more	efficiency.	(2012-02-09).	"A	viva	water	engineer	with	biomimmon-propelled	propeller."	Elsevier	BV.	^	Al-Bassam,	Sarmad;	XU,	Min;	WANDless,	Thomas	J.;	ARNOLD,	Don	B.	"Top	10	New	Espão	de	2012".
Filed	from	the	original	in	2012-07-17.	3	(1):	731.	(BBC)	September	13	Small	"blueberries"	sprinkles	found	in	Martian	rocks	may	have	been	formed	by	micron,	possibly	indicating	that	life	existed	in	Mars	in	the	distant	past.	(Science	Daily)	(Science)	If	global	temperatures	increase	only	1	degree	Celsius,	butter	-thinned	glaciers	decreased	by	25	%	and
would	produce	65	%	less	annual	fuse,	according	to	research	published	in	geophardic	research	letters.	(2012-05-14).	This	technology	can	be	used	in	the	future	to	dramatically	reduce	the	accidents	of	TRALE.	The	TSMC	began	the	mass	production	of	20	nm	of	20	nm	in	2014.	[1]	The	22	-year	process	was	replaced	by	14	nm	finfet	commercial	technology
in	2014.	USPTO.	Behavior.)	NASA	scientists	report	that	polycyclic	aromatic	hydrocarbons	(HAP),	subjected	to	interstellar	conditions	(ISM),	transformed,	by	hydrogenation,	oxygenation	and	hydroxilation	£	o,	in	more	complex	organists.	^	Klein,	Theresa	J;	LEWIS,	M	Anthony	(2012-07-05).	DOI:	10.1158/0008-5472.CAN-11-3157.	Iafrica.com.	"Fan
Subscriptions	©	Romions	Majorana	in	of	nanofios	superconducting	semiconductors	".	viddiascênca.com.	^	ball,	Philip	(2012)."	More	Galileo	Galileo	Ordained	".	Bit".	(FIOUS)	(Science)	The	calm	restriction	does	not	extend	the	life	of	primates,	according	to	the	results	of	a	long	-term	study.	".	al.	"China	leads	the	world	in	renewable	energy	investment."
Proceedings	of	the	National	Academy	of	Sciences.	Advanced	materials.	1919).	DOI:	10.3171/2012.3.JNS12328.	^	Amos,	Jonathan	(2012-05-31).	1938).	PMC	6286148.	^	Tachibana	M,	Sparman	M,	Ramsey	C,	MA	H,	Lee	HS,	Penedo	MC,	Mitalipov	S	(January	2012).	(BBC)	(N.	""	It	is	a	boson:	"Higgs	Quest	has	a	new	partion."	):	895-904.	PMID	2266	0661.
RECOVERED	2021-07-24.	{{Cite	Web}}:	CS1	Maintenance:	URL	IMPRORIAL	(LINK)	^	KINVER,	MARK	(2012-04-12).	Diesel	causes	the	same	magnitude	as	the	second	mother's	smoke	".	S2cid	2	28425342.	M.;	KOUWENHOVEN,	L.	science	and	environmental	technology.	Paper	".	^	Hull,	Dana	(2012-03-19)."	Scientists	project	Ctano-Tronk	that	can
identify	and	destroy	HIV	within	living	mice.	"	A	high	emissance	scenery,	the	body	weight	mother	that	most	fish	scope	can	fall	to	©	2050.	45	(5):	767	-	776.	S2CID	85887012.	335	(6072	):	1058	-	1063.	PMID	22532803.	S	.;	ROSENTHAL,	Y	.;	PELTIER,	W.	International	Business	Times.	Doi:	10.1038/Nature10815.	"	Racoronarians	derived	from
cardiophere	to	cardan	regeneration	and	the	myocance	infarction	(caducees):	a	prospective	and	randomized	phase	1	study.	Trad.	^	Phyo,	Aung	Pyae;	NKHOMA,	STANDWELL;	Stepniewska,	Ashley,	Elizabeth	A;	Nair,	Shalini;	et	al.	Royal	Society	of	Quemica	(RSC).	^	"Sharp	develops	concentrating	solar	Lula	with	the	largest	conversation	efficiency	in	the
world	of	435%".	Filed	from	the	original	in	2012-07-25.	PMID	22579125.	^	VAN	DER	SAR,	T.;	WANG,	Z.	^	Shen,	Dongbiao;	WANG,	XIAG;	Li,	Xinran;	ZHANG,	XIAOLI;	YAO,	Zepeng;	et	al.	(2012-06-07).	"Way	of	identifying	breast	craving	with	years	in	advance".	(2012-06-29).	Faculty	of	Arts	and	Sciences	of	the	State	University	of	Arizona.	DOI:
10.1073/PNAS.1202344109.	August	3-Martin	Fleischmann,	British	Quinomic	and	Cold	Fuse	Theorist	(b.	"Lipid	storage	distances	block	the	Lysosan	Tremodo	inhibiting	a	TRP	channel	and	liberation	of	LiSosã	censight	´Imica	".	2012-03-14.	T	totally	compensating	for	climatic	changes."	"Sirtuin	sirt6	regulates	life	in	male	rats.	Earth	Speed	Registration,
the	British	Bloodhound	SSC	team	conducts	a	successful	Hama	Rocket	Test	in	Newquay.	Popular	Science.	.	PMID	22237023.	1954).	"Neural	correlates	of	a	magnhanic	sense."	October	20	E.	The	high	temperatures	of	mothers	also	contributed	to	the	hottest	spring,	the	hottest	period	of	the	year	and	the	12	month	period	warmer	than	the	United	States	has
experienced	since	the	1895	registration	innio.	[373]	And	from	Washington	successfully	sequence	the	genome	of	an	18	-week	human	fetus	in	the	ãº,	bringing	blood	samples.	"Turning	Con	©	Lulas	-Tronco	into	a	powerful	weapon	against	AIDS".	Overall,	the	United	States	is	overcomputer	listed	on	the	top	500	global,	with	251;	China	is	in	second	place,
with	72.	DOI:	10.1371/Journal.pone.0037945.	"The	ten-year-old	girl	gets	grown	vein	from	her	lula-stem."	Library	of	science	(PLOS).	32	(2):	235	-	254.	A	43.5%	conversation	efficiency	was	obtained	using	a	concentrator	concentrator	Compounded	Ct,	combining	a	focus	lens	with	vain	layers	of	light	absorption	compounds.	[351]	June	1,	June	at	a	large
milestone	for	neuroscience,	researchers	publicly	release	the	first	part	of	their	project	data	to	build	the	first	timing	diagram	of	the	whole	of	the	whole	of	a	vertebrates,	that	of	a	mouse.	[352]	Scientists	publish	the	results	of	a	successful	neurorehabiliteration	study,	in	which	paralyzed	rats	we	have	recovered	the	ability	to	walk	and	to	take	the	receipt	of
targeted	electrochramic	therapy.	ARXIV:	1203.3433.	^	Gallagher,	James	(2012-08-03).	(CNET)	(WSU)	Vanderbilt	University	engineers	develop	a	mild	exoskeleton,	which	technology	company	Parker	Hannifin	plans	to	free	themselves	commercially	for	parapplegic	sufferers	in	2014.	DOI:	10.1111/J.1472-4642.2012.00883.x.	ISSN	1366-9516.
Baumgartner	became	the	first	human	to	break	the	sound	barrier	without	an	aircraft	during	his	jump.	Andersen,	quartanal	norwear	gene	(b.	^	Anthony,	Sebastian	(2012-06-06).	A	total	of	72	successful	orbital	space	plans	occurred	in	2012,	and	the	year	also	saw	numerous	developments	as	a	robotic,	3D	impression,	research	by	Ctancro	and	Genhã	©
Tica.	Nano	Cards.	To	increase	your	naval	power.	"Perseid	Meteor	Touble	this	weekend:	how	to	get	the	best	vision."	Rocky	are	the	smallest	exoplanets	found	at	the	moment.	It	is	expected	that	the	innate	will	be	approved	to	treat	humans	parallened	or	damaged	by	the	rebro.	Commercial	meters	in	the	world,	with	greater	processing	and	energy	power
and	federation.	A	startup	company	supported	by	Google	Larry	Page	and	Eric	Schmidt	and	film	director	James	Cameron	announces	plans	to	develop	technology	to	research	and	mining	for	minerals	at	©	2020.	"The	signing	of	the	planet's	orbital	movement	of	the	day	Ã	€	ž	Boa	tis	b	".	^	"Mooviewer	2.0".	(BBC)	An	intelligent	television	tracking	television
that	can	be	controlled	by	the	eye	movements	of	the	user	is	revealed	at	a	Berlin	fair.	January	3,	January-James	F.	ISSN	0002-9297.	Med.)	83%	of	the	palms	of	Madagascar's	moms	are	threatened	by	extinction,	endangering	the	means	of	subsistence	of	the	local	population,	according	to	the	last	update	£	£	The	red	list	of	threatened	spannings	released
today	by	the	International	Union	for	Nature	Conservation	(IUCN).	S2CID	118421530.	"The	US	experienced	the	second	warmest	May,	the	hottest	spring	already	recorded,	informs	NOAA	-	Sciencedaily."	"Invasive	Alienãgen	Predator	causes	a	rude	decline	of	native	ladybugs	from	Europe."	VERE,	Natasha;	RICH,	Tim	C.	(2012-01-25).	^	"Mills	witness
the"	Fire	Ring	"eclipse	of	the	Peace.	;	et	al.	Y.	^	Rebecca	Boyle	(2012-01-23).	by	the	artist	in	the	photo)	orbiting	the	most	close	-to	-earth	Alienãgena	star,	Alpha	Centauri.	"Pause	on	Aviária	Flu	Dismissive	Research."	reached	a	high	historical,	$	236	billion.	148	(1	2):	285	-	95.	"Genetically	modified	crops	encourage	benamed	bugs."	The	quather	".	2012-
05-11.	(BBC)	(University	of	Gotenburg),	From	September,	researchers	at	Cambridge	University	develop	a	full	-time	laser	-based	cheaps	-based	cheaps	using	a	standard	ink	jet	printer.	^	"Red	meat	increases	death,	the	craft	and	cardan	risk,	says	the	study."	"Green"	Green	Consumption	and	risk	of	incident	incapacity	for	disability	in	Japanese	elderly:	the
study	of	the	ohsaki	cohort	2006	".	19	(7):	731-736.	ISSN	0027-8424.	DOI:	10.1371/journal.pone.0037492.	From	Fanicos	the	first	teleportation	is	that	of	one	macroscal	object	to	another,	potentially	allowing	the	development	of	quantic	routers	and	an	Internet	quinctic.	24	(27):	3701-3704.	San	Francisco	Chronicle.	2012-03-15.	Sciencedaily	".	^	Neil
Bowdler	(2012-02-03).	2004-06-08.	365.	(MIT)	(APPL.	ISSN	1744-683x.	^	Paul	Marks	(2012-01-25).	1467-789x.2011.00982.x.	;	HARGREAVES,	J	C;	ANNAN,	J	D;	ABE-ACHI,	A	(2012-07-26).	Crow,	American	geneticist	(no.	Without	the	patients	at	risk.	[87]	January	30	A	report	of	the	united	united	nations	warns	that	time	is	ending	to	ensure	that	there	is
sufficient	food,	water	and	energy	for	a	worldwide	population	in	Rapid	growth.	About	DNA	discoveries.	BMJ	Open.	).	(2012-07-01).	468	(2144):	2272-2293.	DOI:	10.1088/1748-9326/7/3/034011.	September	5,	2012:	The	most	detailed	manner	of	the	human	genome	still	produced	is	published.	"The	US	Energy	Straight	from	the	US	takes	the	50	GW
landmark."	1929).	^	Reufer,	Andreas;	MEIER,	Matthias	M.M.;	Benz,	Willy;	Wieler,	Rainer	(2012).	Filed	from	the	original	on	2013-01-24.	If	the	tests	are	successful,	the	skylon-project	to	greatly	reduce	the	cost	of	orbital	spatial	flight	to	start	flying	office	for	the	land	of	the	land	at	©	2020.	[292]	May	6,	2012:	OS	Scientists	develop	a	medicine	capable	of
preventing	the	breaking	of	brain	protein,	potentially	offering	a	new	treatment	for	Alzheimer's	disease	(brain	plates	in	the	photo).	Commercial	disclosure	is	expected	at	the	end	of	2013.	97	(7):	1219-1225.	S2CID	2	2614136.	January	27	An	international	team	of	scientists	reports	that	graphene,	now	widely	known	for	its	conductive	properties,	is	also	able
to	selectively	filter	gases	and	wool.	Doi:	10.1038/Nature11023.	DOI:	10.1038/NBT.2316.	""	Food	cultures	damaged	by	the	crossing	continents	of	the	pollution.	"	"Rejuvenation	of	regeneration	in	the	aging	of	the	central	nervous	system".	DOI:	10.1371/Journal.pone.0029233.	ISSN	1083-4435.	December	24	Scientists	analyze	the	genomes	of	high	family
risk	of	intestinal	conference	and	discover	two	flawed	genes	that	can	contribute	to	the	disease.	Filed	from	the	original	in	2012-03-15.	"Generation	of	quiman	monkeys	©	rich	Rhesus".	64	(6):	790	-	797.	(BBC)	A	great	reassessment	of	18	years	of	satagement	observations	provides	a	new	and	more	detailed	view	of	the	change	in	the	sea	in	the	whole	of	the
sea.	world.	NBC	Los	Angeles.	Recovered	2020-10-24.	"Computer	demonstration	of	blind	blind.	"A	programmadable	DNA	-guided	DNA	Endonuclease	Dual	RNA	in	adaptive	bacterial	immunity".	"The	tomato	genome	project	brings	fruits."	S2cida	¢	43866899.	"meshworm:	a	soft	roban	perishaletic	with	antagan	actuators	of	the	title	of	NOQUEL	".
BIBCODE:	2012Enst	...	46.7875s.	PMID	22308330.	(BBC)	(PNAS)	August	28	Warning,	the	Japanese	river	otter	is	declared	extinct.	S.;	GOLISH,	D.	27	Can	-	Friedrich	Hirzebruch,	German	Matenatical	(b.	"Large	Hadron	Collider:	We	have	8	tera	electronvolts	-	Life	&	Physics."	Alogenic	Squads	in	two	HIV	positive	individuals	".	DOI:	10.1016/S0140-6736
(12)	60195-0.;	Arcos,	Josep	LL.	-343	..	Throughout	the	one	year	test,	about	2,800	venacles	will	be	equipped	with	wireless	venue	communication,	allowing	you	to	share	data	on	your	movements	and	alert	your	drivers	if	you	are	at	risk	of	collision.	S2CID	129313004.	K.;	SOLLIER,	E.;	FARD,	A.	WINELAND	2012	Nobel	Promio	Nobel:	Robert	J.	23	(34):
344006.	"Deaths	of	Undesteated	Malion	-	Lancet	Study".	(BBC)	(Nature)	)	A	new	monkey	span	is	identified	in	the	democratic	repair	of	Congo.	(2012-04-12).	October	5	This	successfully	the	technology	that	allows	drones	to	perform	refueling	to	autonomously.	,	Tone;	WADA,	YOSHIHIDE;	BIERKENS,	Marc	F.	November	26-Joseph	Murray,	American
surgeon	and	pioneer	of	the	transplantation	of	the	1990	Nobel	Promium	in	Physiology	or	Medicine	(B.	^	David	Shiga	(2012-01-11).	Parasite-cross	from	the	human	intestine	to	the	rebro,	where	it	can	cause	suicidal	thoughts	and	take	risks	(the	independent)	(PLOS	pathog.)	December	7	an	interactive	map	showing	the	location	of	each	German	pump	that
fell	into	London	during	World	War	II	is	created.	ISSN	0003-3472.	^	"Alzheimer's	Gene	'Diabetes	Link'".	February	6,	after	almost	20	years	of	intermittent	perforation,	Russian	scientists	are	supposed	to	come	from	the	superior	to	the	subterral	lake	Vostok,	buried	at	4.0	km	under	the	Antonmical	Ice.	(BBC)	(Astron.	S2cid	121607474.	Institute	of
Electrical	and	Electrical	Engineers	(IEEE).	^	Black,	Richard	(2012-04-15).	PARKER,	Kevin	Kit	(2012-07-22).	.Pone.0033288.	Of	leaf,	seed	or	root,	or	even	a	grain	grain	of	Pulen,	can	now	be	used	to	identify	spray.	[369]	[370	]	German	scientists	develop	timing	storage	pellets	that	can	store	four	times	more	energy	than	water	than	water	and	can	hold
their	energy	almost	indefinitely.	,	making	it	the	second	year	higher	can	register.	DOI:	10.1038/nm.2669.	Arxiv:	1202.4379.	BBC	NOTEONS.	BIBCODE:	2012NATMA..11..768M.	Gross,	Leo;	Moll,	Nikolaj;	Meyer,	Gerhard	(2012-02-26).	The	University	of	Adelaide.	Bibcode:	2012NATCC	...	2..167F.	11	(9):	768-774.	^	"You	can	never	more	need	to	clean
your	car,	so	much	Vo	Coating	-Sciencedaily	".	Recovered	on	January	3,	2013.	The	images	provide	photographic	tests	of	the	DNA	doubles	structure	and	could	further	the	scientific	understanding	of	the	compound	function.	Sargent,	Astrã´	Nomo	Anglo-American	(b.	(Science	Daily)	Publish	(In	Science,	Nature	and	elsewhere)	to	the	most	detailed,	the
moment	of	the	human	genome,	revealing	that	much	more	of	our	gene	©	Tico	is	biologically	active	from	what	was	thought	earlier	and	widely	refuting	the	DNA	Garbage	House.	Li,	Jun	(ed.).	of	the	spinal	cord.	""	Engineers	build	50	gigapixels	camera.	"January	13	IBM	researchers	successfully	store	a	group	of	only	12	super-resfriated	iron-iron	tamos;	1
million	to	stomach	to	store	some	data.	The	".	^	Gallagher,	James	(2012-06-07).	^	Fridman	M,	Farsi	A,	Okawachi	Y,	Gaeta	Al	(January	2012).	1930).	Kurzweil	Ai.	R.;	BAUMAN,	M.	Environmental	Research	Letters.	"The	top	10	incredible	cies	include	bright	cockroach,	smaller	vertebrate	and	new	monkey."	Recovered	on	10	of	Marã	°	2013.	UPI.	PMC
3358575.	Medicalxpress.	2012-06-23.	Endocrinol.)	October	2-SOB	A	High	emission	clummy	change	scene,	the	lands	of	the	sea	can	increase	almost	7	meters	(23	of	23	of	23	pages)	at	the	year	3000,	from	according	to	new	research.	DOI:	10.1126/Scitranslmed.3003509.	DOI:	10.1016/J.CUB.2012.05.022.	^	Ritter,	Stephan;	Nilleke,	Christian	£	o;	HAHN,
Carolin;	Reiserer,	Andreas;	NEUZNER,	Andreas;	et	al.	(IBM)	(Nat.	"The	small	adjustable	Terahertz	beam	can	allow	tricordists	of	real	moms."	Gregory	E.;	GOODHEAD,	Ian;	et	al.	^	Intel	Lanhaça	Ivy	Bridge	...	S2cid	¢	4788164.	Costean	erosion	of	Cã	¢	n	The	increase	in	the	sea	noble	may	have	been	"dramatically	underestimated"	according	to	a	new
scientific	model.	"Rudimentary	Fan	Cultivated	In	Vitro".	Cameron	is	the	first	person	to	visit	Deep,	located	at	Trench	Mariana	do	Pachafico,	since	1960.	[213]	[214]	[215]	Fanicos	report	that	the	largest	mollets	still	tested	(mullets	containing	58	or	114	ã	Alh)	also	demonstrate	wave	behavior	that	using	the	screening	double	slit	experiment.	[216]	[217]	28
of	Marã	-	NASA	announces	the	name	of	the	Martian	Mountain,	Mount	Sharp,	that	the	rover	of	the	science	laboratory	of	Mars	(also	known	as	"curiosity")	exploration	of	its	planned	landing	in	Gale	crater	on	August	6,	2012.	[218]	[219]	29	of	Baby	"Tornado	Solar"	often	wider	than	Earth	was	observed	in	the	sunset	atmosphere	by	the	atmospheric	images
assembly	on	board	of	the	solar	observation	satellite	Dynamics	of	NASA	(SDO).	[220]	Scientists	have	revealed	the	most	detailed	image	of	the	rainfall	of	the	via	lacteous,	with	more	than	one	billion	of	visible	stars	in	a	combined	mosaic	of	thousands	of	individual	images.	[221]	[222]	The	new	scan	technology	has	revealed	that	the	human	human	has	a
surprisingly	simple	3D	grid	structure	with	parallel	neuronal	fiber	leaves	crossing	straight.	[223]	[224]	April	5,	2012:	Large	Hadron	Collider	completes	an	update	of	historical	energy.	Science	Magazine.	PMC	3303825.	^	Ryall,	Julian.	"The	NASA	space	embarks	on	the	historical	journey	to	the	interstellar	space."	"Wales	paran	becomes	the	first	paran	the
bar	of	barcode	of	all	flowers	with	flowers."	(BBC)	October	11	in	the	largest	genius	study	of	all	cholesterol	and	other	lipids	in	the	blood,	an	international	consent	has	identified	21	new	of	genes	associated	with	risks	of	cardan	disease	and	metabnlic	libes.	^	Ferris,	Timothy	(2012-04-25).	A.	^	"Scientists	create	the	first	3D	map	of	Genome.	"Samsung.
Nano	Lett.)	At	the	Company	Euromold	Fair	in	Germany,	manufacturers	display	avanades	in	3D	printing	commercial	technology,	including	a	device	that	can	quickly	print	an	entire	bicycle.	(PWC	)	(Ucar)	(science)	scientists	debate	the	scientific	base	and	claims	of	novelty	claims	of	a	proposal	to	use	the	orbital	momentum	of	light	waves	and	rock	waves	to
massively	increase	wireless	data	transfer.	Doi:	10.1021/NL3012853.	^	"The	plans	for	asterion	mining	emerge.	U.S.	Recovered	2021-11-13.	IGH	FLEXITY	"."	Quantitative	Maps	of	Subternity	Water	Resources	Na	Ã	Ã	Ã	Ã	Ã	ÃO	COLT.	"	Ten	Men:	Research	".	ISSN	0001-4842.	The	whole	teleportation,	which	uses	entanglement	to	transfer	information
between	points	without	crossing	the	intermediate	space,	can	allow	the	development	of	communications	by	SATTURE	ULTRA	SEGURAS.	[304]	[305]	[306]	May	20,	2012:	An	annular	solar	eclipse	occurs	(Wolfforth	Eclipse	Photography,	Texas,	shown).	Arxiv:	1203.6861.	1922).	^	Singh,	Neelam;	Galande,	Charuudatta;	Miranda,	Andrea;	Mathkar,	Akshay;
GAO,	Wei;	Reddy,	Arava	Leela	Mohana;	Vlad,	Alexandru;	Ajayan,	Pulkel	M.	1	January	2012.	ABC	(Australian	Broadcasting	Corporation).	Iwa	Publishing.	PMID	22694051.	^	Amos,	Jonathan	(2012-06-15).	This	surpasses	the	previous	2,000	year	record	for	the	oldest	material	used	to	regulate	denote	a	February	22	scientists	extended	the	life	of	male	mice
by	15%,	using	an	enzyme	called	Sirt6.	[141]	[142]	Stanford	University	engineers	reveal	a	self-propelled	wireless	device	that	can	travel	through	the	bloodstream	to	deliver	medications,	perform	diagnoses	or	micro-surgacy.	[143]	[144]	NASA	relates	to	the	detection	of	Buckyballs	(buckminsterfulfullerene)	in	the	deep	space.	[145]	[146]	Researchers	show
that	Sirtuin,	a	class	of	protein,	is	directly	linked	to	longevity	in	moms.	[147]	[148]	February	24	British-Italian	researches	demonstrate	a	giant	3D	printer	capable	of	building	a	normal	size	house	in	a	24-hour	session.	ISSN	1367-2630.	MyhealthNthNewsDaily.	^	Bonnet,	J.;	SUBSESSO,	P.;	Endy,	D.	1934).	(BBC)	December	13	Scientists	identify	a	new
primate	span,	the	slow	Loris	Nycticebus	Kayan,	which	is	a	tonic	bite.	ISSN	1433-7851.	(Science	Daily)	A	Belgian	team	develops	a	curved	LCD	contact	lens	screen.	^	Goldshmit,	Y.;	SZTAL,	T.	NEFROL.)	Extinctions	during	the	initial	triâstic	pernode	left	the	earth	a	virtual	desert	ground	due	to	extreme	heat,	suggests	a	new	study.	The	fan	is	dating	back
to	97	million	and	110	million	years	of	years.	Primatol.)	The	Chang'e	2	China's	Chang'e	probe	successfully	performs	a	flying	near	asterã³ide	4179	TOUTATIS,	in	the	first	attempt	of	this	type	of	Chinese	space.	BIBCODE:	2012IICAR..221..296R.	PMC	3325196.	"The	role	of	the	obesity	gene	revealed	in	the	study	of	mice".	"Lichen	survives	Mars's	hard
environment."	DOI:	10.1126/Scitranslmed.3004323.	BIBCODE:	2012SCI	...	335.1628W.	PMIDAN	¢	22874963.	^	"The	Raspberry	PI	computer	continues	in	general	sale".	^	Jason	Palmer	(2012-02-01).	R.;	Sadasiva,	J.;	LONAPPAN,	C.	^	SEOK,	Sangok;	PONAL,	Denizel	Cagdas;	CHO,	Kyu-jin;	Wood,	Robert	J.;	RUS,	Daniela;	KIM,	Sangbae	(2013).
Recovered	It	is	believed	that	this	research,	along	with	other	efforts,	will	open	the	way	for	future	clinical	essays	in	humans.	R.;	R.;	TO	BE.;	Jusuf,	P.	2	(4):	E000828.	E.	^	"Claire	Lomas	Paralyzed	ends	the	London	Marathon	16	days	after	the	innio".	DOI:	10.1073/PNAS.1119598109.	Journal	of	Hydroinformatics.	ISSN	1477-7827.	^	Yang,	Sihai;	LIN,
Xiang;	LEWIS,	William;	SUYETIN,	Mikhail;	BICHOUTSKAIA,	Elena;	et	al.	H.;	HERDEWIJN,	P.;	HOLLIGER,	P.	^	"FDA	approves	the	first	drug	to	reduce	the	risk	of	infection	by	sexually	acquired	HIV."	DOI:	10.1038/488458A.	"This	is	the	most	nearby	appearance	that	we	have	already	obtained	in	the	mother	parts	of	a	neuron."	BIBCODE:	2012NJPH	...
14A3054R.	S2CID	54629758.	(PIE)	(Biofacional)	The	Member	States	of	European	Space	Agency	(ESA)	agree	on	their	ministerial	council	to	a	10.1	billion-European	activities,	including	a	planned	update	For	Ariane	5.	PMID	22367546.	Science.	December	27-Archie	Roy,	Scottish	Astrome	(b.	"The	new	adenovan-based	vaccines	induce	broad	and	sustained
answers	from	the	Camos	T	to	HCV	in	man."	Fanic:	Serge	Haroche	and	David	J.	^	Society,	Royal	Astronomical	(2012-03-29).	PMID	22745249.	PMC	3406874.	PMID	22697183.	PMID	22462539.	2012-05-25.	According	to	the	study,	a	specialized	protein	prevents	the	scar	scarring	glials.	-British	researches	partially	sequence	the	genome	of	a	fungus	that	is
killing	ash	borders	throughout	Europe.	PMID	22777603.	August	14-Sergei	Kapitsa,	Russian	physicist	and	TV	presenter	(b.	1915).	117	(1):	176	-	185.	(Science	Daily)	(PLOS	One)	NASA	scientists	announce	the	discovery	of	old	flow	evidencies	of	curiosity	ROVER	ã	Gua	de	Quid	in	Mars.	June	29,	American	researchers	demonstrate	"ink-on"	batteries,	made
up	of	active	layers	with	only	0.5	mm	thick,	capable	of	being	painted	by	spray	in	almost	any	2012-03-28.	PMID	22739317.	This	"science	of	the	Actosagunda"	will	make	it	possible	to	observe	some	of	the	brief	microscal	events	of	the	universe,	such	as	the	trons	that	move	in	their	orbitals	in	real	time.	^	"Moon	formation:	Was	it	an	accident	of	'success	and
race'?".	H.;	et	al.	Current	biology.	Doi:	10.1038/Nature11332.	2012-08-11.	S2cidan	¢	7745863.	August	6	-	Sir	Bernard	Lovell,	Fanic	and	British	Radiotrã	(n.	Lancet.	Curtis,	Christina;	Shah,	Sohrab	P.;	Chin,	Suet	-Feung;	Turashvili,	Gulisa;	Rueda,	Oscar	M.	336	(6087):	1409	-	1413.	(Extremech)	(Nat.	"Stanford	researchers	develop	acrobatic	spaces	to
explore	moons	and	asterion.	"Developed	T	-shirts	that	can	charge	mobile	phones."	1925).	(The	record)	Microsoft	reveals	a	patent	for	a	3D	video	game	system	that	would	allow	the	real	-time	video	to	be	designed	on	the	walls	of	any	room,	creating	a	game	environment	of	360	â	€	‹degrees	to	immerse	players.	Bibcode:	2012smat	....	8.7545	B."	Virtual
rvores	shake	the	wind	as	the	real	thing.	"	".	PMID	'22282806.	^	Nair,	R.	(Sydney	Morning	Herald)	(PNAS)	Japanese	researchers	reach	a	new	world	record	for	transmission	Data,	demonstrating	a	fiber	transmission	of	a	petabit	per	second	more	than	50	kilometers	(31	mi):	equivalent	to	sending	5,000	hdtv	vides	per	second	in	a	fiber.	^	Leal-Ayala,	David
Ricardo;	Allwood,	J.	1917).	ARXIV:	1107.3740.	5	(2):	138-141.	^	Ken	Miller	(2012-03-19).	Spaceref.	(National	Geographic)	(science)	using	a	new	image	technique,	based	on	the	Neuroscientists	have	developed	a	way	to	monitor	how	cerebral	squads	coordinate	to	control	specific	behaviors.	"Boffins	make	the	graphene	micro-distress."	AND.;	STACK,	R.	^
am,	Jonathan	(2012-04-13).	^	Moskowitz,	Clara	(2012-03-25).	PMID	22226359.	S2CID	729119.	S2CID	230787.	DOI:	10.1126/science.1211694.	"Observation	of	the	Electron-Antineutrino	disappearance	in	the	Banhus	of	Daya."	"The	change	of	oceans	can	be	stroke	in	300	million	years."	(Nature	News)	September	18	The	high	resolution	of	the	Dark
Energy	Survey,	starting	the	operation	in	Chile,	researching	gallons	distant	for	evidence	of	dark	energy	action.	^	Leakey,	Meave	G.;	Spoor,	Fred;	DEAN,	M.	Bibcode:	2012Bgeo	....	9..271h.	Lett.)	Drinking	compulsion	-	drinking	less	during	the	week	and	more	on	weekends	-	significantly	reduces	the	structural	integrity	of	the	adult	rebro,	according	to	a
new	study.	"Brilliant	coherent	ultra-hormy	hammon	in	the	XV-ray	regime	of	FemtoSeconds	of	Infrared	Infrared	Mother".	The	discovery	will	greatly	relieve	the	precise	image	of	the	wool	in	micro	and	nanoscalas.	[237]	[238]	April	10	-	The	Wellcome	Trust,	one	of	the	world's	largest	scientific	research	funders,	says	it	is	launching	a	new	On	-line	magazine
to	promote	free	sharing	of	scientific	articles.	^	Popovich,	Nadja	(2012-07-10).	(The	Guardian)	(IUCN)	September	12	The	UK	researchers	report	a	great	advance	in	the	treatment	of	deafness,	using	the	lula	-trunk	to	restore	the	audiration	with	animals	with	the	first	time.	Astrophys.)	The	final	orbital	space	flight	of	2012	occurs,	marking	the	72nd	range	of
the	successful	orbital	orbital	of	the	year	and	the	78th	overall.	[588]	[589]	Chinese	scientists	discover	fancies	that	show	that	the	extinct	palaeoloxodon	elephant's	grade	survived	in	China	recently	at	1,000	BC.	Of	the	7.6	million	children	who	died	From	the	fifth	anniversary	in	2010,	more	than	60%	died	of	infections	such	as	pneumonia.	[302]	[303]



Scientists	at	the	University	of	Science	China's	technology	uses	teleportation	that	is	quite	to	convey	fantons	to	a	distance	of	97	kilometers	(60	mi)	-	a	world	record.	I	am.	SOC.	BIBCODE:	2012SCI	...	335..551b.	ELECTRONIC	COMMITTEE	TIMES.	ISSN	1934-5909.	Nine-year	WMAP	data	show	"13,772	+/-	0.059"-	Bullets	of	temperature	and	a
temperature	range	of	±	200	microkelvin	temperature	range.	(Brigham	Young	University)	(Geophys.	American	Association	for	the	Advance	of	Science	(AAAS).	ISSN	1471-2350.	DISCOUNT.	"	:	10.1038/NATURE10981.	2012-06-30.	7	(6):	E37945.	On	January	3,	2010,	Intel	and	Micron	technology	announced	the	first	in	a	Nand	device	Fan	of	25	Nm.	ISSN
1522-9645.,	Zachary	L.;	PRUITIT,	Jonathan	N.	Treatment	has	halved	the	amount	of	scar	tissue	within	a	year.	Public	Tests	of	Auto	Inom	(Protion	Audi	auto	in	the	photo).	BIBCODE:	2012SCI	...	336..341p.	Apons	Paralysis	through	stimulation	controlled	by	the	Ctaração	of	Mother	".	^	^	PROUFER,	KAY;	MUNCH,	KASPER;	HELLMANN,	INE;	AKAGI,
KEIKO;	MILLER,	Jason	R.;	Et	al.	Using	this	mother,	a	device	that	wides	and	transmits	the	thoughts	of	patients	damaged	by	the	Bro	can	come	true	in	the	future.	[98]	[99]	[100]	The	Microchip	Designer	AMD	Lanks	its	grass	plate	Radeon	HD	7950,	based	on	a	28	-nanman	manufacturing	process	-	a	more	advanced	shrinkage	of	the	standard	£	o	32	nanã
'meters.	[101]	Lake	Poyang,	the	largest	freshwater	lake	in	China,	almost	dry	due	to	a	severe	-drought	combination	and	the	of	the	recently	constructed	Train	Dam.	[102]	February	3,	2012:	The	wide	variety	of	telescreases	enters	the	operation	in	northern	Chile.	AND.;	NGUYEN-CH,	M.;	Currie,	P.	(January	4,	2012).	M.;	Hur,	S.	18	(7):	717-725.	14	(5):
053029.	(2012-02-28).	Doi:	10.1038/Nature10669.	1940).	7	(4):	227	-	231.	47	(12):	2320	-	2325.	^	Moghadam,	H.	S2cid	24363424.	Another	treated	such	type	will	not	occur	to	the	year	2117.	[361]	[362]	6	From	June	an	international	group	of	scientists	warns	that	population	growth,	widespread	destruction	of	natural	ecosystems	and	clummy	changes
may	be	leading	to	earth	towards	an	irreversible	change	in	the	biosphere-	a	"inflexion	point"	across	the	planet.	[363]	[364]	Scientists	of	the	Karolinska	Institute	of	Sua	©	cia	reaches	an	advance	in	the	creation	of	a	new	vaccine,	CAD106,	for	Alzheimer's	disease.	[365]	[366]	IPv6,	a	new	version	of	the	Internet	Protocol,	is	officially	launched,	offering	track
of	possible	new	web	addresses.	[367]	[368]	The	Paãs	de	Wales	becomes	the	first	number	of	the	world	to	have	its	plants	with	DNA	bargain.	2012-02-13.	ISSN	1758-678X.	The	new	test	can	revolutionize	early	detection	of	disease	such	as	Cã	¢	n	and	Alzheimer's	disease.	[347]	[348]	The	International	Union	of	Pure	and	Applied	Quemics	(IUPAC)	officially
appoints	the	Syntian	Elements	114	and	116	"Flerovium"	and	"Livermorium",	respectively.	[349]	[350]	Sharp	Corporation	develops	a	solar	Lula	with	the	highest	efficiency	of	solar	energy	conversation	still	reached.	"Scientists	announce	the	top	10	spray."	DOI:	10.1523/JNEROSCI.0684-12.2012.	(National	Geographic)	(Astrophys.	Found	to	have	falsified
data	on	an	occasion.	[34]	January	12,	2012:	Paedophryne	amaunsis,	the	world's	smallest	known	vertebrate,	is	formally	described.	^	Strauss,	Benjamin	H;	Remik;	WEISS,	Jeremy	L;	OVERPECK,	Jonathan	T	(2012-03-01).	"Press-Natal	therapy	based	on	neuroinflammation	and	cerebral	palsy	in	a	rabbit	model."	H.;	SLUTSKY,	B.;	MIZRAHI,	A.;	LOMAKIN,
V.;	FAINMAN,	Y.	"Communication	demonstration	using	neutrinos."	Mudaça)	September	5	An	international	research	team	reaches	teleportation	that	a	record	distance	of	143	kilometers	(89	mi)	through	free	space.	"Russian	scientists	pierce	the	Antonmio	Lake	sealed	for	15	million	years."	Lett.)	The	United	States	Navy	announces	plans	to	replace	its
trained	Minas	dolphins	with	robative	submarines,	such	as	Knifefish	at	©	2017.	Int.)	December	20	-	NASA	scientists	launch	the	last	results	of	WMAP	and	an	image	of	the	very	initial	universe.	Applied	Fanic	Letters.	DOI:	10.1038/SREP00481.	(2012-07-31).	(BBC)	The	2012	Nobel	Promio	of	Father	of	2012	is	granted	together	to	Serge	Haroche	and	David
J.	(Plos	One)	December	8	-	The	1997	Kyoto	Protocol	in	the	limit	of	greenhouse	gas	emissions	©	Extended	at	©	2020,	having	been	defined	earlier	to	expire	the	end	of	2012.	^	"Most	fancil	of	making	new	drug	compounds".	^	Brogi,	Matteo;	SNELLEN,	IGNAS	A.	PMID	22586099.	78	(abstract	meeting	1):	S24.003.	^	Sebastian	Anthony	(2012-02-03).
2021-10-01.	"Finfet:	History,	Fundamentals	and	Future".	DOI:	10.1126/science.1215369.	"Direct	intensity	modulation	and	characteristics	of	wireless	data	transmission	of	resonant	tunneling	diodes	of	terahertz-silers."	^	Ã…	obotnam	£	k,	j.;	BOURGUignon,	T.;	HANUS,	R.;	Demianov.,	Z.;	Pytelkovã	£,	J.;	Mareã	¥	â,	m.;	FOLYNOVÃ	£,	P.;	PREISLER,	J.;
CVAÃRO	KA,	J.;	Krasulov.,	J.;	Roisin,	Y.	^	Vint	Cerf	(2012-06-04).	"IBM	finds	how	to	store	data	in	a	daytime."	External	Links	"Medical	Sciences	News	Highlights	2012".	I.;	STEFFENS,	H.;	DIBAJ,	P.;	Hell,	Journal	of	Neural	Engineering.	hajister.co.uk.	PMIDAN	¢	22701588.	"Wide	2050	range	of	heating	one	Great	clummy	model	ensemble	".;	Albrecht,
Simon;	Birkby,	Jayne;	Training	Mother	in	a	Faculty	of	Medicine	in	Cleveland,	Ohio.	Doi:	10.1038/Nature11295.	CHUAN;	GODSEN,	Oliver;	SONG,	YI-ZHE;	WILLIS,	Phil;	HALL,	Peter	(2011).	Snyder,	M.	Research	Reports.	Doi:	10.1126/science.1217622.	,	ROXANNE	(2012-07-01).	PMID	22392181.	June	10	Canadian	scientists	develop	a	new	motto	to	view
with	complex	protection	interactions.	Antum	gates	for	a	tightly	unbridled	spin	register	"	.	PMC	3277566.	(2012-01-20).	^	Black,	Richard	(2012-07-25).	ISSN	0140-6736.	30	(6):	1	12.	^	"X	-ray	lasers	of	the	table	device".	"Emergency	of	the	resistant	maleness	of	artemisinin	on	the	western	border	of	the	Thai	¢	ndia:	a	longitudinal	study."	"Panguita,	(TI4+,
SC,	AL,	MG,	ZR,	CA)	1.8O3,	a	new	ultra-chording	mineral	of	the	Allende	meteorite:	Syncrotron	and	EBSD	micro-diping."	336	(6086):	1287	-	1291.	"The	fever	of	the	Higgs	Bã³son	fills	CERN	with	24	-hour	people."	SK	Hynix.	PMID	22674554.	(2012-03-25).	DOI:	10.1088/2041-8205/750/2/L41.	New	York	Times.	^	"The	Alzheimer's	vaccine	test	is	a
success."	^	"Astrons	discover	rectangular	gallers".	335	(6066):	303-308.	2012-04-26.	"The	first	astronaut	in	China	to	improve	the	efficiency	of	the	Shenzhou	-9:	Gate	-Voz	-	Xinhua	-	English.News.cn".	Doi:	10.1038/Nature11128.	^	Matt	Bardo	(2012-08-02).	London	imperial	collation.	^	"Walking	and	running	Apons	in	the	spinal	cord	-	sciencedaily.	"The
fan	of	parts	is	defined	to	change	to	open	access	publication,	a	milestone	in	the	effort	to	make	research	results	freely	to	readers.	Heating	indefinitely.	,	absorbs	four	times	more	heat	than	water.	"	Planet	Rocky	Twice	Earth	Size	orbiting	a	nearby	star	is	composed	in	much	of	Diamond.	ISSN	1662-5218.	Of	the	satelluses	and	aircraft	to	produce	the	most
comprehensive	assessment	and	needs	the	date	of	ice	losses	in	GRE	ENLAND	AND	ANTONALTIC	and	its	contributions	to	the	increase	of	the	sea.	(2012-02-21).	482	(7384):	204	-	207.	J.;	HERZIG,	G.;	HERZIG,	R.;	ILDSTAD,	S.	(Science	Daily)	(The	Guardian)	(Nat.	B.	Banda,	H.	"Japanese	researchers	transmit	3GBPs	using	the	Terahertz	frequencies."
Italian	automotive	and	life	senator	(b.	The	epigenam	of	the	CT	Lula	-Tronco.	Reuters.	M)	High,	Kairuku	Grebneffi	is	the	largest	penguin	already	discovered.	[154]	[155]	February	28	IBM	announces	an	advance	in	Computer,	demonstrating	a	microchip	QBIT	that	can	preserve	its	states	as	to	four	times	more	than	previous	projects.	[156]	[157]
Researchers	estimate	that	the	Tyrannosaurus	rex	bite	force	could	exceed	57,000	newtons,	more	than	a	large	white	shark.	[158]	[159]	February	29-the	computer	of	license	plate	ãºnica	Raspberry	pi	is	commercially	launched	through	the	UK	online	retailers.	[160]	7	of	the	sea,	2012:	Scientists	sequence	the	genome	of	the	Western	gorilla.	ONE.;	Wright,
A.	(2012-02-22).	Recovered	2021-10-02.	^	Lee,	Byung	Yang;	ZHANG,	Jinxing;	ZUEGER,	Chris;	Chung,	Woo-Jae;	Yoo,	so	young;	et	al.	BIBCODE:	2012NATUR.487..468B.	2012-04-24.	2022-01-17.	Filed	from	the	original	in	2012-05-13.	"Color	impression	at	the	limit	of	the	different	diffraction".	H.;	TSENG,	W.-Y.	1943).	PMID	22511873.	1945).	[600]	May
12,	May	Fritz	Ursell,	expert	on	maten	and	mechanical	fluids	born	in	German	(n.	1914).	PMC	3845625.	^	Sebastian	Anthony	(2012-01-23).	ARXIV:	1205.2024.	J.;	ROSENE,	D.	Geology.	(Bloomberg)	(SCI.	3	(1):	770	¢	âferences.	in	2013-01-31.	"Futures	phones	can	measure	their	health.	January	2012).,	Matt;	ROSSOUW,	Lloyd;	BAMFORD,	Marion;
SANDBERG,	Paul;	De	Ruiter,	Darryl	J.;	Berger,	Lee	(2012-06-27).	It	was	previously	believed	that	the	GãªNero	disappeared	by	8,000	BC	(	BBC)	(NOTE	NATURE)	Largest	precipitation	and	river	discharge	in	the	case	of	the	potential	to	accelerate	the	clummy	changes,	according	to	the	results	of	a	new	study.	12	(7):	3602	-	3608	S2CID	4381480.	^	It	offers
$	2	million	pronomial	for	rescue	robe.	"	The	first	3D	printed	weapon	in	the	world.	"The	year	2012	involved	many	significant	scientific	events	and	discoveries,	including	the	first	orbital	meeting	by	a	commercial	space,	the	discovery	of	a	highly	similar	part.	and	the	almost	eraid	of	the	Guyan	disease.	moms	track	movement	problems	in	elderly	patients.
January	3,	2013	"The	US	and	China	resort	to	war	games	to	build	cybername."	PMC	4306417.	ISSN	0272-4634.	NPR	interview)	that	curiosity	Mars	Rover,	apparently	based	on	a	SAM	dwarf,	provided,	according	to	John	Grotzinger	(MSL	main	researcher),	"data	that	will	be	one	for	history	books.	HDL:	11858/00-001M-0000-000F-4143-6.	BIBCODE:
2012NATUR.481..341V.	Doi:	10.1038/Nature10842.	2012-05-29.	S2cidan	¢	18447180.	carcinogãªnesis.	PMID	22297973.	uses	today.	Filed	from	the	original	in	2012-03-24.	(Reuters)	Astrã´Noms	report	that	the	farthest	known	gallon,	UDFJ-39546284,	is	now	estimated	even	further	than	previously	believed.	DOI:	10.1021/AC3003215.	HDL:	2445/28463.
"Path	of	the	photovoltaic	retinal	with	high	pixel	density".	BIBCODE:	2012ll	....	48..582i.	Lefkowitz	and	Brian	Kobilka	Fontes:	The	Guardian	and	the	Daily	Telegraph	10	Marã	°	2012:	Frank	Sherwood	Rowland,	an	American	winner	of	the	Nobel	Pramy,	dies	84.	^	RUSS,	T.	They	showed	that	the	acidity	of	the	vacancy	is	a	crust	for	aging	and	the	strict
functioning	of	the	mitocan.	^	"2012:	The	Year	of	Alan	Turing".	November	1,	climatic	scientists	are	biased	not	regarding	"alarmism"	(as	Momdia	often	states),	but	the	containment:	for	estimates	and	conservative,	according	to	New	study.	January	9	The	human	emissions	of	carbon	dioxide	delayed	the	nearby	ice,	according	to	a	new	study.	[21]	Califmon
researchers	develop	a	cheap	plasticity	capable	of	removing	large	amounts	of	carbon	dioxide	(CO2)	from	air.	PMC	3494070.	DOI:	10.1038/SREP00521.	"Chimerism	and	toleration	without	GVHD	sandrome	or	graft	in	the	transplantation	of	combined	kidney	and	hematopoia	and	hematopoia.	"Looking	for	giant	and	old	impact	structures	on	Earth:	the
Mesoarquean	ManiitSoq,	West	Groenlã	¢	ndia	structure."	.	Journal	of	Neurosurger	Publishing	Group	(JNSPG).	^	Milman,	Oliver	(2012-08-06).	"Trans-limiced	intercontinental	contributions	to	losses	of	ozan-induced	crops	in	the	Norte	Hemisfon."	(The	record)	The	flying	car	of	land	transactions	begins	flight	certification	tests,	in	preparation	for	its
planned	commercial	launch	in	2013.	Research.	1927).	^	"World	of	Research	and	Development".	"Genamic	and	transcript	architecture	of	2,000	breast	tumors	reveals	new	subgroups."	"New	class	of	states	of	Train	bodies".	DOI:	10,1002/EMMM.201200245.	BIBCODE:	2012PLOSO	...	729797R.	^	Yuk,	Jong	Min;	Park,	Jungwon;	ERCIUS,	Peter;	KIM,
Kwanpyo;	HELLEBUSCH,	Daniel	J.;	CROMMIE,	Michael	F.;	LEE,	Jeong	Yong;	ZETTL,	A.;	ALIVISATOS,	A.	Human	clinical	essays	must	begin	in	2013.	November	29th	Scientists	discover	the	second	largest	black	hole	already	detected,	with	a	mass	17	billion	to	the	sun.	^	"The	partial	lunar	eclipse	prepares	the	scenery	for	the	treated	of	VãªNus".	2012-06-
26.	PMID	22849956.	L.;	GARCÃ	£	A-Diez,	M.;	PETTITT,	P.	ISSN	0028-0836.	Perspective	of	Saãºde.)	September	22	-	NASA	reveals	plans	for	the	"gateway	space",	a	permanent	advanced	post	of	the	moon,	to	be	constructed	from	rest	of	the	international	spatial	estate.	S2CID	24628513.	DOI:	10.1136/BMJOPEN-2012-000828.	The	construct	construct
Capable	of	swimming	in	a	similar	way	-afraid	when	stimulated	with	an	ethical	current.	[515]	[516]	Researchers	report	that	14%	of	cases	of	British	stomach	can	be	prevented	by	reducing	the	ingesting	of	the	pilled	salt.	[517]	Researchers	create	the	first	complete	computer	model	of	a	living	organism,	totally	simulating	a	bacton.	[518]	[519]	July	25	The
data	from	Satan	reveals	that	97%	of	the	groenly	ice	is	passing	a	defrost,	the	largest	noise	of	ice,	already	recorded	in	the	earth's	mass.	[521]	[521]	A	breach	in	the	rock	Antonmeal	so	deep	as	the	Grand	Canyon	is	increasing	the	melting	of	the	continent's	ice,	the	researchers	say.	[522]	[523]	The	instrument	of	the	magnet's	alpha	of	the	International
Space	Station	reports	that	it	has	recorded	18	billions	of	cord	ray	events	since	its	installation	in	2011.	[524]	July	26	Rapid	decliness	on	the	sea	of	the	seafront	is	at	least	70%	due	to	the	global	warming	caused	by	man,	according	to	a	new	study,	and	may	reach	95%	caused	by	humans-a	proportion	Much	larger	than	scientists	previously	thought.	[525]
[526]	Using	complex	algorithms,	the	researchers	found	that	pop	moms	in	the	last	50	years	have	become	increasingly	high	and	milder	in	terms	of	chords,	melodies	and	types	of	sounds	used.	[527]	[528]	Using	a	marrow	transplantation,	two	men	were	"healed"	of	infection	by	HIV.	[529]	[530]	Again	-aged	termites	are	discovered	to	use	a	tannxical
crystalline	structure	to	"self	-destruct",	spraying	enemy	insects	with	toxins	in	defense	of	their	termites.	[531]	[532]	An	American	Armeiro	produces	the	first	functional	3D	functional	firearm	in	the	world.	[533]	July	27	in	preparation	for	the	UNTORNEY	OF	THE	2012	VERIATE	OLMPIC	GAMES	IN	LONDONS,	BRITAN	TELECOMMUNICATIONS	CREATE
A	CREATE	Extremely	expanded	network	in	the	city,	including	over	1,000	new	Wi-Fi	access	points	and	thirty	additional	mobile	phones.	[534]	Scientists	SUÃJOS	claim	that	the	moon	of	the	earth	may	have	been	formed	in	a	collision	of	"hit	and	running"	with	a	one	Protoplanet	in	Motion	Rabbi.	[535]	[536]	Japanese	women	were	on	Hong	Kong	citizens	in
the	first	time	in	25	years,	falling	from	86.3	years	in	2010	to	85.9	years	in	2011.	(Autoblog)	September	30	-	Clummy	change	will	lead	to	smaller	fish,	according	to	a	new	study	led	by	fishing	scientists	at	the	University	of	British.	^	Bonuck,	Karen;	FREEMAN,	Katherine;	Chervin,	Ronald	D.;	XU,	Linzhi	(2012-03-05).	^	Garde,	Adam	A.;	McDonald,	Iain;
DYCK,	Brendan;	KEULEN,	Nynke	(2012).	Recovered	on	December	20,	2012.	^	Morgan,	Sion	(2012-06-25).	(BBC)	(Space.com)	(Space	Fellowship)	A	variant	in	a	gene	involved	with	inflammation	and	the	immune	response	linked	to	a	decrease	in	the	risk	of	pulmonary	science,	according	to	With	researchers	from	the	National	Cancer	Institute	in	Rockville,
Maryland.	PMIDAN	¢	22748322.	"The	graphene	reaps	its	holes".	Filed	from	the	original	in	2012-04-19.	DOI:	10.1126/science.1214707.	^	Pallab	Ghosh	(2012-03-08).	American	Meteorolmon	Society.	^	"Creature"	Tulip	"unusual	discovery:	I	lived	in	the	ocean	more	than	500	million	years	of	years."	PMID	23049619.	BIBCODE:	2012phrvl.108q1803a.
"Experimental	verification	of	three	-dimensional	plasman	coverage	in	free	space".	^	Izutsu,	Minako;	Zhou,	June;	Sugiyama,	Yuzo;	Nishimura,	Osamu;	AIZU,	Tomoyuki;	et	al.	2012-05-08.	Karolinska	Institute.	Doi:	10.1038/Nature11153.	2012-02-22.	"Wave	of	Wave	in	a	very	enhanced	Nano-electrodes	in	a	photomixer	photoconductor."	^	MCKIE,	Robin
(2012-08-11).	This	is	an	indication	that	the	scale	of	CMOS	in	this	area	has	reached	a	wall	right	now,	possibly	disturbing	Moore's	law.	^	Rule,	S.;	Brook,	B.	PMC	3366323.	"gravitational	detection	of	a	darkened	database,	cosmological	distance."	(Queen	Mary	University)	(Plos	One)	(Gen.	The	Total	Solar	Irradiation	of	the	Sun,	in	the	last	years,	has	fallen
to	the	lower	lower	During	the	Age	of	Satan	©	Lite.	[94]	[95]	According	to	gene	studies,	modern	modern	It	seems	to	have	coeled	with	"at	least	two	groups"	of	ancient	humans:	neanderthals	and	denisovans.	[96]	[97]	January	31,	2012:	American	scientists	demonstrate	a	motion	of	decoding	human	thoughts	studying	the	(indicated)	upper	temporal
turnover.	ISSN	0013-936X.	1913).	(The	Scientist)	(Sci.	^	St.	John,	Ashley	L.;	Chan,	Cheryl	Y.;	Staats,	Herman	F.	-3.	^	Cowing	K	(3	January	2013).	(Channelstv)	(cion	©	rebro)	A	new	tumor	tracking	technique	can	improve	results	for	patients	with	pulmonary	track.	of	550	billion	of	individual	particles.	[240],	a	report	reveals	that	the	United	States	has
invested	more	in	renewable	energy	technology	in	2011	than	in	any	other	reaction,	totaling	$	48	billion.	Estre	in	the	Perion	Table	-	Follows	-	Sciences	-	Notionic	Sciences.	"S.	J.	Man	web	closer	to	reality."	Time	of	the	day,	it	is	more	likely	to	die.	September	20th	Makerbot	Industries,	American	3D	Printers	manufacturer,	opens	the	first	retail	outlet	World
3D	printer	in	New	York.	Winland	"for	all	innovative	experimental	mothers	that	allow	the	measurement	and	manipulation	of	individual	quantic	systems."	"Skin	squids	have	become	healthy	muscle	squads."	"Quartz	crystallization	scales	and	the	longevity	of	the	Bishop's	giant	magma	body."	Filed	from	the	original	April	15,	2013.	2012-01-23.	The	inventive
could	save	lives,	giving	people	more	time	to	escape	collapse	Pentano	makes	an	order	for	dual	-focused	advanced	contact	lenses,	designed	to	give	the	soldiers	greater	visual	awareness,	together	with	a	new	HUD	system.	The	rocket	will	operate	in	conjunction	with	a	Eurofighter	tufan	jet	engine	to	boost	the	1,000	miles	(1,600	km)	per	hour	during	its
record	attempt	in	2014.	Arxiv:	1110.0476.	M.;	Reed,	L.	Doi:	10.1073/PNAS.1202636109.	August	2,	August-Sir	Gabriel	Horn,	British	Bi.	of	chrostic	venous	legs:	a	phase	2,	multicance,	double-blind,	randomized	and	placebo-controlled	phase	".	Arxiv:	1207.0809.	DOI:	10.1126/science.1219412.	)	September	1,	when	they	find	a	downstream	padassaro,
western	gestures	call	and	react	around	the	body	on	a	fan	show,	scientists	discover.	2012-07-16.	^	"Scientists	use	micron	To	make	it	the	'Cleo'-sciencedaily	"methane.	Icarus.	In	2010,	Toshiba	began	sending	24	nm	flash	mean	chips,	and	Samsung	Electronics	began	to	produce	a	20	nm	flash	mean	chips.	.	"The	small	and	implantable	Mother	Device	can
be	driven	through	the	bloodstream."	C.;	WENGEL,	J.;	-Chew,	S.-Y.;	McLaughlin,	S.	21	August-William	Thur	Ston,	American	mathematical,	winner	of	the	1982	Fields	Medal	(b.	(Science	Daily)	(Ann.	^	Bob	Yirka	(2012-02-07)	.109.8207m.	M.	750	(2):	121.	(2012-06-24).	State	of	hunger	and	increased	success	of	the	ecclesion.	"	^	Katzmarzyk,	Peter	T;	LEE,
I-MEM	(2012).	(2011-12-22).	November	26	A	Natural	Norwegian	Wool	tank	becomes	the	first	ship	in	its	size	trying	to	a	winter	crossing.	BIBCODE:	2012SCI	...	336	...	61y.	^	"Bones	cultivated	from	Ctano	-Human	Embryns	-	Sciencedaily".	2012-07-03.	2012-05-13.	"Progressive	root	from	the	ocean	acidification	in	the	current	Caliphon	system".	^
Gallagher,	James	(2012-05-14).	May	20	-	An	annular	solar	eclipse	occurs.	[327]	May	22	-	American	researchers	demonstrate	a	rewritten	DNA	memory	capable	of	storing	digital	data.	[328]	[329]	May	23	-	In	an	innovation	for	therapy	with	adult	lulas,	Israeli	scientists	cultivate	healthy	muscle	squid	Patients	skin.	R.;	PAMUKCU,	Ayla	S.;	GHIORSO,	Mark
S.;	ANDERSON,	Alfred	T.;	SUTTON,	Stephen	R.;	RIVERS,	Mark	L.	"New	Koobi	Fan	Outside,	in	the	north	of	Quenia,	confirm	taxonamic	diversity	in	Homo's	use."	^	An,	F.	(Nature),	Massachusetts	-based	company,	Rethink	Robotics,	releases	its	industrial	baxter	robã,	the	first	robã	'humaniiii	designed	to	apply	common	sense	and	learning	of	the	fan
operations.	¡Bricka.	^	Murray,	Christopher	JL;	ROSENFELD,	Lisa	C;	LIM,	Stephen	S;	ANDREWS,	Kathryn	G;	Foreman,	Kyle	J;	et	al.	ISSN	0092-8674.	Additional	studies	may	reveal	the	gene	mechanism	for	transition	from	this	resistant,	allowing	new	treatment	against	the	eance	to	be	developed.	[249]	[250]	The	United	Kingdom	reports	that	it	is
considering	the	installation	of	submarine	energy	cables	to	allow	its	national	grid	to	draw	clean	energy	from	the	volcanoes	of	Islam.	[251]	Scientists	report	that	the	complexity	studies	of	complexity	of	the	labeled	labeled	experiments	of	the	1976	Viking	mission	may	suggest	the	detection	of	"microbial	life	in	Mars".	Using	tangled	rubidium	(sample	of
shown).	2012-06-03.	Filed	from	the	original	in	2012-04-16.	^	Hooper,	Lee;	KAY,	Colin;	Colin;	Asmaa;	KROON,	Paulo	A;	COHN,	Jeffrey	S;	et	al.	ARXIV:	1105.1140.	DOI:	10.1038/NGEO1430.	April	30,	2012.	^	Winblad,	Bengt;	ANDREASEN,	Niels;	MINSTHON,	Lennart;	FLOESSER,	Annette;	IMBERT,	Georges;	et	al.	^	"UN	highlights	the	pressing	green
questions".	Journal	of	Neuroscience.	"The	new	brain	research	refutes	the	results	of	previous	studies	that	launch	themselves	on	the	free	will."	^	Ghosh,	Pallab	(2012-08-08).	DOI:	10.1016/J.Cell.2012.04.045.	Mit	Technology	Review.	(Huffington	Post)	(Environment.	Bibcode:	2012Natge	...	5..322g.	2021-10-02.	2012-06-30).	Haswell's	first	commercial
devices	are	expected	to	emerge	in	2013.	DOI:	10.1088/1367-2630/14/11/013054.	"The	Artificial	Leaf".	^	Chris	Martin	(2012-01-31).	D.;	BROWNING,	J.	(Optics.org)	December	6th	Golden	Spike	Company	announces	plans	for	commercial	lunar	expeditions	at	©	2020,	with	moon	flights	from	about	$	750	million	per	person.	Filed	from	the	original	in	2012-
03	-29.	^	Amos,	Jonathan	(2012-06-06).	(BBC)	A	formal	study	finds	few	benefits	of	benefits	from	the	organ	of	organic	foods.	Neurosci.)	It	is	designed	that	global	carbon	dioxide	emissions	increased	further	in	2012,	reaching	a	new	record	of	35.6	billion	tons,	according	to	global	carbon	project.	129	(4):	E857	-	E865.	The	times	of	ãdia.	The	glass	was
formed	in	an	accidental	reaction	when	scientists	were	synthesizing	graphene	in	copper	-covered	quartz.	[107]	[108]	February	3	The	South	European	observation	successfully	activates	its	very	large	telescance	(VLT),	linking	four	existing	telesctions	to	operate	as	a	device.	Pio	Publication.	^	"NASA's	new	mars	rover	will	explore	the	imposing	'Mount
Sharp'".	^	"The	iceberg	breaks	with	the	Groenlã	¢	ndia	Petermann.	(E!	Science	News)	(Nat.	Pmid	2747683.	Original	in	2016-09-19.	DOI:	10.1073/PNAS.1115347109.	DOI:	10.1126/science.1218455.	Ammonia;	CHEN,	Shann-Ching;	Sharma,	neha;	BLANPAIN,	CEDRIC;	Fuchs,	Elaine	(2012).	PMID	22660326.	ScienceNews.org.	October	29	-	Wallace	L.	14
(1):	013054.	S2CID	12194219.	ABC	Science.	PMC	3796337.	BIBCODE:	2012SCI	...	337..315m.	Christian	Science	Monitor.	^	Pete	Spotts	(2012-03-14).	^	Leventhal,	J.;	ABECASIS,	M.;	MILLER,	J.;	GALLON,	L.;	RAVANDRA,	K.;	Tollerud,	D.	(BBC)	Microsoft	demonstrates	software	that	translates	English	spoken	in	Chinãtes,	preserving	the	speaker's
intonation.	G.;	Ford,	Col	R.;	TRANDER,	Sarah	A.;	LONG,	Charlotte;	et	al.	2022-01-15.	2012-01-19.	(AFP)	An	IBM	team	in	Zã¼rich	has	published	images	of	molty	in	the	detailed	type	that	the	type	of	athamic	alloy	between	its	ãªtomes	can	be	discerned.	S2Cidan	¢	3910961.	PMC	3525980.	2012-03-05.	ISSN	1680-7324.	^	Martin	Te,	Maron	JL	(2012-01-
10).	(Space.com)	(Arxiv	December	21,	a	"Trojan	Horse"	therapy,	which	uses	varchus	hidden	in	white	blood	to	attack	tumors,	is	successfully	used	to	eliminate	prostate	cramps	in	mice.	PMID	22539554.	10	(1	(1	):	96-103.	January	5,	2013.	^	Paddock,	Catharine	(2012-07-18).	108	(21):	213202.	"Internal	Ice	Folha	Debute	of	the	Western	Antontese
directed	along	the	subglacial	breach".	Inventive	can	be	used	as	a	remote	control	of	the	general	proportion	for	electron.	Aging	and	find	out	how	to	stop	the	process	in	rats	with	a	common	drug.	Nature.	Filed	from	the	original	in	2012-07-06.	The	findings	expand	the	list	of	possible	drug	goals	and	other	car	treatments	related	to	Diovascular	Disease
Lipids,	one	GLOBAL	CAUSE	death	and	deficient.	S2Cidan	¢	32932649.	1928).	BIBCODE:	2012NATUR.482	...	77d.	I.;	SIANI,	L.;	TRABONI,	C.;	OO,	Y.;	ADAMS,	D.;	HILL,	A.;	COLLOCA,	S.;	NICOSIA,	A.;	COURTE,	R.;	Klenerman,	P.	^	"Temperatures	can	increase	by	3C	at	©	2050,	suggest	the	models."	1	of	Marge	-	New	research	concludes	that	the	oceans
of	the	earth	may	be	becoming	more	likely	to	a	rhythmic	rhythm	than	at	any	time	in	the	last	300	million	years	of	years.	[161]	[162]	2	of	Marã	°	the	NASA	Cassini	space	detects	oxygen	in	the	atmosphere	of	Moon	Dione	de	Saturn.	[163]	Methalise	of	42	previous	studies	concludes	that	some	chocolate	consumption	can	be	good	for	heart.	[164]	[165]	5	of
Marã	°	-	A	study	finds	a	correlation	between	snoring	as	a	child	and	behavioral	problems	later	in	infancy.	[166]	[167]	7	of	MarãJo	Fans	of	the	National	Laboratory	of	the	National	Fermi	Data	Accelerator	suggest	that	the	indescribable	hypothetized	Boson	Higgs	("God's	Particle",	with	a	mass	of	115	to	135	GEV/C2)	may	have	been	detected.	[168]	[169]
Scientists	successfully	decoded	the	gorilla	genome,	the	last	of	the	great	male	to	be	sequenced.	[170]	[171]	8	of	MarãJo	A	study	suggests	that	the	lula	-lula	-donors	may	prevent	the	rejection	of	the	imperfectly	corresponding	transplantation.	[172]	[173]	The	international	experiment	of	Neutrinos	de	Banaa	de	Daya	announces	the	discovery	of	a	new	type
of	neutrinos	omnilation.	[174]	[175]	9	of	the	USA-Pescites	of	the	US	advertise	an	advance	in	the	treatment	of	AIDS,	using	a	drug	against	the	CAM	to	attack	the	HIV	within	certain	CLULAS	of	the	immunological	system,	which	were	once	to	reach	the	treatments.	[176]	[177]	12	Vienna	University	Technology	University	researchers	develop	a	3D	printer
that	can	print	in	nano-scale	and	is	more	rifted	magnitude	orders	than	previous	devices.	[178]	A	diet	rich	in	red	meat	can	Life	expectancy,	increasing	the	risk	of	death	death	and	heart	problems,	according	to	a	study	of	over	120,000	people	by	Harvard	Medical	School	researchers.	(UCSB)	(Anal.	Bibcode:	2012Sci	...	337..467e.	^	^	Heidi	(2012-02-22).
(IO9)	(Arxiv)	In	September	2012,	it	was	tied	as	the	hottest	September	globally,	according	to	data	from	Data	Center	National	Climatic.	PMID	22268818.	BIBCODE:	2012pnas..109.8032g.	(The	Guardian)	(BBC)	A	longevity	gene	is	found	that	makes	Hydra	vulgaris	virtually	immortal	and	can	prolong	the	human	life.	Inventive	can	allow	the	development	of
©	Omnipresent	Piezoeling	Micro-Generators	that	render	everyday	vibrational	energy	such	as	closing	doors.	[318]	[319]	May	16,	American	surgeons	successfully	restore	manual	functions	to	a	partially	paralyzed	man	using	a	pioneering	nerve	transfer.	(TECNOLOGY	SPECTATOR)	August	22,	LG	Electronics	reveals	the	largest	commercial	ultra-default
TV	in	the	world,	four	times	the	resolution	of	high-defining	screens	of	1080p.	BIBCODE:	2012NATMA..11..250s.	"The	study	shows	that	space	travel	is	harmful	to	the	rebro	and	can	accelerate	Alzheimer's	innio."	"Materials".	DOUHEK,	Daniel	C.	(Time)	(SCI.	Bibcode:	2012Natur.488	...	13b.	/Nature11256.	The	lake,	which	is	not	discovered	more	than	15
million	years	of	years,	can	shelter	an	ecosystem	prostic.	British	and	European	ladybugs	is	being	caused	by	the	dissemination	of	invasive	harlequin	spray.	Denisova	Hominin,	40,000	years	decoded	from	a	fan.	millimeters)	to	global	sea	levels.	486	(7401):	52Ã¢ÂÂ58.	Archived	from	the	original	on	2012-04-25.	Bibcode:2012Natur.488..458B.	^	Varma,	S.
2012-05-21.	"Red	dot	becomes	'oldest	cave	art'".	Bibcode:2012JNEng...9e6012H.	^	Carhart-Harris,	R.	^	"Strength	in	numbers:	Physicists	identify	new	quantum	state	allowing	three	--	but	not	two	--	atoms	to	stick	together	--	ScienceDaily".	^	Batty,	David	(2012-04-18).	arXiv:1202.5955.	^	Camargo,	E.;	Beiser,	A.;	Tan,	Z.;	Au,	R.;	DeCarli,	C.;	et	al.	(The
Guardian)	2	December	Researchers	state	that	they	have	identified	the	point	of	origin	of	the	genes	that	later	enabled	human	thought	and	reasoning.	(2012-02-02).	109	(23):	8884Ã¢ÂÂ8889.	FlightGlobal.com.	Bibcode:2012NatGe...5..256R.	Bibcode:2012Natur.484...82V.	^	"Scientists	develop	ultra-thin	solar	cells".	"Willow	Glass:	ultra-thin	glass	can
'wrap'	around	devices".	^	Rainwater,	D;	Kerkhoff,	A;	Melin,	K;	Soric,	J	C;	Moreno,	G;	AlÃÂ¹,	A	(2012-01-25).	2012-01-24.	^	Sallenger,	Asbury	H.;	Doran,	Kara	S.;	Howd,	Peter	A.	Journal	of	Neurosurgery.	doi:10.5194/acp-11-13421-2011.	^	Murray,	James;	Network,	part	of	the	Guardian	Environment	(2012-08-13).	^	"First	gene	therapy	successful
against	aging-associated	decline:	Mouse	lifespan	extended	up	to	24%	with	a	single	treatment	--	ScienceDaily".	13	(8):	659Ã¢ÂÂ680.	^	Kannan,	S.;	Dai,	H.;	Navath,	R.	Ars	Technica.	PrecededÃÂ	by32ÃÂ	nm	(CMOS)	MOSFET	manufacturing	processes	SucceededÃÂ	by14ÃÂ	nm	(FinFET)	Retrieved	from	"	S2CIDÃÂ	8678063.	ISSNÃÂ	0019-1035.
PMCÃÂ	3327556.	(2012-05-21).	(BBC)	Scientists	report	that	the	venomous	black	mamba	produces	a	highly	effective	natural	painkiller.	(Science	Daily)	(Science)	Toyota	begins	development	of	the	Human	Support	Robot,	a	voice-controlled	domestic	robot	designed	to	help	elderly	and	disabled	people	by	moving	objects,	reaching	high	shelves	and	opening
doors	and	curtains.	^	Zan,	Recep;	Ramasse,	Quentin	BANGERT,	Ursel;	Novoselov,	Konstantin	S.	"In	vivo	supression	of	HIV	by	cen	©	squads	of	the	antiangen	-derived	anthotopic	antheatopoia."	^	"The	new	vision	of	exoplanets	will	help	research	e.t."	Connected.	"Sedentary	behavior	and	life	expectancy	in	the	US:	a	delicate	life	table	dwarf	because."	^
"Stanford	researchers	encode	rewritten	in	DNA".	(BBC)	Scientists	can	cause	the	elderly	skin	of	the	elderly	to	act	like	younger	squids	again,	simply	adding	more	fiber	-filled	filling	around	the	centers.	^	"NASA's	nourishing	mission	rises."	S2CID	4536928.	^	"IUPAC	-	International	Union	of	Pure	and	Applied	Quemics:	Element	114	is	named	Florevium
and	Element	116	is	named	Livermorium".	6	(6):	391	-	397.	This	discovery	suggests	that	complex	orgainoes	molding	can	form	in	stellar	systems	before	planet	formation,	reaching	young	planets	in	the	innate	of	their	formation.	BIBCODE:	2012SCI	...	336.1182V.	"Discovery	of	Boson	Higgs	-type	particles	claimed	in	the	LHC".	2008-02-03.	This
development,	500	million	years	of	years,	later	granted	humans	the	ability	to	learn	complex	skills,	analyze	situations	and	think	flexively.	108	(15):	155501.	S.;	BALAKRISHNAN,	B.;	JYOTI,	A.;	JANISSE,	J.;	ROMERO,	R.;	KANNAN,	R.	"The	stain	blemishes	coating	is	diffilled."	V.;	KULPECZ,	A.;	KOMINZ,	M.;	NAISH,	T.	Inventive	can	allow	the	creation	of
"intelligent	wallpaper"	with	built	-in	video	display.	Pediatrics.	(2012-04-04).	Doi:	10.1038/Nature10987.	On	September	22,	2009,	during	Intel's	Developer	Fan	in	the	fall	of	2009,	Intel	showed	a	22	Nm	cracker	and	announced	that	chips	with	a	22	nm	technology	would	be	available	in	the	second	half	of	2011.	[6]	that	the	size	of	the	cta	Sram	is	0.092
ã®m2,	smaller	reported	to	the	moment.	"Hubble	saw	a	Old	that	should	not	exist	".	Do	it:	10.1126/science.1222360.	^	Choi,	Charles	Q.	(BBC)	In	the	first	operating	of	this	type	in	the	United	States,	Mother	Researchers	implement	a	device	similar	to	the	pacemaker	in	con	©	rebro	of	a	Patient	of	disease	in	the	initial	stages	of	the	disease.	7	(1):	E29797.
DOI:	10.1212/WNL.78.1_meetingabstracts.S24.003.	2012-06-21.	DOI:	10.1088/1748-9326/7/1/014033.	"Magnetic	emulsions	with	responsive	surfactants"	(PDF).	See	also	List	of	Emerging	Technologies	List	of	Years	in	the	Science	2012	in	Paleontology	2012	in	Space	Flight	Referements	^	"Years	of	the	US	Patent	Statistics	1963	-	2012".	^	David	Perlman
(2012-02-02).	PMC	3368937.	"Direct	image	of	a	two	-dimensional	graphene	glass."	"The	widespread	worship	of	BT	Algodion	and	insecticide	decrease	promotes	biocontrole	services."	BIBCODE:	2011ACP	....	1113421H.	(Extreme	longevity)	(nature)	Large	volumes	of	methane	-	a	powerful	gaps	of	greenhouse	-	could	be	locked	under	the	antonio	ice,
according	to	a	new	study.	DOI:	10.1080/02724634.2012.652051.	(Habitat)	Researchers	have	demonstrated	a	way	to	potentially	"invade"	a	person's	rebro,	using	BCI	technology.	Nanotechnology	of	nature.	Bloomberg.	^	"Nanopartacular	trick	'increases	the	body's	vaccine	response'".	(Harvard)	(Ann.	June	7	Phillip	V.	Pmid	22885995.	^	liao,	Guey-Ying;
an,	Juan	Ji;	Gharami,	Kusumika;	Waterhouse,	Emily	G;	Vanevski,	Filip;	Jones,	Kevin	R;	XU,	Baoji	(2012	-03-18).	Recovered	on	April	27,	2013.	ISSN	¢	1545-7885.	Bees	are	crucial	pollinating,	and	their	population	rapidly	decreasing	can	have	serious	effects	on	human	agriculture.	Large	amounts	of	Spidersilk	can	,	which	has	a	larger	resistant	resistance
than	the	action.	The	fabric,	which	should	go	into	widespread	service	to	2015,	will	eliminate	the	need	for	heavy	energy	cables	Views,	making	the	savers'	electronics,	cheaper	and	more	likely.	[225]	April	4	a	new	detailed	record	of	past	clummy	changes	showed	convincing	evidence	that	the	last	era	of	ice	was	closed	by	an	increase	in	temperature	by	an
increase	in	carbon	-rich	atmosphere.	Sorger,	Bettina;	Reithler,	Reithler,	DAHMEN,	Brigitte;	GOEBEL,	Rainer	(2012).	The	new	material	may	allow	the	development	of	"artificial	themselves"	that	reduce	CO2	atmosphere	concentrations	in	a	effort	to	reduce	the	effects	of	clummy	changes.	[22]	January	10	The	2012	consumer	electron	show	is	open	in	Las
Vegas,	Nevada.	These	data	contrast	with	the	broader	global	tendency	of	glacial	melting.	[263]	[264]	16	April	-	A	new	treatment	for	prostata	crafts	can	rid	the	disease	of	nine	in	ten	men	without	debilitating	side	effects,	according	to	a	study.	[265]	[266]	April	17	-	It	is	revealed	that	the	Chinese	and	American	military	was	conducted	informal	war	games
together	to	help	prevent	military	escalation	in	the	event	of	a	future	cyber	war.	[267]	April	18-researches	of	the	American	National	Institutes	of	Health	demonstrate	a	drug-based	drug	treatment	that	can	successfully	relieve	some	symptoms	of	cerebral	palsy	(PC).	PMC	3773464.	B.;	et	al.	December	17	-	Colin	Speedding,	British	Agricultural	Scientist	(n.
The	VLT	linked	is	the	largest	still	constructed	telesquise,	with	a	combined	130	meter	mirror	dictate	(430	pages).	©	Living	Cerebral	Squads	as	they	work	within	a	living	animal.	[110]	[111]	American	scientists	demonstrate	a	mother	procedure	that	may	allow	patients	suffering	from	nerve	damage	to	recover	within	weeks	instead	of	months	or	years.	A.;
Kleiven,	H.	^	Debora	Mackenzie	(2012-01-20).	2012-07-04).	PMID	22763438.	^	"Traffic	of	VãªNus	2012".	The	robotic	juice	probe,	which	is	planned	to	launch	in	2022,	will	conduct	detailed	studies	of	the	Javia-Callisto,	Europe	and	Ganymede	moons.	[297]	3	can	-	in	the	first	successful	ocular	judgment	of	the	United	Kingdom,	two	men	blinded	by	Re
Tinite	Pigmentosa	Its	vision	partially	restored	by	microchip	implants.	[298]	May	8	-	Claire	Lomas,	a	paralyzed	British	woman,	becomes	the	first	person	to	complete	a	marathon	using	a	biionic	mobility	costume.	HDL:	2027.42/147130.	PMC	3462820.	2012-02-21.	After	the	mysterious	mission	"."	Embryon	Squid	Cup	Tests	for	Macular	Degeneration:	A
Preliminary	Report.	"ZME	Science.	Filed	from	the	original	in	2016-07-25."	Virtual	germ	created	on	the	computer	for	the	first	time.	"9	(1):	271-292	â	€	in	the	mountainous	communities	of	plants	and	padassaries,	through	the	increase	in	the	alce's	capacity	to	remain	at	high	elevations	during	the	Winter	and	consume	plants,	according	to	a	study	in	the
nature	of	climatic	change.	[24]	[25]	11	January	An	international	team	of	astrome	reports	that	each	star	on	the	racideic	way,	the	galaxy	can	host	"In	motion	...	^	Reich,	David;	GREEN,	Richard	E.;	KIRCHER,	Martin;	KRAUSE,	Johannes;	Patterson,	Nick;	et	al.	Doi:	10.1038/Nature11150.	PMID	22282787.	US	Naval	Research	Laboratory.	"Scientists	in	its
own	to	enter	Vostock,	the	largest	subglacial	lake	of	Antonteica."	^	GUEVARA,	Nicolais	L.;	WANG,	YUJUN;	ESRY,	B.	Nutrition	and	Cã	¢	¢.	PMIDAN	¢	22700658.	^	"weak	mental	health	linked	to	the	reduction	of	life	expectancy	-	sciencedaily".	Nature	medicine.	(2012-03-22).	Lett.)	Liquid	robotics'	self	-signed	wave	gluer	robã	completes	a	record	trip	of
are	Francisco	is	Austriania.	7	(5):	297	-	300.	(POPSCI)	November	16th	The	Cardan	Card	of	Rats	are	used	by	scientists	at	the	University	of	Illinois	to	boost	small	"bio	-robã's".	^	Park,	Hyejin;	Kang,	Hwiwon;	Lee,	Yonggil;	Park,	Yongsu;	Noh,	Jinsoo;	Cho,	Gyoujin	(2012-08-10).	^	Andrew	Myers	(2012-02-22).	ISSN	1087-0156.	109	(29):	11630	-	11635.
DOI:	10.1038/NATURE10983.	iUpac.org.	^	"Synthetic	DNA	Created,	Evolves	on	Its	Own".	"AMD	launches	its	Radeon	HD	7950	graphics	card".	C.;	Wei,	Jennifer	N.;	Yang,	Joel	K.	C.;	Adam,	J.;	Murray,	C.;	Wang,	C.;	Brackbill,	N.;	Di	Carlo,	D.;	Jalali,	B.	^	Stewart	Mitchell	(2012-03-19).	(RSPB)	(BBC)	(Report)	Cambridge	University	scientists	heal	paralyzed
dogs	by	injecting	them	with	cells	grown	from	their	nasal	linings.	14	March	A	fly	species,	kept	in	complete	darkness	for	57	years	(1,400	generations),	showed	genetic	alterations	that	occurred	as	a	result	of	environmental	conditions,	offering	clear	evidence	of	evolution.[184][185]	A	pill	which	doubles	the	length	of	time	that	patients	with	advanced	skin
cancer	can	survive	has	gone	on	sale	in	Britain	for	the	first	time.[186]	America's	coastlines	are	even	more	vulnerable	to	sea	level	rise	than	previously	thought,	according	to	a	pair	of	new	studies.	doi:10.1038/nm.2886.	"Genetic	history	of	an	archaic	hominin	group	from	Denisova	Cave	in	Siberia".	C.;	Fassnacht,	C.	2012-03-17.	PMIDÃÂ	22700365.	H.
(Loganville-Grayson	Patch)	Miniature	surgical	nets	could	be	used	to	safely	extract	dangerous	blood	clots	from	the	brains	of	stroke	patients,	potentially	alleviating	symptoms	such	as	speech	loss	and	paralysis,	according	to	two	new	medical	studies.	ISSNÃÂ	1946-6234.	PMIDÃÂ	22519422.	The	Astrophysical	Journal.	^	Vaughan,	Adam	(2012-08-03).
doi:10.1038/nature.2012.10848.	Users	of	heart	medication	are	particularly	vulnerable.	484	(7393):	195Ã¢ÂÂ200.	doi:10.1016/j.epsl.2012.04.026.	(Princeton)	(PNAS)	A	15-year	research	project	has	succeeded	in	curbing	the	growth	of	polycystic	kidney	disease,	one	of	the	most	common	life-threatening	genetic	diseases,	which	affects	12.5	million	people
worldwide.	doi:10.1126/science.1217697.	337	(6096):	816Ã¢ÂÂ21.	^	MacDonald,	A	M;	Bonsor,	H	C;	Dochartaigh,	B	ÃÂ	ÃÂ;	Taylor,	R	G	(2012-04-20).	If	this	development	can	be	applied	to	humans,	heart	conditions	could	be	treated	without	the	need	for	expensive	medical	and	their	maintenance	surgeries.	The	inquiry.	May	25,	2012:	Spacex	Dragon
Space	(photo)	becomes	the	first	commercial	space	to	meet	the	international	spatial	stations.	The	New	York	Times.	Lett.)	China's	first	aircraft	carrier,	an	adapted	ex-vacation	called	Liaoning,	enters	the	naval	service.	2012-07-02.	^	"3D	printed	license	network	to	help	cultivate	the	artificial	fan".	DOI:	10.1038/NGEO1358.	"18	-week	deciphered	fetus
genome".	Con	©	Lula.	25	(9):	3096	-	3116.	news.xinhuanet.com.	(BBC)	Researchers,	including	NASA	scientists	and	engineers	of	the	Los	Alamos	National	Laboratory,	demonstrated	a	new	concept	for	a	confidential	nuclear	reactor	that	could	be	used	on	space	flights.	^	Baker,	Monya	(2012).	5	(4):	256	-	260.	DOI:	10.1002/Anie.201105986.	"Co-area	of	
diversity	of	linguastic	and	biological	diversity	in	biodiversity	hotspots	and	wildlings	of	high	biodiversity."	Graham,	Alister	W.;	SPITLER,	Lee	R.;	Forbes,	Duncan	A.;	LISKER,	Thorsten;	MOORE,	Ben;	Janz,	Joachim	(2012-04-24).	^	Yashina,	S.;	GUBIN,	S.;	MAKSIMOVICH,	S.;	YASHINA,	A.;	GAKHOVA,	E.;	et	al.	481	(7382):	463	-	8.	FUNCT.	Recovered
2021-07-24.	{{Cite	Web}}:	CS1	Maintenance:	URL	IMPRORIAL	(LINK)	^	JI,	JANGUANG;	SUNDQUIST,	Kristina;	Suquist,	Jan	(2012).	2012.	If	the	dimensions	of	the	halo	are	confirmed,	its	mass	concentration	may	explain	the	apparent	lack	of	baronic	mansion	in	the	gallon.	ISSN	1078-8956.	"The	first	universal	network	protist.	Humans	killed	the	giant
beasts	of	Austrária.	"January	1st	The	NASA	Grail-B	Sattated	will	successfully	enter	the	lunar,	joining	his	space.	From	the	Sea	of	the	ã	Tico	'70%	made	in	man	'".	^	Amos,	Jonathan	(2012-05-02).	16293-2422,	located	400	light	years	from	Earth.	^	Mascarelli,	(2012).	2019-01-28.	^	"Information	for	journalists".	BIBCODE:	2012NATUR.482..204K.	^	^	The
Galactic	reveals	the	Satin	Lites	launching	and	confirms	the	spaceshiptwo	prepared	for	the	flying	flight.	"	^	Dennis	Overbye	(2012-03-07).	,	KERSTIN;	TEJERA,	Agueda	M.;	Ayuso,	Eduard;	et	al.	468	(7327):	1053-1060.	"Electrical	Organ-A-Chip",	with	a	new	research	generation	to	replace	animal	tests.	2012-02-07.	".	Queensu.ca.	Zon	Tropical	Forest
Mapped	with	unprecedented	details.	"The	typical	half	throwing	(©,	half	of	the	distance	between	identical	characteristics	in	a	matrix)	for	a	member	of	the	process	using	the	process	of	about	22	nm.	[	NECESSARY	CITY]	It	was	first	demonstrated	by	semiconductor	companies	for	use	in	the	RAM	in	2008.	The	vaccine	may	be	commercially	disposed	of	in
five	years.	2012-07-23.	Recovered	on	September	24,	2015	.	90	(5):	967	-	980.	"Modeling	and	generation	of	moving	and	moving."	(PDF).	A,	Chuong	B;	KIEFER,	Amy	K;	MOUNTAIN,	Joanna	L;	Hinds,	David	A;	Francke,	Uta;	Tung,	Joyce	Y	(2012-06-30).	2012-07-04.	Computing	corners	(ACM).	Obesity	reviews.	^	Mann	a	(2012-01-11).	driver	with
performance	of	elo's	without	precedent	Sciencedadaily	".	(BBC)	(Universe	Today)	(Nature)	NASA	Reports	Its	messenger	probe	discovered	ice	ice	and	organic	compounds	in	the	superfide	of	the	Mercance.	(2012-01-15).	^	"The	Super	-Electrical"	can	grow	in	just	hundreds	of	years	".	The	coating	uses	controversial	containers	with	functional	compounds
to	repair	surface	damage.	[507]	[508]	[509]	Astrã´Nomos	discovered	the	oldest	spiral	gallinch	at	now,	dating	from	10.7	-billion	years	of	years.	[510]	[511]	July	20	A	giant	aqãfero	is	discovered	in	Naman,	potentially	offering	sufficient	potential	to	sustain	the	paãs	by	culos.	[512]	Using	rats,	the	researchers	grew	up	the	recently	identified	lula	-lula	sweat
blood	cells.	[513]	[514]	July	15,	2012:	The	draculãaase	of	the	parasitarian	disease	(the	extraction	of	a	warning	of	the	Guinery	©	in	the	photo)	is	close	to	being	eradicated.	Filed	from	the	original	in	2012-04-14.	(Science	Daily)	(Mobile	Mobile	Crop	Analysts)	report	that	robative	technology	is	seeing	greater	use	in	the	global	mining	industry,	as	mining
companies	and	perforation	seek	to	reduce	Personnel	costs	installing	trains,	trucks,	exercises,	and	self	-sectional	vehicles.	Inventive,	similar	to	Gorilla	Glass,	widely	used	corning,	can	be	used	to	develop	flexible	computer	screens	and	ultra	-thin	smartphones.	[359]	The	solar	solar	impulse	aircraft	landed	in	Morocco	apos	a	19	-hour	flight	from	Spain,
marking	the	first	intercontinental	vain	of	a	purely	solar	aircraft.	[360]	5	-	June	6,	2012:	A	TRANSIT	OF	VÁNUS,	the	last	event	of	this	type	at	©	2117,	occurs	(image	of	minneapolis	TRANSIT).	The	graph.	MATER.)	November	12	The	American	Titan	Machine	is	declared	the	most	powerful	supercomputer	in	the	world,	capable	of	performing	17.59	floating
spot	operations	of	gangs	per	second.	(The	Guardian)	(PLOS	One)	Intel	Corporation	reveals	details	of	its	new	haswell	microarquitetura,	a	of	22	nanthomers	of	microchip	that	offers	unprecedented	computing	power	and	energy	efficiency	for	consumer	electronics.	"Regeneration	of	Plants	Fans	of	Fruit	Fabric	With	30,000	Years	buried	in	the	Siberian
permafrost	".	DOI:	10.1049/El.2012.0849.	ISSN	1470-2045.	95	(3):	740-751.	Neurology.	DOI:	10.1103/physrevlett.108.177.	Snyder	,	Steven	James	(20	of	Baby	2013).	(2012-05-07).	PMC	3347486.	2	September-The	Austramous	Scientists	develop	a	3D	impression	that	can	build	complex	microscal	structures	from	Individual	Molls.	Recovered	2013-09-12.
DOI:	10.1126/science.1219129.	DOI:	10.1073/PNAS.1118386109.	,	with	the	list	of	drugs	with	potentially	severe	interactions	more	than	doubling	since	2012.	Phys.)	IBM	researchers	simulated	530	billion	in	neuron	and	100	synapses	of	synapses	in	a	supercomputer.	"	Human	ate	as	a	chimpanzion.	"	The	global	sea	of	the	sea	is	probably	up	to	70	for	the
future	gene	nerear.	(2012-01-24).	DOI:	10.1016/S0140-6736	(12)	60633-3.	Aã®â²	in	a	Model	of	Alzheimer's	Madencia	".	^"	Olympics	put	the	technology	of	mother	communications.	Individual	partcules	of	herpes	Várus	attack	a	skin	of	the	skin	in	the	first	estate	of	an	outbreak,	resulting	in	a	bottleneck	in	which	infections	can	be	vulnerable	to	the	mother
treatment.	"Scales	of	DECAL	AND	MONTHLY	TIME	OF	MAGAGMA	AND	RESERVE	GROWTH	IN	A	VULCIAL	OF	THE	BOILER	"(PDF).	4	(115):	115ra1.	Recovered	2021-07-24.	(link)	^	"Pentegon	orders	account	lenses	dual	-focused	innovative	".	BMJ.	"Hubble	discovers	a	fifth	moon	orbiting	plutan."	^	Patrick;	EsperanÃ§a,	Rob;	Foster,	Tim	(2012-05-17).
^	^	Joseph	W.;	SAWYER,	Brian	C.;	KEith,	Adam	C.;	WANG,	C.-C.	^	"The	new	process	of	biofuels	dramatically	improves	the	recovery	of	energy	and	uses	Agrácola	-	Sciencedaily"	waste.	ISSN	0004-637X.	Filed	from	the	original	on	August	19,	2008.	^	"Playboy's	central	photo	shrunk	the	width	of	human	hair".	The	initial	results	of	a	phase	study	not
showed	adverse	effects	while	significantly	increasing	immunity.	Herbert	Bormann,	an	American	plant	ecologist,	credited	with	the	discovery	of	rainfall	(n.	Scales,	and	may	allow	the	production	of	simple	mass	of	efficient	nanoscale	computers.	Cavities.	-08-06).	"Activation	of	meta-C	for	tanks	H	assisted	by	a	final	model".	The	new	battery	can	allow	the
production	of	elapses	with	much	larger	scope	and	drums	duration	than	current	models.	[279]	April	21-scientists	at	the	Northwestern	University	of	Chicago	successfully	test	a	Cam	©	rebro-computant	interface	capable	of	restoring	naturalistic	musclist	and	movements	in	paralyzed	rhesus	monkeys.	^	Robert	Langreth	and	Shannon	Pettypiece	(2012-07-
25).	Citeeerx	10	10.1.1.211.204.	mediated	by	crispr.	[580]	A	group	of	South	Korean	scientists	developed	a	carbon	battery	for	Veãc	They	are	tailored	to	carry	at	©	120	times	rude	than	standard	batteries.	These	new	materials	can	lead	to	a	significant	reduction	in	hospital	infections	and	in	the	Mother	US	eating	energy	reaches	50	gigawatts	of	capacity.
[573]	August	14	The	Boeing's	hypersomnic	scramjet	protist.	[574]	Singapore	scientists	decrease	the	central	image	of	the	1972	Playboy	of	Swedish	model	Lena	Soderberg	to	the	width	of	human	hair.	"Nanopartamous	synthemium	containing	avenous	photorus/multicallic	poly	there:	super	hydrophic	coating	durable	in	cotton	tissues."	Journal	of
Neuroscience	Research.	11	(8):	710	-	716.	484	(7392):	82	-	86.	ARXIV:	1202.0903.	"New	temperature	record	for	the	teaching	in	2011".	PMC	3440846.	(University	of	Zurich)	(Nejm)	A	report	in	the	6th	November	edition	of	the	current	biology	offers	the	first	complete	description	of	the	tooth	Whale	previously	known	only	to	a	few	bones.	(The	Daily
Telegraph)	The	Large	Hadron	Collider	detects	an	extremely	rare	party	decay	event,	giving	up	on	the	popular	theory	of	supersymmetry.	R.;	BEAVIS,	D.;	et	al.	This	can	lead	to	new	more	productive	varieties	and	more	able	to	deal	with	disease,	drought	and	other	tensions	that	cause	culture	losses.	ISSN	0007-1250.	^	Gonzalez,	Robbie	(2012-07-19).	June
24,	2012.	"The	northern	color	failed	to	launch	the	rocket	increases	the	likelihood	of	a	new	nuclear	test."	^	Black,	Richard	(2012-07-13).	PMID	22491849.	^	"2012	BX34	GOLDSTONE	RADAR	OBSERVATIONS	PLANNING".	Telegraph.co.uk.	(BBC)	(Quat.	Kaltenbrunner,	Martin;	White,	Matthew	S.;	Gã	¥	Owacki,	Eric	D.;	Sekitani,	Tsuyoshi;	Someya,
Takao;	Sariciftci,	Niyazi	Serdar;	Bauer,	Siegfried	(2012).	"Octopuses	gains	awareness	(from	Agreement	with	scientists	'decline').	2012-03-12.	(space.com)	(astrophys.	336	(6079):	341-344.	Arxiv:	1112.3488.	American	Mineralogist.	486	(7404):	527-531.	NASA.	This	could	be	the	Higgs	Bã.	"	ARXIV:	1203.1669.	34	(21):	1575	-	1586.	M.;	BHUMIRATANA,
S.;	KOREN,	A.;	PETRIDIS,	P.;	et	al.	BIBCODE:	2012pla	...	753275c.	January	2,	2013.	"decrease	in	the	expression	of	related	genes	and	loss	of	synapses	in	the	larger	depressive	disorder."	7	(5):	E37492.	PMID	22260387.	January	2012.	BIBCODE:	2012pnas..109.2428R.	Filed	from	the	original	in	2012-06-23.	335	(6075):	1503-1506.	^	Nick	Collins	(2012-
01-31).	(BBC)	(paleontology)	Having	a	job	with	working	conditions	can	be	so	bad	for	a	person's	mental	health	as	unemployed,	according	to	new	research	published	in	psychological	medicine.	Among	the	described	systems	are	a	laser	-based	weapon	designed	to	divert	hostile	aircraft,	a	underwater	-legged	manner	for	disabling	divers,	and	a	heat	-based
weapon	designed	to	force	multidovers	to	disperse.	[14]	January	4,	2012:	Scientists	create	genetically	modified	silk	reds	capable	of	producing	masses	of	aã	§	§.	(Ed.).	(The	Guardian)	(British	Geological	Survey)	September	9	is	fully	enjoyed,	the	ethical	energy	will	easily	meet	all	the	long-term	electricity	demand	in	the	world,	according	to	a	new	study.	The
real	society.	The	system	can	transmit	data	at	a	rate	of	3	Gbit/s,	a	registration	for	wireless	data	transmission;	It	can	be	potentially	updated	to	transmit	at	100	gbit/s.	[322]	[323]	USGS	and	IAU	officially	appoint	Mars,	including	Aelis	Mons,	Aelis	Palus	and	Robert	Sharp	Crater,	relevant	to	the	landing	of	NASA	Mars	Rover	curiosity	on	August	6,	2012.
[324]	[325]	Virginia	Tech	engineers	build	the	first	3D	printing	automatic	outlets	of	the	world,	which	allows	any	member	of	the	pill	to	rapidly	impede	objects	on	demand	by	sending	one	for	the	machine.	[326]	May	25,	2012:	SPACEX	DRAGÃ	£	O	MAKE	THE	FIRST	SPAIN	COMMERCIAL	SPAIN	TO	BACK	AT	AT	THE	INTERNATIONAL	SPACE.	150	(1):
136	-	150.	6	(2):	(2):	"Scienchot:	two	-dimensional	glass".	Journal	of	Human	Evolution.	4	(130):	130ra46.	USGS.gov.	^	Kumar,	karthik;	DUAN,	HUIGAO;	HEGDE,	Ravi	S.;	KOH,	Samuel	C.	Bibcode:	2012Sci	...	335..303b.	April	19	A	historical	study	of	british	and	Canadian	scientists	reveals	that	breast	craving	can	be	subdivided	into	ten	distinct	types,	with
its	aggressiveness	determined	by	certain	genes.	N.	The	procedure	uses	a	cellular	mechanism	similar	to	what	repairs	nerve	axon	in	invertebrates.	[112]	[113]	MIT	researchers	develop	high-temperature	photernic	crystals	capable	of	converting	heat	into	electricity	efficiently,	potentially	allowing	the	creation	of	pocket-size	micro-reachers	with	ten	times
the	efficiency	and	the	life	of	current	commercial	batteries.	Zwick,	Michael	Edward	(ed.).	(BBC)	October	28	The	Spacex	Spacex	Dragon	Nona	Complete	Complete	with	its	first	fully	operational	refueling	mission	for	International	Space	Station	(ISS),	terrifying	intact	in	the	peaceful	ocean	after	more	Two	weeks	anchored	with	ISS.	ISSN	0008-5472.
Although	currently	a	protest,	the	device	may	eventually	restore	the	vision	of	millions	of	people	suffering	from	eye	disease,	such	as	macular	degeneration	and	pigmentary	retinitis.	[315]	[316]	May	15	The	United	States	announce	a	national	plan	to	develop	effective	treatment	for	Alzheimer's	disease	at	©	2025.	[317]	American	scientists	develop	a	device
that	uses	genetically	modified	vamus	to	generate	electricity.	^	Berning,	S.;	WILLIG,	K.	"APL-1,	Alzheimer's	Amilhaid	Protection	in	Caenorhabditis	Elegans,	modulates	vain	metabnic	roads	throughout	development."	F.;	ZEILING,	A.;	WALther,	P.	While	approximately	12	million	children	died	before	the	fifth	birthday	in	1990,	in	2011,	this	number	fell	to
6.9	million.	The	main	result	of	the	new	study	is	that	it	shows	Increased	carbon	dioxide	during	this	main	transactions	was	slightly	before	increases	in	global	temperature.	[226]	[227]	[227]	And	the	Japanese	researchers	reveal	solar	squids	thinner	than	a	spider	silk	thread	and	flexible	enough	to	be	wrapped	in	a	human	hair.	[228]	[229]	American
researchers	start	a	new	project,	funded	by	the	National	Science	Foundation,	to	develop	printed	robãs	that	can	be	projected	and	made	on	ordinary	people	in	less	than	24	hours.	Ç.;	HERZOG,	H.	"In	high	resolution	of	colloidal	nanocrystall	growth	using	graphene	wool	squads."	Filed	from	the	original	in	2012-08-04.	"Intelligent	mother	pumps	promise
cleaner	water	in	ã	frrica."	DOI:	10.1126/science.1215280.	221	(1):	296-299.	PMID	22301313.	(space.com)	(Astron.	^	Bob	Yirka	(2020-02-03).	â	€	20	to	feed	the	small	device	".	1924).	8	(4):	E1002629.	PMC	3812248."	The	artificial	water	created	from	cardan	centers	"."	Alan	Turing:	The	Suicide	Veredict	of	SUPPORTING	INQUIRY	'"TSMC.	DOI:
10.1136/BMJ.E4933.	ARXIV:	1207.4196.	Recovered	2022-01-17.	(2012-05-13).	Arxiv:	1201.5280.	Failed	launch	can	increase	the	probability	of	northern	corporation	to	conduct	another	nuclear	weapon	test.	[254]	German	scientists	develop	a	"earthquake	proof"	wallpaper	"	Masonry	and	the	delay	in	collapse	of	buildings	during	violent	earthquakes.	PMID
22279532.	Inventiveness	paves	the	way	for	advances	in	prism,	personal	assisted	robã	and	consumer	product	tests.	[421]	[422]	19	June	-	Men	who	are	drinkers	Heavy	may	be	more	likely	to	develop	prostate	cramps,	according	to	new	research.	[423]	[424]	June	20	The	engineers	build	a	50	gigapixel	cionas,	synchronizing	98	mesters	in	a	device.	[425]
[426]	SOURCES	OF	RENOVAL	ENERGY	CAN	80	%	of	the	demand	for	American	electricity	at	©	2050,	according	to	a	new	report.	[427]	[428]	June	21,	scientists	develop	the	first	magnetic	emulsion	of	the	world,	based	on	magnetic	surfactant	mollets.	P.;	Bai,	J.	Pmid	23003251.	January	6,	2012.	^	Pike,	A.	Recovered	on	February	16,	2013.	The	company
plans	to	launch	the	first	element	of	its	project,	a	network	of	orbital	research	scopes,	at	©	2014	.	[283]	April	26	Australian	scientists	develop	a	hydrophic	lining	based	on	healthy	and	more	durability	layers	than	these	previous	coatings.	"Phobos-Grunt:	The	failed	probe	'falls	on	the	peaceful'".	(Scientist	of	Life)	(Geology)	UNICEF	reports	that	global	child
mortality	rates	significantly	decrease	in	the	last	years.	S2Cidan	¢	2152480.	(Science	Daily)	(Med.	Paper	2)	MIT	engineers	develop	a	battery	of	hearing	aids	that	use	within	the	human	inner	ear	to	provide	a	constant	science	current.	PMID	22863328.	^	Faculty	of	Arts	and	Sciences	of	Arizona	State	University	(May	22,	2013).	(2012-03-01).	PMC
3534034.	109	(21):	8032-8037.	(IO9)	(CO	©	Cellular	Squakes)	American	climatologists	report	that	US	drought	continues	to	get	worse,	with	more	than	19%	of	the	United	States	suffering	from	Extreme	drought	and	the	subterrameal	of	the	subtermination	of	decreasing	throughout	the	paãs.	DOI:	10.1038/nnano.2012.69.	Filed	from	the	original	in	2012-
03-03.	Community.)	Even	moderate	consumption	in	pregnancy	can	affect	a	child's	IQ,	according	to	a	new	study	using	data	from	over	4,000	moms	and	their	children.	^	"Better	food	labeling	would	reduce	the	stoma	-linked	to	salt."	"New	human	spirit	identified	in	the	fan	of	QUARªNIA".	(BBC)	NASA	announces	that	it	plans	to	launch	another	robonic
rover	of	Mars	in	2020,	after	the	success	of	its	curiosity	rover.	^	Pease,	Roland	"Know	silicone	silicone	leaves,	a	sectional	one	that	can	replace	graphene."	BIBCODE:	2012SCI	...	335.1058h.	^	McGrath,	Matt	(2012-07-20).	^	Brown,	Mark	(2016-05-01).	(2016-05-01).	PMC	3454463.	PMID	22461612.	^	KITCHEN,	Scott	G.;	LEVIN,	Bernard	R.;	BRISTOL,
Gregory;	Rezek,	Valerie;	Kim,	Sohn;	et	al.	PMC	3378239.	The	new	and	largest	version	on	the	Internet:	IPv6	(Video).	(Science	Daily)	(Am.	J.	"Tiny	Frog	claimed	as	the	smallest	vertebrate	in	the	world."	Cannibalism	Link	to	hatching	succcess.	Cercopithecus	lomamiensis	sibon	sibon	noademina	petrÃ³mina	lybio	scheedÃ³ticos	de	scuriMica	amuensis
Ogenia	seagenia	petrÃ³mina	petrÃ³mica	lodinina	scheedÃ³mica	amuensis	Ogenia	ochroconis	LuciOnina	PaishryeafryeAmiAnia	ogenia	ochroconis	LuciOnina	Pediachofryeensis	Ogenia	Abel	Prize	2012	Abel	Prize:	Endre	SzemerÃÂ©di	Fundamental	Physics	Prize	Main	article:	Fundamental	Physics	Prize	2012	Fundamental	Physics	Prize:	Nima	Arkani-
Hamed,	Alan	Guth,	Alexei	Kitaev,	Maxim	Kontsevich,	Andrei	Linde,	Juan	Maldacena,	Nathan	Seiberg,	Ashoke	Sen	and	Edward	Witten	2012	FPP	Special	Award:	Stephen	Hawking,	Peter	Jenni,	Fabiola	Gianotti,	Michel	Della	Negra,	Tejla	Singh	Virdee,	Guido	Tonelli,	Joe	Incandela	and	Lyn	Evans	Kyoto	Principal	Principal	Article:	Kyoto	Pramio	2012	Ky
2012	Pram	OTO	in	Avanhada	Technology:	Ivan	Sutherland	[599]	2012	Pramio	Kyoto	in	Basic	Sciences:	Yoshinori	Ohsumi	[599]	Nobel	Promio	Main	Articles:	List	of	Nobel	List	in	Physiology	or	Medicine,	List	of	Nobel	Laureates	in	Fanic	and	Lains	Stripes	de	lays	in	quamica	2012	Pramio	Nobel	Prom	in	Physiology	or	Medicine:	John	B.	2012-03-06.
Recovered	on	August	18,	2008.	Space.com.	DOI:	10.1021/AR2003013.	PMID	22481361.	recovered	2021-07-24.	"The	gorilla	genome	could	maintain	the	key	to	human	condition."	January	5	Mae	Jemison,	the	first	African	American	astronaut,	is	selected	to	lead	the	100-year	Starship	project	sponsored	by	Darpa	and	NASA,	which	aims	to	conduct	research
on	the	technological	and	human	elements	required	for	interstellar	travel	[15]	American	American	Report	that	they	created	the	first	cultivated	monkeys	of	centers	taken	from	different	embrohs.	DOI:	10.1073/PNAS.1201830109.	18	(4):	564	-	571.	"Antonmão:	Rift	Grand	Canyon	'Speeding	Speeding	Ice	Derreter'".	Filed	from	the	original	in	2012-07-16.
DOI:	10.1038/NATURE11300.	2012-02-10.	^	LOVETT,	Richard	A.	A.;	WALKER-PAINEMILLA,	K.	336	(6085):	1182-1185.	(New	Scientist)	A	physically	active	lifestyle	can	decrease	the	risk	of	breast	crafting	by	13%,	according	to	the	highest	study	ever	of	its	type.	1947).	(BBC)	(British	Science	Festival)	Researchers	in	the	US	produces	shorter	laser	pulses
of	all	time,	with	a	duration	of	67	years.	^	Kelland,	Kate	(2012-05-30).	"The	study	links	biodiversity	and	language	loss."	Research	on	Cã	¢	nnce.	(2012-04-18).	^	Clark,	Stuart	(2012-08-10).	SKA,	which	will	understand	thousands	of	individual	antennas	with	a	combined	area	of	1	km	square	signal	collection	(1,000,000	m2),	should	start	operations	at	©
2025.	[335]	American	researchers	reveal	a	device	of	Packaging	capable	of	slowing	the	light	for	a	virtual	stop	within	a	matrix	of	25,000	microscal	lenses.	[336]	[337]	Archains	announce	the	discovery	of	42,000-year-old	flutes	in	a	German	cave-the	oldest	musical	instruments	already	discovered.	[338]	May	29	A	"highway	train"	of	wireless	self	-dials
completely	linked	with	a	200	-kilometer	highway	trip	(120	mi)	in	the	first	pillful	test	of	Spanish	self	-nominations.	[339]	Iran	claims	to	have	developed	antivarus	software	capable	of	defending	against	the	powerful	cibernate	width	of	flame,	which	infected	computer	networks	throughout	the	Mother	East.	[340]	30	that	scientists	successfully	sequence	the
tomato	genome	and	claim	that	the	most	tasty	and	more	pesticide	-resistant	tomato	varieties	can	be	designed	for	commercial	use	within	five	years.	[341]	[342]	Genes	report	that	the	supervulgates	can	develop	much	more	rude	than	the	suspects	earlier	-	eruption	of	only	a	few	hundred	years	of	years	of	Formation,	instead	of	tens	of	thousands	of	years.
[344]	[345]	May	30,	2012:	The	tomato	genome	is	fully	sequenced	by	international	researchers.	2021-11-14.	PMID	2	22874965.	3:	608.	DOI:	10.1126/science.1217654.	PMID	22282432.	^	On,	David	commented;	Art,	wall;	ON,	NUTBASTARD	commented	(2012-10-05).	DOI:	10.1126/science.1222135.	""	New	CO2	workshop	could	help	cleanse	the	air.	"
"Rare	mutations	in	XRCC2	increase	the	risk	of	breast	craving."	1953).	^	(Herald	Sun)	^	Butterworth,	Jon	(2012-04-05).	"FGF-dependent	glial	brulas	bridges	facilitate	the	regeneration	of	the	spinal	cord	in	unlucky	fish."	"For	the	first	time,	a	message	sent	with	neutrinos."	1935).	(The	Guardian)	(Plos	One)	November	8	due	to	insufficient	decarbonization
rates,	the	world	is	on	the	way	to	6	°	C	(11	â	°	F)	of	clummy	heating	at	©	year	2100,	according	to	a	new	report.	"Scientists	create	molls	to	make	their	teeth	proof	of	cavity."	"Science	decodes	'internal	voices'".	According	to	scientists,	"...	low	proposal	H2/CH4	(less	than	40)	indicate	that	life	is	probably	present	and	active."	[378]	[379]	In	a	separate	study,
a	team	of	Netherlands	scientists	associated	with	the	reported	MIT,	all	of	hydrogen	and	methane	detection	in	extraterrestrial	atmospheres.	[380]	[381]	June	8,	American	researchers	report	that	they	successfully	developed	an	important	isolation	technology	necessary	for	the	Nuclear	Nuclear	Fuse	Demonstration	reactor.	[382]	American	scientists	build
a	table-size	x-ray	laser,	much	smaller	and	cheaper	than	most	of	these	devices.	Lefkowitz	and	Brian	Kobilka	for	his	work	on	recipients	coupled	to	protein	G.	(2012-04-22).	About	432	square	miles	(1,120	km2)	will	be	sold	in	2013.	(Astrophys.	October	1	-	Sea	cucumbers	and	sea	gars	are	capable	of	changing	the	elasticity	of	the	colonry	within	their	bodies
and	Keep	the	key	to	maintaining	an	abandoned	youth,	according	to	scientists	at	Queen	Mary,	University	of	London.	London.	L,	Berger	Tw,	Deadwyler	SA	(October	2012).	Climate	newspaper.	BIBCODE:	2012phRVL.108O5501V.	^	Katherine	Mcalpine	(2012-02-02).	^	Amos,	Jonathan	(2012-03-29).	"The	opinion	activation	of	receptor	4	of	the	toll	type
contributes	to	the	reinforcement	of	drugs".	^	"Dragon	spacex	dragon	with	ISS".	^	Gardelle,	Julie;	BERTHIER,	Etienne;	Arnaud,	Yves	(2012-04-15).	"Red	meat	consumption	and	mortality:	results	from	2	prospective	cohort	studies."	(Science	Daily)	(PLOS	UM)	A	gene	that	almost	triples	the	risk	of	Alzheimer's	disease	was	discovered	by	an	international
team,	including	Mayo	Clinic	researchers.	^	Pan,	L.;	YU,	G.;	ZHAI,	D.;	LEE,	H.	HOULIE,	Nicolas	(ed.).	PMC	3749235.	2012-07-28.	486	(7403):	386	-	389.	PMC	3712342.	Filed	from	the	original	on	December	27,	2012.	PMID	2205225.	^	"The	smallest	telecommunications	laser	already	made,	200	nanha	meters	wide".	0%	(1)	0%	considered	this	document
ãº	(1	vote)	336k	views7.794	pages,	active	this	article	has	a	style	of	quotation	little	clear.	(PHYSORG)	(Small)	November	15,	scientists	warn	that	Ebola	lethal	varchus	can	spread	between	spray	as	an	aerosol.	V.;	GEIM,	A.	^	Cyranoski,	David	(2012-06-20).	48	(10):	582.	April	13	nanha-3	orbital	Rocket	of	the	northern	color	is	disintegrated	in	the	middle	of
the	yellow	sea,	destroying	its	load	ãº,	the	satin	kwangmyã	¥	ngsã	¥	ng-3.	Lancet's	neurology.	(BBC)	(Div.	"The	geoloogical	record	of	ocean	acidification."	(Orlandel	Sentinel)	September	23,	researchers	have	shown	that	many	fruits	fly	ways	cannot	survive	even	a	modest	increase	Temperature.	2012-07-09.	^	MCGRATH,	Matt	(2012-05-30).	DOI:
10.1038/NCLIMATE1372.	(2012-03-19).	For	genes	like	this	way.	[375]	[376]	US	Navals	The	research	laboratory	has	developed	a	form	of	underwater	solar	energy.	[377]	A	team	of	New	Zealt	scientists	that	measure	the	proportion	of	hydrogen	and	methane	levels	on	planet	Mars	can	help	determine	the	likelihood	of	in	Mars.	^	"Satan	satters	see	the
unprecedented	melting	of	the	greenlion	ice	layer	surface."	(The	Guardian)	(Arxiv)	(Astron.	Doi:	10.1002/ADMA.201200807.	22	(14):	1333-1338.	(2012-04-13).	^	Kleinman,	Zoe	(2012-08-13).	£	o	of	a	broadband	matrix	of	invisibility	covers	in	the	visible	frequency.	46	(14):	7875-7881.	2012-04-15.	(2012-07-18).	2013.	DOI:	10.1038/NMAT33357.	I.	PMC
3379884.	(FIRED)	(NATURE)	NOVEMBER	30	British	scientists	develop	a	motion	of	cultivar	with	safety	medical	bloods	of	blood	patients	of	adult	patients,	Potentially	allowing	each	patient	to	have	a	personalized	source	of	lula-trunk.	2012-04-04.	Lett.)	In	a	world	first,	the	university	astromers	of	the	University	of	Copenhagen	report	the	detection	of	a
moll	of	an	specific,	glycolaldodo	acharity,	in	a	distant	star	system.	This	amount	of	ice	would	be	sufficient	to	cover	all	the	United	States	at	a	depth	of	1.5	pages	(0.5	meters).	[125]	February	9	-	Case	Western	Reserve	University	researchers	discover	that	bexaten,	a	drug	normally	used	to	treat	skin	science,	can	rapidly	reverse	the	symptoms	of	Alzheimer's
disease	in	mice,	removing	more	than	50%	of	the	amyloid	license	plate	of	the	registered	mark	of	the	disease	of	the	rebro	within	72	horns.	[126]	[127]	February	10	-	Scientists	at	the	University	of	Califã³RNIA,	San	Diego	report	the	creation	of	the	smallest	telecommunications	laser	already	constructed,	only	200	nannings	wide.	^	Bingham,	Robert	G.;
Ferraccioli,	Faust;	KING,	Edward	C.;	LARAR,	Robert	D.;	PRITCHARD,	Hamish	D.;	Smith,	Andrew	M.;	VAUGHAN,	David	G.	www2.cnrs.fr.	"Differentiating	the	bi	like	abiine	methaic	in	hydrothermically	active	planetan	superfancies."	Filed	from	the	original	in	2013-02-02.	^	""	More	realistic	"robã	legs	developed".	Ç.;	Roberts,	E.	^	Druitt,	T.	October	27-
women	who	give	up	smoking	at	30	years	of	age	almost	completely	avoid	the	risk	of	dying	young	people	from	tobacco-related	diseases,	according	to	a	study	of	more	than	a	one	women.	P.;	VAN	BEEK,	Ludovicus	P.	ISSN	1748-3387.	"Effects	of	chocolate,	cocoa	and	flavan-3-ols	on	cardiovascular	health:	a	system	mother	review	and	randomized	test
metan."	Doi:	10.1038/Nature11322.	PMC	3423199.	"Evolution	of	the	ecological	guild	and	the	discovery	of	the	world's	smallest	in	the	world."	(Science	Daily)	(Nature)	The	first	commercial	vertical	farm	in	the	world	opens	in	Singapore.	Shenzhou	9	carries	a	three	-way	crew,	including	China's	first	female	astronaut,	Liu	Yang.	[418]	[419]	The	robrit	plan
of	the	Boeing	of	the	United	States	Relationship	returns	the	land	of	a	successful	orbital	mission	of	469	days.	[420]	June	18	-	Researchers	project	a	robã	that	can	overcome	human	beings	in	identifying	a	wide	range	of	natural	materials	according	to	their	textures.	BIBCODE:	2012pla	...	737492g.	^	Gallagher,	James	(2012-05-31).	ISSN	1749-4885.	Lett.)
The	Darpa	Cheetah	Shop	Protion	of	Leg	is	recorded	in	the	most	brave	execution	than	Usain	Bolt,	the	most	rude	sprinter	in	the	world,	in	a	treadmill.	Filed	from	the	original	in	2012-02-23.	DOI:	10.1126/science.1216773.	^	Smith,	Rebecca	(2012-04-16).	DOI:	10.1038/NCOMMS1881.	2	(1):	481.	"Use	of	Time	and	Fanic	Activity:	a	change	away	from	the
movement	around	the	world."	MASER	can	be	used	to	develop	moms	and	more	sensitive	radiocy	and	radiotelescrees.	"Estimates	adjusted	in	terms	of	topograde	vulnerability	to	increased	sea	and	flooding	for	the	United	States."	The	guardian.	"DISALINATION	OF	THE	WATER	IN	NANOPORATE	GRAFENO".	"Association	between	psychological	suffering
and	mortality:	dwarf	of	individual	participants	from	10	prospective	cohort	studies."	D.;	KARLO,	J.	It	is	expected	that	this	new	mother	of	miniaturization	mild	to	more	efficient	marks	or	secret	messages.	[575]	[576]	August	15	-	In	a	big	advance,	an	international	team	of	scientists	proved	that	the	vácio	in	morphine	and	heroãna	Being	blocked	while	at	the
same	time	increases	the	pain	of	pain.	[577]	[578]	[579]	16	16	The	researchers	finally	found	a	compound	that	can	offer	the	first	effective	birthplace	to	men.	"A	giant	impact	scene."	^	"James	Cameron's	Deputy	Journey	to	Challenger	Deep".	7	(1):	E29233.	Replacing	red	meat	with	fish,	chicken	or	nuts	reduced	the	risks,	according	to	the	study.	[179]	[180]
13	of	Marion	A	company	of	Caliphnia	has	developed	solar	parana	that	is	half	of	the	core	of	the	cheapest	squids	today	and	therefore	cheap	enough	to	challenge	the	fuel	fanciesile.	[181]	Scientists	have	identified	a	potential	drug	that	accelerates	the	removal	of	garbage	from	the	Cta	Lula	recycling	center,	lysosome,	one	of	the	causes	of	aging	and
degenerative	disease.	[182]	[183]	15	of	Marã	€	2012:	Scientists	send	the	first	coherent	message	using	neutrinos	(the	first	event	recorded	in	neutrinos	in	the	photo).	DOI:	10.3389/FNBOT.2012.00004.	2012-07-26.	(2012-06-06).	ISSN	1553-7404.	^	Thomson,	Iain	(2012-06-13).	"The	new	drug	-resistant	mischief	can	put	lives	at	risk."	PMC	6703582.	2021-
10-09.	482	(7383):	77	-	80.	^	"The	coating	heals	the	damage".	^	Stued,	Erik	W.;	JECCHOW,	Andreas;	NORTON,	Benjamin	G.;	KIELPINSKI,	David	(2012).	713	(1):	17	-	22.	ISSN	0002-9165.	PMC	3498939.	(Science	Daily)	(J.	"dwarf	grazes:	advancement	in	an	attempt	to	find	'fan	of	the	initial	universe."	by	car	-	can	now	feed	and	to	write	with	some
assistance.	[320]	[321]	Japanese	scientists	develop	a	wireless	data	transmission	system	that	operates	in	the	Terahertz	frequency	currently	regulated	Spectrum.	2012-02	-15.	(POPSCI)	(Nat.	"Discovery	Combinations	of	resistant	polymers	is	bacterial	connection".	BIBCODE:	2012NATUR.483..169s.	European	liters	in	the	space	"."	The	neutrinos	with	the
of	light	in	the	new	test	of	ã	carus	".	13	(1):	(1):	^	Kelion,	Leo	(2012-04-22).	"The	mental	scanner	leaves	people	paralyzed	spell	their	thoughts."	PMID	22837002.	(2012-03-14).	2012-02-26.	"An	partially	interpenetrated	organic	structure"	for	the	selective	carbon	dioxide	Historian	".	Apocalãptic,	despite	the	years	of	global	anticipation.	The	similarities
between	pigs	and	human	genomes	mean	that	new	data	may	have	broad	applications	in	the	study	and	treatment	of	human	gene	disease.	(BBC	)	A	young	British	successfully	receives	a	pioneering	treatment	of	replacement	to	restore	his	damaged	column.	Leow,	Dasheng;	Li,	Gang;	Mei,	Tian-Sheng;	Yu,	Jin-Qan	(2012)	(2012).	Nature)	Mother	scientists
report,	based	on	a	double	-lasting	study	of	one,	involving	almost	15,000	older	male	mothers,	that	the	individuals	who	perform	a	daily	multivitimating	were	Associated	with	8	%	less	tracks	compared	to	the	individuals	who	take	placebo.	"Proteãna	sirtuin	on	long	Evision	in	Mommons	".	^	Yin,	Juan;	REN,	Ji-Gang;	Lu,	he;	CAO,	Yuan;	Yong,	Hai-Lin;	et	al.	C.
Phys.	(Extremech)	(Usenix)	Researchers	at	the	WYSS	Institute	of	Harvard	Engineering	Biologically	Store	successfully	5.5	Data	Petabits	-	About	700	Terabytes	-	in	a	DNA	grass,	breaking	the	previous	record	of	DNA	data	data	density	times.	Recovered	2021-11-13.	(New	Scientist)	November	13	there	is	a	total	solar	eclipse.	"Renewables	can	meet	80	%
electricity	demand	in	the	US	in	2050".	^	Barnosky,	Anthony	D.;	HADLY,	Elizabeth	A.;	BASCOMPTE,	Jordi;	BERLOW,	Eric	L.;	BROWN,	James	H.;	et	al.	PMID	22355102.	The	Washington	Post.	^	Justin	Mullins	(2012-01-19).	"The	first	computer	model	of	a	living	organism."	^	Ball,	Philip	(2012-07-01).	S2cidan	¢	26675232.	From	2012	fell	to	3.41	million
km2	(1.32	million	m	-m	-m2),	50%	lower	than	the	day	of	1979	-	2000.	(BBC)	(Tu	Delft)	November	6	2012:	Scientists	report	that	regular	leisure	exercise	can	extend	the	expectation	of	human	life	in	over	4	years.	1954)	October	15-Maria	Petrou,	a	British	British	Artificial	Intelligence	researcher	(b.	"Global	warming	preceded	by	the	increase	in	carbon
dioxide	concentrations	during	the	last	swallowing".	Doi:	10.1523	/jneurosci.0758-12.2012.	C.-	K	.;	SHI,	Y	.;	Cui,	Y	.;	BAO,	Z.	PMID	23300905.	ISSN	1748-9326.	"Bonobo's	genome	compared	to	chimpanzion	©	and	human	genomes.	"In	the	future,	development	can	allow	the	production	of	efficients	efficient	in	nanha	meters.	with	gold	nanopartans	and	a
conductive	poem.	02-29.	GREAT.	DOI:	10.1038/nnano.2012.34.	SKYMANIA.	"Computer	member	made	of	Salman	DNA".	Journal	of	Integrated	Pest	Management.	1916).	nrel.gov.	"Iamus,	composer	of	computers	of	the	slope,	live	Mother	of	Mother."	PMC	3386113.	^	Amos,	Jonathan	(2012-04-27).	"Paralyzed	mice	^	Newswise	(May	22,	2013).	(BBC)
British	scientists	invent	a	simple	wool	-based	test	that	can	diagnose	with	disease	such	as	cramp	or	HIV,	detecting	small	biomarkers	concentrations	such	as	dwarf	proteins.	(Eurekalert)	(Cá	¢	nnce)	The	researchers	have	discovered	what	claim	to	be	the	first	fan	of	an	old	spider	attacking	prey	captured	on	their	web.	"A	fancyic	model	of	sensory	-motor
interactions	during	locomotion."	(Science	Daily)	A	regular	ingesting	of	fish,	along	with	moderate	exercise,	helps	significantly	to	decrease	aging	According	to	a	recent	judgment.	Technology	review.	Animal	behavior.	^	Ishigaki,	K.;	SHIRAISHI,	M.;	SUZUKI,	S.;	ASADA,	M.;	NISHIYAMA,	N.;	ARAI,	S.	ISSN	1741-2560.	Nanotechnol.)	IBM	researchers
demonstrate	the	initial	steps	in	direction	of	commercial	carbon	nanotubes	as	successor	to	the	Silo	-base	electronics.	China	was	the	second	largest	investor,	spending	$	45.5	billion	in	renewables.	I.;	ROSENBAUER,	R.	336	(6084):	1003	-	1007.	10	(1):	E1001251.	488	(7410):	185	-	188.	Scientific	letters	of	the	Earth	and	Planetan.	"Genetically	designed
corn	and	reach	of	western	worms	(Lepidoptera:	Noctuidae)	in	the	United	States:	a	response	to	Greenpeace	Germany."	Youtube.	PMID	22700921.	^	Abdennebi,	Zakia	(2012-06-05).	^	"The	rapid	path	reached	100	million	years	of	years,	still	sounds	like	a	bell	-	the	Queen's	University	New	Center."	^	Jan	Belezina	(2012-02-24).	DOI:	10.1038/Nm.2687.
ISSN	0022-3085.	BIBCODE:	2012MPLA	...	2750077s.	^	Owano,	Nancy	(2012-03-18).	5	-	June	6	-	There	is	a	treated	VãªNus,	one	of	the	most	rare	foreseen	astronomm	fender.	PMIDAN	¢	22722864.	"US	TOP	IN	THE	GLOBAL	RANKING	IN	INVESTMENT	IN	CLEAN	ENERGY".	PMC	3361381.	ISSN	0047-2484.	American	Fanic	Society	(APS).	PMID
22308440.	The	Mother,	who	uses	sand	and	a	quimmary	of	work	as	a	working	material,	prints	structures	from	the	innio,	including	stairs,	parties	of	party	and	tubing	cavities.	[149]	February	26	The	researchers	publish	the	first	images	of	the	load	distribution	in	a	molty	one,	showing	the	movement	of	the	elf	with	precision.	335	(6076):	1628	-	1634.	(Daily
Telegraph)	(Nat.	Change)	(Earth	Syst.	September	2012:	Marine	ice	coverage	in	the	caseic	reaches	the	smallest	extension	already	recorded.	9	(4	):	046011.	PMC	3303130.	Your	work	may	eventually	help	to	make	computing	as	a	question.	Gruber,	Nicolas;	HAURI,	Claudine;	Lachkar,	Zouhair;	LOER,	Damian;	FRÃ	£	Licher,	Thomas	L.;	PLATTNER,	Gian-
Kasper	(2012-07-13).	Phys.org.	Biotechnology	of	nature.	Genã	©	Tica.	The	model	presupposes	that	the	subterrameal	woolen	wool	can	host	the	alienãgen	life,	in	addition	to	the	surface	of	the	scientists	that	scientists	are	looking	for	in	the	nearby	exoplanets.	2012-07-19.	"FDA	approves	the	drug	to	reduce	the	risk	of	infection	by	HIV."	^	Brennan,	Kevin;
Garcia-Clos,	Montserrat;	Orr,	Nick;	FLETcher,	Olivia;	JONES,	Michael;	et	al.	^	"'Source	of	the	youth	enzyme'	increases	the	life	of	the	mouse."	Recovered	on	July	9,	2019.	^	Palmer,	Jason	(2012-07-11).	Filed	from	the	original	in	2012-03-01.	2012-08-06.	DOI:	10.1001/Archinternmed.2011.2287.	20	Astrã´Noms	discovered	the	first	rectangular	gallers



known:	Leda	074886.	[205]	[206]	New	MIT	dwarfs	show	that	there	is	enough	space	to	store	with	security	by	minus	one	summation	of	US	Fasctions	of	Fuel.	[207]	[208]	24	de	Marã	—The	humans	cashed	the	giant	vertebrates	of	the	Austriania	for	about	40,000	years,	concluded	the	last	research	published	in	the	science.	[209]	[210]	25	Global
temperatures	may	increase	by	3.0	°	C	(5.4	°	F)	at	©	2050,	a	new	computer	simulation	suggested.	[211]	[212]	Canadian	film	director	James	Cameron	arrives	at	Challenger	Deep,	the	deepest	point	of	Earth's	oceans	at	Deepsea	Challenger	Submersible.	^	Michigan,	University	of	(2012-03-13).	Hubble	website.	336	(6077):	61	-	64.	^	"Pop	Mother's	very
high	and	everything	seems	the	same:	Official".	Quat.	^	Barnes,	E.;	Folgori,	A.;	CAPON,	S.;	SWADLING,	L.;	ASTON,	S.;	KURIOKA,	A.;	MEYER,	J.;	HUDDART,	R.;	Smith,	K.;	Townsend,	R.;	BROWN,	A.;	ANTROBUS,	R.;	AMMENDOLA,	V.;	NADDEI,	M.;	O'HARA,	G.;	WILLBERG,	C.;	HARRISON,	A.;	GRAZIOLI,	F.;	Esposito,	M.	^	"Scaffolding	of	Dark
Mattanal	of	the	Universe	detected	for	the	first	time".	IEEE	spectrum.	ISSN	PMID	22679287.	"Balanhus	of	the	global	aqãfers	revealed	by	the	footprint	of	the	subterrals."	sub	-terrarians	".	PMC	3505670.	BIBCODE:	2012NATUR.483..218K.	^	Palmer,	Jason	(2012-04-26).	2012-07-01.	The	satisfactory	exoplanets	(Cheops)	will	orbiting	the	earth	at	an
altitude	of	about	500	miles	(800	km).	(BBC)	(The	Guardian)	(Nature)	Better	Management	of	Agricultural	Systems	could	provide	sufficient	foods	for	the	expected	global	population	of	9	billion	at	©	2050,	according	to	a	new	study.	August	2	The	scientists	of	Antoncients	announce	that	they	have	found	what	seems	to	be	the	remains	of	an	ancient	tropical
forest	since	the	UNOCIO	of	the	Eocene	buried	under	the	ice.	[544]	[545]	[546]	A	study	published	in	animal	behavior	discovers	that	spiders	that	cannibalize	their	companions	produce	much	healthier	children	Between	sexual	cannibalism	in	the	animal	kingdom	and	reproductive	success.	[547]	[548]	August	3	Deforestation	in	the	Amazon	Forest	has
fallen	again	in	the	last	12	months,	according	to	preliminary	data	published	by	the	National	Institute	of	Space	Research	of	Brazil.	[549]	American	and	Canadian	researchers	develop	a	mother	spray	that	uses	coagulant	human	skin	and	protein	squares	to	accelerate	healing	of	open	wounds,	such	as	legs	on	the	legs.	33	(4):	848-858.	^	United	Kingdom,
Cancer	Research	(2012-04-14).	11	(24):	13421	-	13449.	G.;	HOFFMANN,	D.	Fox	News.	ISSN	1756-1833.	"Diesel	exhaust	causes	Cã	¢	n,	says	who."	The	description	is	based	on	two	individuals-an	adult	woman	and	her	male	calf-who	were	trapped	and	died	on	a	New	Zeallam	beach	in	2010.	ISSN	0730-0301.	(Planetan.org)	Fanicos	report	the	constitution,
space	and	time,	of	a	constant	basic	fan	of	nature	that	supports	the	patron	model	of	fanatic.	^	Paul	Rincon	(2012-01-24).	PMID	22303281.	BIOLOGY	PLOS.	"The	D	3D	printer	in	the	form	of	D	can	print	houses	of	normal	size."	^	Anthony,	Sebastian	(2012-07-26).	^	Sharon	(5	of	Janeiro	of	2012).	^	Antonello,	M.;	Aprili,	P.;	BAIBOUSINOV,	B.;	Baldo	Ceolin,
M.;	Benetti,	P.;	et	al.	to	the.	DOI:	10.1016/J.physletb.2012.05.033.	Translational	Medicine	Science.	Lett.)	A	full	motto	to	make	the	smallest	structures	in	electronics	can	make	their	manufacture	thousands	of	times	longer,	allowing	cheaper	semiconductors.	"Explosive	backpacks	in	old	termite	workers".	S2Cidan	¢	46171431.	7	(12):	E53275.	PMID
22668008.	"Opportunity	Window	to	prevent	cerebral	palsy	discovered:	nanodrugos	operate	in	newly	wins	rabbits	-	sciencedaily."	(Eurekalert)	(Nature)	September	27	The	researchers	first	demonstrated	the	sundew	pimpernel	capture	action,	Droséra	Glanduligera,	a	chasing	plant.	Filed	from	the	original	in	2012-12-15.	The	researchers	say	that	the
protortype	can	be	used	in	medicine	or	lead	to	sunshine	"in	the	adaptable"	eyes.	(2012-05-30).	BIBCODE:	2012NANOL..12.3936Z.	PMID	2	22678279.	"PAPUA	NEW	GUINÃ	©	The	Seabed	to	be	extracted	in	gold	and	copper".	Doi:	10.1038/Nature10706.	PMID	22885723.	These	"quatey"	hums	could	provide	valuable	information	on	the	development	of
human	embryion.	[16]	A	team	of	international	researchers	reports	that	low-resistivity-knit	hair	can	be	produced	on	the	nanã	meter	scale	by	linking	fancosforo	together	and	involving	them	in	Silo.	European	heart	newspaper.	Recovered	on	April	12,	2013.	Christopher;	FEBEL,	Craig	S.;	Anton	£	n,	Susan	C.;	KIARIE,	Christopher;	LEKEY,	Louise	N.	(2012-
04-26).	4	(137):	137ra76.	DOI:	10.1371/Journal.pone.0029797.	G.;	Wright,	J.	Bibcode:	2012Natco	...	3..933s.	"Remote	monitoring	enabled	for	GSM	of	rural	manual	pumps:	a	proof	of	concept	study".	PMC	3401184.	DOI:	10.1103/PHYSREVLETT.108.213202.	Nanotechnology.	Filed	from	the	original	in	2012-06-02.	^	Lu,	Yanhui;	WU,	Kongming;	JIAG,
Yuyyy;	GUO,	Yuyuan;	DESENEUX,	Nicolas	(2012-06-13).	Doi:	10.1038/Nature11119.	November	11,	November-Farish	Jenkins,	Paleontologist	Secret	Operations.	Science	Daily.	"Answer	of	security,	tolerability	and	antibodies	of	active	immunotherapy	act	with	CAD106	in	patients	with	Alzheimer's	disease:	randomized,	double-blind,	placebo-controlled
study	and	first	human	study."	ONE.;	MARKS,	D.	Since	sea	ice	is	melted	in	the	next	years,	the	sea	route	can	become	increasingly	varying	for	large	ships.	DOI:	10.1016/J.ANBEHAV.2012.06.030.	^	TZEDAKIS,	P.	BIBCODE:	2000ITED	...	47,2320h.	ISSN	0163-5581.	Christian	science	monitor.	However,	human	essays	have	not	yet	been	conducted.	^	"The
fan	of	replacement	soon	will	be	a	reality."	^	Pete	Spotts	(2012-01-18).	(IBM)	(BBC)	AMONIX,	a	wool	designer	and	manufacturer	of	photovoltaic	solar	energy	(CPV),	has	achieved	a	milestone	in	the	Strength	successfully	converting	more	than	one	third	sunlight	in	electricity.	In	the	timelapse	video,	the	individual	proteins	are	shown	by	moving	through
different	roads	within	the	Lula.	[477]	[478]	July	6	The	UCLA	engineers	develop	a	high	-speed	microscrease	capable	of	rancidly	and	confidentially	identifying	cancer	Cancer	in	the	human	blood,	paving	the	way	for	more	frog	diagnoses.	Pidia,	cheap	and	trustable.	[479]	[480]	Scientists	build	the	most	biologically	accurate	robrit	legs	still	constructed,
imitating	the	movement	of	human	legs.	[481]	[482]	July	7-Animals	No	human,	including	all	moms	and	padds,	and	many	other	creatures,	including	octopuses,	are	aware,	according	to	the	new	declaration	of	Cambridge	on	the	conscience.	[483]	July	9	Scientists	discover	a	new	moll	that	could	potentially	make	it	proof	of	teeth.	[484]	Scientists,	for	the	first
time,	detected	part	directly	from	the	universe	"scaffolding"	dark	darkness,	where	more	than	half	of	all	matters	reside.	[485]	[486]	10	A	new	biofuel	production	process	created	by	researchers	at	Michigan	State	University	produces	energy	more	than	20	times	larger	than	existing	mothers.	[487]	[488]	in	two	new	Articles,	the	researchers	refute	NASA
allegations	that	bactus	can	successfully	incorporate	the	Arsenic	into	their	DNA.	[489]	[490]	[491]	American	scientists	develop	an	electrode	base	t	-shirt	capable	of	loading	moving	cell	phones.	[492]	[493]	It	is	reported	that	remaining	sitting	by	long	periods	of	time	can	reduce	human	life	unless	mitigated	by	regular	strenuous	exerts.	[494]	[495]	July	11,
new	research	by	the	University	of	Manchester	indicates	that	graphene	-	known	for	its	force	and	conductivity	-	is	able	to	repair	its	structure	without	human	assist,	absorbing	loose	carbon	of	loose	your	vicinity.	[496]	[497]	[498]	Images	of	NASA's	Cassini	space	probe	a	huge	gaseous	van	of	covering	the	southern	bread	of	the	titan	of	the	moon	of	Saturn.
[499]	Virgin	Galactic	reveals	its	venue	for	the	launch	of	satisfactory	in	particular,	the	Launches,	and	confirms	that	its	space	of	space	Spachethiptwo	will	soon	begin	trial	flights.	[500.	[501]	July	13	-	A	new	research	shows	that	the	wires	are	much	more	threatened	by	the	extinction	than	previously	thought.	[502]	July	15	-	It	is	reported	that	the	draculut,
also	called	the	Guinã	Disease	©	Worm	(GWD),	is	about	to	be	eliminated	-	becoming	only	the	second	human	disease	after	Varãola	to	be	eradicated.	[503]	July	16	-	It	is	a	large	milestone	in	HIV's	prevention,	as	the	FDA	approves	an	existing,	trouvado	drug	for	adults	is	not	infected	with	high	risk	of	acquiring	the	disease.	[504]	[505]	July	19	of	an	iceberg
twice	as	much	more	than	Manhattan,	supposedly	break	with	the	Groenlã	¢	ndia	Petermann.	[506]	A	new	nanopartan	coating	with	self-reparation	surface	functionality	has	been	developed.	S2Cid	¢	4429954.	"Derivation	and	Differentiation	of	Cardiomion.	induced	multipotent	patients	with	cardan	insufficiency	".	February	1	-	the	researchers	report	that
supervivation	eruption	can	be	provided	for	before	Detecting	the	somic	and	quantic	signs	of	a	huge	magma	-watery.	[103]	[104]	February	2	The	European	commission	issues	a	225	million	euro	contract	(US	$	330	million)	for	an	Anglo-German	consent	to	eight	additional	satans	to	expand	the	navigation	system	£	o	For	satin	Galileo	from	Europe.	[105]
Astrã´Noms	report	the	discovery	of	a	large	exoplanet	that	orbits	within	the	habitable	zone	of	a	22-year	distance	star.	^	"Evaluation	of	treatment	with	the	inhibitor	of	history	decetylase	vorinostat	(hydroxhanilid	hydroelanilid;	saha)	in	macaque	rhesus	infected	with	antiretroviral	drugs,	rhesus	monkeys	infected	with	SIVMAC239".	New	data	can	make
breast	crafting	to	diagnose	much	more	accurate	and	allow	the	treatment	against	the	CT	to	be	more	effectively	adapted	to	each	patient.	[270]	[271]	Led	by	British	scientists,	a	consonant,	including	American,	Belgian	and	Dane	scientists,	develop	Sintan	DNA	compounds	successfully,	nicknamed	"XNA",	which	demonstrate	evolution	when	evolving	when
faced	with	selective	pressure.	[272]	[273]	British	researchers	identify	the	main	genes	that	"turn	off"	as	the	human	body	ages.	^	Das,	anusuya;	Ph.D.,	Anusuya	of	the	received	one;	B.A.,	A	(2012-04-12).	(USA	Today)	(Space.com)	(NASA),	September	6,	Japan	establishes	a	new	world	record	for	the	depth	of	ocean	perforation,	reaching	2,111	meters	(6,926
pims)	below	the	bottom	from	the	sea	in	the	Shimokita	Penãnsule.	^	Makkar,	Raj	R;	Smith,	Rachel	R;	CHENG,	KE;	MALLIAS,	KONSTANTINOS;	Thomson,	Louise	EJ;	et	al.	"Sirtuin	back	to	the	prominence	as	a	longevity	gene	-	the	overexpression	of	male	mice	premolars	in	the	life	of	15%."	Borders	in	neurorobate.	Filed	from	the	original	in	2012-07-27.
"Therapy	ultrasound	as	a	male	contraceptive	potential:	power,	frequency	and	necessary	temperature	exhaust	the	testures	of	mice	of	the	memorable	and	epididimidal	signs	of	determined	sperm	using	a	commercially	disposed	system.	November	The	Skylon	Spaceplane	Project	Skylon	Reaction	engines	Milestone	engine	design.	^	Bates,	K.	{{Cite
Journal}}:	Cite	Journal	Requires	|	Journal	=	(aid)	^	Crumpton,	Nick	(2012-07-26).	Norman	Joseph	Woodland,	American	engineer,	bargain	inventor	(December	11	The	United	States	area	lashes	its	robrit	space	plane	of	Boeing	X-37	in	its	third	long	duration	mission	The	classified.	"Ohm	Run:	Threads	of	a	height	of	a	height	can	extend	the	life	of	Moore's
Law."	State	is	the	edge	of	extinction,	now	is	coming	back	in	the	one	and	in	the	pail,	according	to	the	wildlife.	Diaz,	Jesus	(2012-07-09).	"Climatic	impacts	on	the	communities	of	birds	and	interactions	with	altered	animals."	(SlashGEAR)	¢	Nica	announces	plans	to	build	the	largest	solar	energy	plant	in	Ghana.	Bibcode:	2012APJ	...	750L..41W.	Pmid
22031359.	^	"Report:	NASA	Voyager	status	update	at	Voyager	1".	Med.)	Italian	scientists	publish	the	first	direct	DNA	images,	which	were	produced	using	an	electrical	microscrease	of	scanning.	(2012-01-23).	PMC	3391458.	BIBCODE:	2012NATUR.481..167C.	A	change	of	associated	gene	in	the	regeneration	of	injured	nervous	lulas	has	been	identified
by	scientists	at	Penn	State	University	and	Duke	University.	Proteãna	helps	the	lula	-lulas	-business	stem	to	become	cen	©	squads	specialized	in	mice.	Filed	from	the	original	2014-04-08.	2012-01-27.	S2Cidan	¢	1642489.	recovered	2021-11-20.	This	development	can	allow	the	encryption	that	is	quoted,	which	offers	almost	impenetrable	data	security,	to
become	disposable	for	the	bullshit	in	general.	^	Bradley,	Tony	(2012-06-06).	PMC	3389458.	^	"Os	To	develop	nuclear	fuse	power	"."	Seagate	creates	rigid	discs	of	1	tb/square	inch.	Astronaut,	the	first	American	woman	in	the	space	(no.:	Touch	more	sensitive	than	a	human	-	sciencedaily	".	Trico	can	be	released	at	the	age	of	a	culle,	according	to	a	new
study	led	by	the	US	geolling	research.	Now-printing	3D	".	^"	The	new	cerebral	scanner	helps	paralyzed	people	to	spell	words.	"	"Teleporte	Quematic	and	Distribution	of	Free	Space	Channels	of	100	Kilhays."	"Cloning	scientists	create	human	cerebral	squads."	nature	states	that	the	human	gene	variation	has	rapidly	accelerated	in	the	last	We	are	guilty,
the	selection	of	the	natural	one	that	the	natural	can	operate.	It	is	expected	that	this	protein	will	be	explored	for	the	treatment	of	paralyzed	humans.	[356]	[357]	June	4	-	Partial	lunar	eclipse	occurs.	[358]	June	5	American	Glass	Manufacturer	Corning	Inc.	PMC	3261148.	Technology	can	enter	the	civil	market	at	©	2014.	[257]	Dutch	scientists	report	that
they	have	found	evidence	of	the	existence	of	the	ferment	of	Majorana,	a	partion	that	is	their	own	antiparticacular.	PMC	3385420.	L.;	WANG,	R.;	DAI,	G.;	MORTAZAVI,	F.;	Hagmann,	P.;	KAAS,	J.	PMID	22522928.	(The	Guardian)	(WRI)	The	novel	of	greenhouse	gases	in	the	atmosphere	reached	390.9	parts	per	million	in	2011,	a	new	record,	according	to
worldwide	meteorologic	organization	.	Between	1990	and	2011,	there	was	a	30%	increase	in	the	radiative	force.	^	"Mars	Viking	Robots	'Found	Life':	Discovery	News".	Filed	from	the	original	in	2012-06-17.	NASA	RELAÃ³IO.	^	Calling	an	Ace	©	I	speak?	American	Chemical	Society	(ACS).	2012-07-24.	DOI:	10.1016/J.AJHG.2012.02.027.	Its	number	of
33.5%	of	efficiency	broke	the	previous	record	of	30.3%.	S2cidan	¢	5616535.	"VãªNus	makes	a	rare	walk	through	the	sun."	"New	materials	resistant	to	bacton	have	discovered	sciencedaily".	Los	Angeles	Times.	"The	Planet	'Super-Earth'	is	the	hope	of	more	billion."	2012-06-22.	^	Aguilar,	Mario	(2012-08-23).	(January	2012).	J.;	MILLER,	L.	BIBCODE:
2012NATUR.486..386B.	July	8-Lord	Henry	Chilver,	British	Engineer,	Teacher	and	Poilic	(b.	"Implications	for	psychody-assisted	psychotherapy:	Study	of	Magnetic	Resonance	with	Psilocybin".	PMID	22484134.	2021-	07-24.	^	ERB,	Tobias	J.;	Kiefer,	Patrick;	Hattendorf,	Bodo;	G	NTher,	Detlef;	Vorholt,	Julia	A.	A	new	study	shows	that	although	these
chromosomes	shrunk	and	lost	genes,	they	remain	crucially	important	fertility	predictors.	[307]	[308]	13	can	-	researchers	claim	that	there	is	a	strong	correlation	between	the	loss	of	biodiversity	and	the	disappearance	of	threatened	languages	and	cultures.	[309]	[310]	14	that	researchers	can	prolong	the	life	of	the	mice	by	24%,	using	applied	gene
therapy	when	the	rats	were	adults.	Discovery	News.	PMC	3405292.	Nature	climatic	change.	(Huffington	Post)	(Trends	Ecol.	Dutch	mothers	successfully	fit	the	first	artificial	manding	made	with	a	printer	3D	(3D	printer	quantum	ordbot	in	the	photo).	(BBC)	(PLOS	GENET.)	14	September	Scientists	have	shown	that	a	brain	implant	can	improve	cognitive
function	in	primates	for	the	first	time.	"A	touch	screen	as	a	biomolan	detection	platform	©	Culas	".	(WMO)	(report)	Fans	showed	that	the	synty	membrane	channels	can	be	constructed	through	"DNA	nanotechnology"	(Science	Daily)	(science)	They	developed	a	computer	chip	that	mimics	a	dog's	nose.	Breaking	Science	News	|	Sci-news.com.	"IPv6:	Five
things	you	should	know".	September	6-Jerome	Horwitz,	American	Quemico,	Inventor	of	the	anti-HIV	azidotimidine	drug	(N.	Doi:	10.1016/J.Stem.2011.11.019.	2012-08-02.	Lett.)	NASA	demonstrates	its	X1	Exoskeleton	with	X1	,	a	process	of	robotic	assistance	based	on	its	robonai	robonauta.	30	(9):	868	-	875.	June	13	-William	Standish	Knowles,
American	Chemist,	winner	of	the	2001	Nobel	Pramy	in	Quemica	(n.	Shirts	that	display	dinatic	information	and	rugs	who	feel	how	many	people	are	crossing.	19]	Scientists	refute	a	statement	from	Greenpeace	that	genetically	modified	corn	caused	a	new	insect	plague.	GALLIPPI,	Caterina	M;	O'RAND,	Michael	G;	STREICKER,	Michael	A;	et	al.	Bibcode:
2012Natur.484	...	49s.	(2012).	Novo	Atlas/Gizmag.	109	(6):	2138	-	2143.	PMID	22267806.	S2cid	¢	4370334.	109	(25):	9750	-	9754.	Recovered	June	19,	2019.	"Fanics	in	China	preached	an	important	media	of	neutrinos".	(BBC)	The	opportunity	of	NASA	Mars	Rover	discovers	clay	department	in	the	surface	of	Mars,	indicating	the	past	presence	of	woolen
water.	May	25	The	Space	of	Dragon	Net	Spacex	Comes	a	successful	meeting	with	the	international	spatial	estate,	becoming	the	first	commercial	space	to	do	it.	[332]	[333]	[334]	South	Fr.	DOI:	10.1016/J.CELREP.2012.05.018.	"The	data	suggest	hypotional	particles,	key	to	mass	in	the	universe."	"The	fabric	of	the	engineering	engineering	of	human
embryon.	Recovered	on	May	24,	2013.	Plos	One.	DOI:	10.1038/NBT.2269.	"Scientists	can	now	block	Heroãna,	Vácio	in	Morphine."	International	Edition	of	Angewandte	Chemie.	Recovered	on	June	30,	2019.	PMID	22587551.	PHYSORG.	S2cid	¢	42166910.	ISSN	0031-4005.	Biol.)	November	6	of	the	University	of	Bonn	Scientists	develop	a	robã	who	plays
football	called	Niprise-OP,	designed	to	develop	new	capacities	for	robãs	Humanãids,	such	as	using	tools,	climbing	stairs	and	using	human	facial	expressions,	gestures	and	language	BODY	FOR	COMMUNICATION.	^	Honisch,	B.;	RIDGWELL,	A.;	SCHMIDT,	D.	(BBC)	December	12th	The	northern	corporation	performs	its	first	successful	orbital	launch,
placing	the	satã	©	Lite	Kwangmyã	¥	Ngsã	¥	NG-3	in	low	earth.	^	"The	meteorite	cador	discovers	a	new	mineral".	DOI:	10.1073/PNAS.1109385109.	(Space.com)	Scientists	who	work	in	the	project	of	the	Blue	Rable	have	achieved	a	great	advance	in	mapping	the	human	ciona,	identifying	the	main	printers	that	determine	synapse	scale	connectivity	and
allowing	to	predict	with	precision	£	o	The	places	of	the	synapses	in	neocon.	U.S.	Recovered	2021-10-09.	Filed	from	the	original	in	2012-02-16.	2015-11-20.	Recovered	2018-05-04.	^	Eetimes	News	Report	^	Intel	Announces	22nm	chips	for	2011	^	Intel	22nm	3-D	Tri-Gate	transistor	technology	^	IBM	opens	power8	kimono	(a	little	more)	^	lashes	the
24nm	Nand	Flash	Memory	^	"History"	process.	PMC	3325663.	BIBCODE:	2012NANOL..12..758F.	"Changer	of	flavor:	the	genome	could	improve	tomatoes	tomatoes	DOI:	10.1021/ES3008497.	The	fan	of	the	Espão	de	Prosuropod,	Massosondylus,	a	relative	of	the	long	neuro.	[69]	[70]	25	Washington	University	scientists	report	that	the	injection	of
sulfate	particles	into	the	stratosphere	will	not	completely	compensate	for	clummy	changes.	[71]	[72]	A	japan	study	finds	that	green	mark	can	significantly	reduce	disability	in	the	elderly,	probably	due	to	its	antioxidant	containing.	[73]	[74]	January	26-Cloak	American	researchers	successfully	a	three-dimensional	object,	making	it	invisible	of	all	the
"first	time.	^	Zhao,	Yan;	XU,	Zhiguang;	WANG,	Xungai;	LIN,	Tong	(2012-04-06).	BIBCODE:	2012SCI	...	335..442N.	(BBC)	(Environment.	"China	lashes	space	mission	with	First	Woman	Astronaut."	energy	and	the	response	ã	leptin	".	PMC	3714794	..	(Eurekalert)	(Nat.	Springer	Science	and	Business	Media	llc."	There	is	a	3D	print	salesman	(BBC)	(Biol.
Tips	Today.	J.;	tãªmm	extensive	implications	for	biome	and	bioengineering	sciences,	including	the	design	of	functional	bionanomachines.	To	distrust	a	new	porous-organic	structure,	nott-202,	capable	of	capturing	and	storing	excessive	diary	carbon	within	its	structure.	[391]	[392]	An	extensive	study	concludes	that	vain	factors	aligned	to	cause	the
extinguishing	of	mansroads	wool.	An	WHO	Research	Agency	concludes	that	the	exposure	diesel	can	cause	Cã	¢	itation.	UAS	CLASS	OF	WEAK	HEATS,	POTENTIALLY	REDUCTION	THE	COST	OF	ELABY	VEANCES.	[398]	June	13	of	NASA	has	successfully	launched	Nustar	X-ray	spatial	telescance.	[399]	[400]	Scientists	totally	decoded	the	Bonobo
genome.	[401]	[402]	June	14	Swedish	surgeons	report	having	implemented	a	patient	with	a	vein	cultivated	in	work	created	with	the	practices	of	the	patient's	stem.	[403]	[404]	Chinese	researchers	report	that	GM	culture	fields	can	be	kind	to	non-gm	plants,	encouraging	the	proliferation	of	beams	predatory	insects,	which	reduces	the	need	for
pesticides.	[405]	[406]	Examples	of	cave	art	in	Spain	are	dated	about	38,000	BC,	making	them	the	oldest	examples	of	art	still	discovered	in	Europe.	PMC	3479453.	BIBCODE:	2012SCI	...	336.1054W.	^	Pros,	Jã	£	RG;	Contreras,	LINETH;	BIJL,	Peter	K.;	GREENWOOD,	David	R.;	BOHATY,	Steven	M.;	et	al.	Gawker.	Recovered	2013-09-14.	"The
generation	of	reactive	oxygen	spring	by	grape	seed	extract	causes	irreparable	damage	to	DNA,	leading	to	G2/M	and	ã	selectively	in	the	CLESA	spinocellular	carcinoma	of	the	head	and	in	the	neck	".	"Neural	correlates	of	the	psychodial	state,	as	determined	by	FMRI	studies	with	psilocybin".	The	loss	of	ice	sheets	in	both	halls	is	increasing,	according	to
the	study.	"The	first	computer	that	is	safe	is	blind	to	its	own	bits."	The	system,	which	uses	data	from	satrary	to	track	up	real	-time	activity,	can	allow	the	accurate	earthquake	and	tsunami	warnings	to	be	issued	at	ten	times	more	rude	than	today	is	possible.	[278]	Apits	by	the	years	of	development,	IBM	reveals	a	new	air-to-air-of-air	battery,	offering
greater	energy	density	than	any	current	wool	battery.	"The	climatic	response	to	sulfate	injections	stratosfative	and	implications	for	addressing	clummy	emergency."	ISSN	0935-9648.	PMID	22677258.	9	(5):	056012.	2021-11-18.	^	Paddock	C	(2012-01-12).	(Researchsea)	(front.	Chimi	STRY.	Doy:	10.	1186/1477-7827	-10-7.	C;	Haku,	Yasushi;	Ishihara,
Osamu;	Seki,	Hiroyuki;	L	(2012-02-26).	^	Mollet	spaces	"Small	Football	Ball"	could	be	equal	to	10,000	everests	".	Doi:	10.1073/PNAS.1117511109.	to	quickly	camouflage	or	proclaim	itself	pumping	dwarfs	on	channels	in	their	surface.	The	findings	were	published	in	the	last	edition	of	Nature.	^	Amos,	Jonathan	(2012-04-04).	Academic	Spring	'To	open
science	".	3dPrinting.com.	BIBCODE:	2012SCI	...	336.1003m.	December	30,	Rita	Levi-Montalcini,	Italian	neurologist	and	Senator	of	Life,	joint	winner	of	the	1986	Nobel	Pramio	in	Physiology	or	Medicine	(	n.	109	(42):	E2904-E2913.	In	a	population-based	cohort:	behavioral	results	at	4	and	7	years.	Cies	of	rarer	cats	on	earth,	is	released.	"Facilitation
and	restoration	of	the	function	Cognitive	cognitive	in	the	prontex	ciontex	of	primates	by	a	neuroprother	that	uses	a	specific	neural	shooting	for	minicolumn.	"	The	effects	of	clummy	changes	are	already	evident	in	Europe	and	the	situation	should	get	worse,	warned	the	European	environmental	agency.	^	Robin	Mckie	(2012-01-28).	2012-07-27.	At	©
32%	more	enforceable	can	be	affected	by	an	increase	of	1	meter	in	the	sea,	while	the	exposed	population	is	87%	higher	than	previously	estimated.	[187]	[188]	[189]	A	process	for	"Unmpt"	toner	ink	of	paper	was	developed	by	Cambridge	University	engineers	using	short	laser	pulses	to	erase	words	and	images.	[190]	[191]	15	Marã	-	American	scientists
use	a	particle	accelerator	to	send	a	coherent	message	of	neutrinos	through	780	rock	pages.	F.	^	"The	potential	of	adaptation	of	the	extremations	of	the	conditions	of	the	Martian	Superphyte	and	its	implication	The	habitability	of	Mars	"(PDF).	ARXIV:	1206.6109.	BIBCODE:	2012NATUR.486..502B.	ISSN	2041-8205.	Recovered	2020-10-23.	13	(6):	642-
648.	Refusing	'at	45	years'"	"	.	December	29,	2012.	(December	2000).	However,	the	black	hole	lies	in	an	anomalously	small	cabinet.	W.;	VENTURA,	M.;	LEWIS,	A.	AP	via	Huffington	Post.	Geofhardic	Research	Restacts.	The	device	based	on	the	nanocomplete	of	DNA	biopolhan.	2012-02-03.	Galion,	which	is	estimated	to	have	formed	around	"380	million
years	of	years"	after	13.75	billion	years	of	years.	Atrás),	it	is	approximately	13.37	billions	of	light	years	of	the	Earth.	The	Lancet	Oncology.	Pmid	2680853.	Wiley.	^	Nosowitz,	Dan	(2019-03-18).	Ctea	is	surrounded	by	a	gigantic	halo	of	hot,	with	a	much	larger	radius	than	the	gallion	and	a	mass	approximately	the	same.	Radiocarbon	of	Gei	ãªnenklã	£
sterle	".	(Science	Daily)	(Nat.	-Goz	da	NASA	said	the	discovery	"will	not	be	the	outline	of	the	earth,	will	not	be	the	outline	of	the	earth.	But	it	will	be	interesting."	However,	scientists	are	currently	checking	their	R	Sulted	and	hope	to	make	an	official	dwarf	at	the	meet	of	the	fall	of	the	American	Geofhalic	Union,	which	will	take	place	from	December	3	to
7	in	São	Francisco,	according	to	Grotzinger	in	an	interview	with	Space.com.	Irrealist	as	they	thought,	scientists	say.	40	(5):	407	-	410.	"DNA	transforming	human	history	into	a	tell	-all."	12	(2):	758	-	762.	ISSN	0370-2693.	Astrophys.)	Researchers	at	the	American	National	Institute	of	Patterns	and	Technology	(NIST)	prove	that	the	nannic	carbon
nanotubes	can	help	protect	DNA	cules	against	oxidation	damage.	"Mammoths	ended	up	with	murderers."	WSJ.	4	(124):	124ra28.	486	(7404):	502	-	504.	"The	mobile	phone	dysfunction	derived	from	Mother/Progenitor	limits	the	healthspan	and	life	in	a	model	of	Progeria	Muirina".	Doi:	10.1038/Nature10777.	Rewalk's	costume	allowed	her	to	complete
the	London	marathon	in	16	days.	[299]	May	9	-	A	detailed	design	is	launched	for	a	practical	artificial	sheet	-	a	potentially	revolutionary	milestone	in	sustainable	energy	development.	[300]	[301]	May	11,	American	researchers	report	that	avoidable	infections	are	the	main	cause	of	child	mortality	worldwide.	(NC	STATE	UNIVERSITY)	(MATER.	^
MAROLT,	D.;	CAMPOS,	I.	S.;	BERNIEN,	H.;	TAMINIAU,	T.	"One	step	along	the	way	towards	amino	patients	and	nucleotans,	the	matters	-Protein	and	DNA,	respectively	".	Only	1	part	by	billion	(PPB).	A	potential	medicine	that	accelerates	cellular	recycling	".	2012-2010.,	R.	Heutschi,	J.	Earthquake	wallpaper	Energy	Live	News.	^	A	B	"The	Pramio	Kyoto
2012	Laureates".	^	Alanna	Mitchell	(2012-01-30).	14	(4):	829	-	839.	Nanotechnol.)	October	30th	The	first	Mother	Network	4G	of	Great	-Britain	is	launching,	offering	high	-speed	mother	data	in	11	major	cities.	BIOTECHNOL.)	December	17	researchers	at	the	University	of	Pittsburgh	develop	a	robrit	brain	that	can	be	accurately	controlled	by	patients
paralyzed	â	€	ught	â	€	‹using	a	set	of	engine	implants.	BIBCODE:	2012pnas..109.4008Y.	M.;	KIVIMAKI,	M.;	BATTY,	G.	^	Barz,	S.;	KASHEFI,	E.;	Broadbent,	A.;	FITZSIMONS,	J.	In	2030,	the	world	will	need	at	least	50	%	more	food,	45	%	more	energy	and	30	%	more	water,	according	to	estimates.	[88]	The	British	Royal	Navy	begins	the	development	of	a
new	anti-doller	defense	system,	the	SEA	centera,	capable	of	intercept	and	destroying	supersy	moms	within	a	500	square	miles	(1,300	km2).	Communication	of	nature.	"Chocolate	can	be	good	for	your	heart:	study."	(The	flooded	economist)	can	provide	40%	of	Glasgow's	warming,	say	genes.	DOI:	10.1038/NATURE10915.	^	Yirka,	Bob	(2012-08-07).
(Livescience)	(AM.	J.	DOI:	10.1021/LA300281q.	Interactions.org.	^	Nina	Chestney	(2012-01-30).	Jain,	A.	Bibcode:	2012Natur.486..518l.	Doi:	10.1109/16.887014.	7	(	1):	014033.	.	^	Cook	Jr,	Agle	D,	Brown	D	(2013-09-12).	(BBC)	(Soft	Matter)	The	ice	of	the	seafront	has	reached	its	mother	extension	for	the	year,	establishing	a	record	for	the	lowest	cover
since	the	records	of	Satan	began	in	the	1970	.	Recovered	2021-11-07.	1946).	^	Won,	Byoung	Yeon;	Park,	Hyun	Gyu	(2011-10-26).	DOI:	10.1073/PNAS.1202721109.	"Leda	074886:	a	notable	rectangular	gallstage"	(PDF).	BIBCODE:	"Majorana	Partage	glimpsed	in	laboratory".	BIBCODE:	2012NATCC	...	2..884s.	2012-12-14	2012-12-14	^	Kinver,	Mark
(2012-05-13).	DOI:	10.1109/TMECH.2012.2204070.	DOI:	10.1038/NATURE10695.	PMC	3384180.	PC	PRO.	"Some	Asian	glaciers	'putting	mass'".	(2012-08-15).	^	"The	researchers	watch	the	small	live	self-montage-sciencedaily".	2012-06-19.	"2.8	million	years	of	years	of	clummy	change	of	the	ethical	of	the	El'Gygyty	Lake,	n	Rãºssia".	S2Cidan	¢
6091524.	Recovered	2013-03-20.	^	Palmer	J	(2012).	British	newspaper	of	psychiatry.	(2012-07-10).	DOI:	10.1142/S0217732312500770.	IARC.	"Small	mass	gain	of	jelly	glaciers	karakoram	in	the	healthy	of	the	21st	century."	^	"Iran	£"	finds	a	sophisticated	flame	malware.	^	Fishel,	Jeremy	A.;	LOEB,	Gerald	E.	ZATORRE,	Robert	(ed.).	488	(7410):	197	-
200.	31	May	Spacex	Dragon	Spacecraft	returns	to	the	land	of	your	well	-sued	test	mission	for	international	spatial	estate.	[346]	Scientists	develop	a	nanotechnology	-based	immunoassay	test,	which	is	potentially	three	million	times	more	sensitive	than	conventional	tests.	HDL:	10366/147089.	"NASA	confirms	that	Voyager	1	has	left	the	solar	system."	^
Palmer,	Jason	(2012-03-16).	"Almost	tropical	persistent	heat	on	the	Antonmical	continent	during	the	early	eocene	steak."	R.;	ZHAO,	W.;	LIU,	N.;	WANG,	H.;	TEE,	B.	PMID	22773140.	recovered	2021-10-09.	(BBC)	December	16	-	American	scientists	use	a	genetically	modified	varchus	to	partially	convert	the	cardan	of	the	guinea	pigs	into	cities	to	govern
the	pace	of	heart,	effectively	creating	a	biological	pacemaker.	^	"Secrets	of	the	first	practical	artificial	sheet	-	sciencedaily".	^	Pallab	Ghosh	(2012-03-06).	The	Pew	Charitable	Trusts.	(National	Laboratory	of	Los	Alamos)	November	27	The	permafrost	covering	almost	a	quarter	of	the	northern	hemisfan	containing	m	1.7	carbon	tonne,	twice	in	the
atmosphere,	and	can	significantly	expand	global	warming,	should	defrost	accelerate,	as	expected,	with	a	new	report	released	today	by	the	united	environment	for	the	environment	(UNEP).	PMC	3322233.	3322233.	Of	the	original	on	February	9,	2015.	"Bee	Die-off:	Fly	Parasitic	could	explain	the	feat."	December	24	-	Guy	Dodson,	New	Zealan	Biocamic
(no.	United	Kingdom	with	thread.	^	Cohen-Tanugi,	David;	GROSSMAN,	Jeffrey	C.	BIBCODE:	2012NATCO	...	3..893m.	J.;	ROMAINE,	S.;	MITTERMEIER,	R.	2013-02-02.	^	Snow	(2012-01-27).	Disease	infected	at	least	two	people	in	the	east	of	mothers	and	killed	one.	Recovered	on	September	4,	2012.	"An	accumulator	model	for	spontaneous	neural
activity	before	the	self-inquisite	movement".	90	(4):	734	-	739.	(MIT	Technology	Review)	(PNAS)	November	14	An	international	team	of	researchers	discover	a	gene	that	helps	explain	how	humans	have	evolved	from	chimpanzes.	(NASA)	(DNA	NDIA)	December	24,	2012:	British	Mother	Researchers	discover	two	genes	that	are	thought	to	increase	the
risk	of	intestine	(carcinally	in	the	photo).	2012-04-08.	In	doing	so,	they	momentarily	produce	what	the	Guinness	World	Records	reports	is	the	highest	artificial	temperature	of	all	time:	4	degrees	Celsius	tracks	(7.2	Trills	of	Fahrenheit	degrees).	[441]	Scientists	develop	a	new	high	precise	mother	to	modify	organ	compounds	with	new	active	mollets,
facilitating	the	development	of	new	medications.	[442]	[443]	Associated	Scientists	The	University	of	Witwatersrand,	Johns	Hopkins	University	and	other	international	universities	report	that	first	humans,	such	as	Australopithecus	sediba,	may	have	lived	in	Savanas,	but	eat	fruits	and	other	food-behaviors	similar	to	those	similar	to	those	modern
Savanna	chimpanfar	of	modern	days.	[444]	[445]	[446]	June	28	-	An	international	team	of	Astrã´Nomos	discovers	evidence	that	our	railway	had	a	meeting	with	a	small	gall	or	dark	sick	Structure	perhaps	100	million	years	of	years,	and	as	a	result	of	this	meeting,	is	still	playing	as	a	bell.	[447]	[448]	June	29,	2012:	Scientists	develop	an	FMRI	brain
scanner	that	allows	paralyzed	people	to	communicate	using	thought	alone	(FMRI	images	shown).	^	VOGT,	Patrick;	From	Padova,	Paola;	LENT,	CLAUDIO;	AVILA,	Josã	©;	FRANTZESKAKIS,	Emmanouil;	et	al.	Bibcode:	2012erl	.....	7b4009m.	"Extremely	large	European	telescance,	given	the	conclusion."	Distrib.)	September	24	The	UK	Mothers	report
that	a	new	respiration	coronavãrius	"similar	to	Sars"	has	been	identified.	DOI:	10.1016/S0140-6736	(12)	60028-2.	(Gizmag)	(Adv.	(BBC)	(NCRI)	In	the	largest	study	of	all	is	ready	to	continue.	In	Europe,	used	bone	taken	from	the	children's	legs	to	replace	their	lower	van,	which	were	absent	due	to	a	condition	Rare	and	potentially	lethal	genen.	2012-07-
06.	Highly	efficient	nanolaser	can	be	used	to	develop	high	resolution	computers	and	image	systems.	[128]	[129]	February	13	A	new	UN	report	warns	that	24	%	of	Earth's	global	area	has	decreased	in	productivity	in	the	last	25	years	due	to	the	unsustainable	use	of	the	earth,	and	soil	erosion	rates	are	about	100	times	larger	than	nature	can	refuel.	[130]
[131]	European	spatial	agency	successfully	conducts	the	inaugural	launch	of	its	new	vega	rocket,	transporting	saturities	to	the	rich,	including	the	first	sattered	Polish,	Hamngaros	and	Romanos.	[132]	BAE	SYSTEMS	engineers	reveal	a	carbon	fiber	-based	structural	battery	to	be	integrated	with	a	device	structure,	reducing	weight,	maintaining
structural	resistance	and	energy	capacity.	[133]	February	14	-	In	an	innovative	human	study,	American	scientists	report	that	damaged	cardan	tissue	in	patients	with	cardan	attack	can	be	repaired	with	infusions	of	the	lula	-lula	-patients	of	the	patient.	2012-06-07.	Science.	^	"Mount	Sharp	on	Mars	lies	the	past	and	future	of	geology."	UNEP.	BIBCODE:
2012NATCO	...	3..770K.	(Science	Daily)	(Cell)	British	scientists	develop	the	world's	first	room	temperature	MASER,	using	a	p-terfenil	crystal	to	modify	a	commercial	motion	laser	to	produce	microwave-coherent	emissions	without	the	need	for	the	£	s	and	expensive	sodas.	(BBC)	For	the	first	time,	scientists	at	Fred	Hutchinson's	Cã	¢	¢	Research	Center
defined	events	that	occur	in	the	information	of	the	process	of	cellular	aging.	^	"3D	printer	with	nanoprecisã	£	o".	PMID	22512844.	S2cid	¢	4424826.	(2012-06-14).	Filed	from	the	original	in	2015-02-08.	DOI:	10.1093/carcina/bgs019.	^	McGrath,	Matt	(2012-04-20).	PMID	2	22885997.	Healthcareglobal.	The	success	of	the	technique,	which	involved	the
induction	of	Cã	©	Lulas	to	produce	more	of	the	enzymatic	telomerase,	suggests	that	the	extension	of	adulthood	is	vividly.	[311]	[312]	Scientists	cultivate	healthy	bones	^	Pasley,	Brian	N.;	DAVID,	Stephen	V.;	MESGARANI,	NIMA;	FLINKER,	Adeen;	SHAMMA,	Shihab	A.;	CRONE,	Nathan	E.;	KNIGHT,	Robert	T.;	Chang,	Edward	F.	^	"Grape	Seed	Extract
Forests	Ctlico	and	Necuição,	leaves	healthy	squads.	Electrical	letters.	DOI:	10.1002/ADMA.201200246.	^	"Bae	provides	details	of	the	'structural	battery'.	Previously,	only	the	symptoms	of	disease	could	be	treated.	of	your	Windows	operating	system	in	years	old.	DOI:	10.1038/nnano.2012.20.	"Nanoscopy	in	a	living	rat.	Embo.	Doi:
10.1038/Nature11018.	2012-03-29.	^	Sample,	Ian	Ian	Filed	from	the	original	in	2012-12-14.	G.;	TURNEY,	C.	^	Cramer,	P.	10	of	Baby	-	Frank	Sherwood	Rowland,	Quimonian	American,	winner	of	the	1995	Nobel	Pramio	in	Quemica	(no.	Ac.)	For	the	first	time,	a	montage	of	nanomachines	was	synthesized,	capable	of	producing	a	coordinated	contraction,
similar	to	the	movements	of	biological	muscle	fibers.	"Focal	therapy	for	the	Unifocal	and	Localized	Multifocal	Promatic	Cream:	A	Prospective	Development	Study."	R	.;	ROSSMAN,	G.	"Silicene:	Attractive	experimental	evidence	for	the	two	-dimensional	Silo	of	Graphennelinel".	"Insights	on	the	evolution	of	the	hominity	of	the	gorilla	genome	sequence."
8705	-	8709.	(NSF)	Besse	Cooper,	the	world's	oldest	living	human	and	the	last	surviving	person	born	in	1896,	dies	with	116	years.	Mollet,	sulfur	and	chlorine	in	Martian	soil.	The	same	system	could	be	used	to	provide	precise	radiotherapy	treatments.	October	5,	October-Keith	Campbell,	British	Bi.	10.1038/Nature10900.	Langmuir.	"Nan-school
Antenna	Created,	Portion	Tricorders".	2012-05-30.	62	(6):	664	â	€	œ676.	ISSN	1553-7374.	Business	Standard)	Through	space	about	100	light	years	from	Earth.	BIBCODE:	2012NANOL..12.1081h.	"Men	can	rest	fancil:	Sexual	chromosomes	are	here	to	stay	-	Sciencedaily."	(2012-01-16).	It	can	squeeze	in	tight	spaces	and	absorb	heavy	impacts,	and	can
be	used	in	the	future	for	secret	mission	of	recognition.	[561]	[562]	August	10	-	Engineers	successfully	test	a	new	algorithm	that	allows	self	-navies	to	fly	through	complex	structures	without	requiring	gps	navigation.	[563]	August	11	The	meteor	shower	peak	reaches	its	peak	to	2012,	becoming	widely	visible	in	the	hemisfan	North.	[564]	Experts	declare
that	the	London	Olympics	in	2012	are	the	"Green	Olympics	of	all	time",	praising	the	use	of	recycled	materials	and	temporary	places	and	observing	the	improvements	made	in	London	Transport	Infrastructure.	[565]	Sea	ice	at	the	time	is	disappearing	at	a	much	higher	rate	than	previously	expected,	according	to	data	from	the	first	satisfactory	one
created	for	laughing	spectated	purposes	to	study	the	thickness	of	Earth's	polar	caps	.	[566]	August	12	-	Scientists	discover	a	genius	exchange	that	triggers	the	loss	of	brain	connections	in	humans	and	also	causes	depression	in	animal	models.	^	Dan	Collyns	(2012-01-27).	Notion	of	the	University	of	Michigan.	2012-01-22.	^	"160	pills	of	planets
alienãgenas	may	exist	in	our	rainfall	gasking."	2	(3):	167	-	171.	(Sciencedaily)	Angew.	"Researchers	of	bird	flu	represses	for	60	days."	Found	in	remote	forests,	it	is	only	the	second	new	jackfruit	to	be	discovered	at	28	years.	^	PopMintchev,	T.;	Chen,	M.-C.;	POPMINTCHEV,	D.;	ARPIN,	P.;	BROWN,	S.;	et	al.	(2010).	NZ	Herald.	CNN.	^	"Men's	Chá
Drinters'	may	be	at	greater	risk	of	prostata	track."	DOI:	10.1098/RSPA.2011.0601.	^	Mackinnon,	Susan	E.;	YEE,	Andrew;	RAY,	Wilson	Z.	October	3,	2012:	Scientists	discover	that	Black	Mamba	(photo),	better	known	for	its	lethal	poison,	also	produces	a	highly	effective	analog.	Technology	demonsibers	in	1998,	Finfet	Finfet	devices	They	were
demonstrated	by	an	international	team	of	researchers	working	at	UC	Berkeley,	led	by	Digh	Hisamoto,	from	Hitachi	Central	Research	Laboratory	of	Japan,	and	Taiwan	Semiconductor	Manufacturing	Company	(TSMC),	along	with	Wen-Chin	Lee,	Jakub	Kedzierski,	Erik	Anderson,	Hideki	Takeuchi,	Kazuya	Asano,	Tsu-Jae	King	Liu	and	Jeffrey	Bokor.	[2]	In
December	2000,	a	finfet	process	of	20	NM	was	demonstrated	by	the	same	research	team.	[3]	On	August	18,	2008,	AMD,	FREESCALE,	IBM,	STMICROElectronics,	Toshiba	and	the	Faculty	of	Science	and	Engineering	of	Nanoscala	(CNSE)	announced	that	they	developed	and	made	together	a	22	NS	Lula	Sram,	built	in	a	Traditional	design	of	six
transistors	in	a	300	mm	wafer,	which	had	a	size	of	only	0.1	ã®m2	memory.	[4]	Ct	was	printed	using	immersion	lithography.	[5]	The	22	ns	may	be	the	first	time	that	the	length	of	the	port	is	not	necessarily	less	than	the	designation	of	the	technology.	ISSN	0960-9822.	Filed	from	the	original	in	2012-02-05.	K.;	et	al.	The	Pio	[587]	(IO9)	UK	meteorologists
can	predict	extreme	winter	climate	in	future	seasons	with	more	trust	due	to	a	new	model	of	an	analytical	computer.	Recovered	on	January	7,	2013.	D.	(University	of	Liverpool)	August	30	-	Southern	-African	scientists	say	an	innovative	drug	heals	all	halves.	(Huffington	Post)	A	new	study	shows	that	with	"almost	perfect	sensitivity,"	images	of	the
anathamic	rebro	may	be	diagnosed	with	chronic	ADHD,	schizophrenia,	Tourette	sandrome,	bipolar	disorder	or	risks	family	members	for	the	largest	depressive.	(BBC)	(NASA)	When	a	huge	meteor	collided	with	the	land	about	2.5	million	years	and	fell	in	southern	the	peaceful	ocean,	it	could	not	have	generated	a	huge	tsunami,	but	it	may	also	have
dived	the	world	in	the	ice	age,	a	new	suggests.	"New	procedures	repair	the	cut	nerves	in	minutes,	restoring	the	use	of	limbs	in	days	or	weeks."	^	"As	stress	and	depression	can	shrink	the	rebro	-	-	-	22581406.	29	September	-	Neil	Smith,	Scottish	Generation	(n.	The	spray	"proved	more	than	20%	more	effective	than	other	treatments	of	ãºlcera.	From
NASA	successfully	reaches	curiosity,	the	largest	mars	in	Mars	still	constructed,	in	the	Gale	de	Mars	crater.	[552]	[553]	Papua.	World,	despite	the	strong	environmental	concerns.	August	8,	the	northern	anthropions	of	which	they	discover	a	manner	of	a	human	spirit	previously	not	confirmed	that	they	lived	approximately	2	million	years	old.
Comprehensive	dwarf	of	the	depletion	of	the	subterrals	published	in	nature.	Move	imitating	the	contraction	of	a	worm.	PMID	22587265.	(2012-05-29).	Liverpool	ADE	is	leading	a	project	of	1.65	million	pounds	to	produce	and	test	the	first	nanomedicines	for	HIV/AIDS	treatment.	S2cid	¢	39479249.	"Bayesian	exploitation	for	intelligent	texture
identification."	{{Cite	Web}}:	absent	or	empty	|	Title	=	(help)	^	"China	Shenzhou-9	Space	Makes	the	first	manual	dock".	This	all-blind	cryptographic	motion	may	allow	sensitive	data	to	be	processed,	and	transferred	without	danger	of	interception	or	decryptography,	leading	to	ultra-seacre	cloud	computation,	leading	to	computation.	.	[49]	[50]	NASA
data	show	that	in	2011,	temperatures	in	the	case	of	the	record	in	2010	-	establishing	a	new	record.	[51]	January	20	-	Virologists	agree	to	Temporarily	hiatus	on	H5N1	influenza	varchus	experiments,	due	to	fears	that	a	blindness	in	the	lethal	varchus	can	be	used	by	bioterrorists.	[52]	[53]	January	22,	American	researchers	report	that	nanopartães	can
be	successfully	designed	to	imitate	the	part	of	the	body's	immunological	system,	improving	their	response	to	vaccines.	[54]	[55]	An	international	team	of	scientists	concludes	that	the	anthropoganic	emissions	of	CO2	in	the	last	100	to	200	years	have	increased	the	acidity	of	the	ocean	very	high	of	the	range	of	natural	variations.	[56]	[57]	January	23,
2012:	Therapy	with	Ctancro	-Trunk	is	successfully	used	to	relieve	the	symptoms	of	blindness	in	human	volunteers	(Cá	©	Lulas	-Human	Embryns	Showed).	"The	renowned	fanic	invents	the	microscience	that	can	spy	on	living	cerebral	squads."	11	(3):	250	-	257.	"Image	of	the	load	distribution	within	a	mollet".	3	(1):	893	-	".	^"	Neuroscientists	reach	the
main	milestone	in	the	entire	"Kurzweil"	whole	circuit	circuit	mapping	project.	"The	treatment	of	breast	craving	is	increased."	Change)	September	12,	2012:	The	Ciecopithecus	Lomamiensis	Macaco	Espion	is	formally	described.	S2cidan	¢	14665852.	W.;	LEE,	C.	PMC	3	3651582.	DOI:	10.3945/AJCN.111.023457.	12	that	scientists	refute	the	theory	that
sex	-related	chromosomes,	such	as	male	Y	chromosome,	extinguished.	^	Stephen	Adams	(2012-03-14).	"Lemurs	sliding	in	the	direction	of	extinction."	BIBCODE:	2012NATUR.487..338L.	^	O'Brien,	Lorna	J.;	CARON,	Jean-Bernard	(2012-01-18).	"Toner	print	removal	of	pulse	lasers'	toner,	long	and	ultrasound.	109	(7):	2428	-	2433.	"MIT's	photomic
crystals	lead	to	nuclear	batteries	everywhere."	Internal	Medicine	Archives.	S2Cid	¢	205228562.	MATER.)	September	3-The	Subion	Engineers	build	a	versatile	and	self-affordable	robã	to	the	Military	Bigdog,	similar	to	the	Bigdog	Military	Sagront	Boston	DOI:	10.1103/Physrevlett.108.018101.	February	15	-	Nevada	becomes	the	first	state	of	the	US	to
allow	the	test	of	self	-nominations	on	the	US	Public	Roads.	[136]	16	16	¢	â	â	€	the	speed	with	which	someone	is	being	able	to	predict	its	likelihood	of	developing	dementia	later	in	life,	according	to	researchers	in	the	US.	[137]	[138]	February	20th	Scientists	report	regenerating	Silene	Stenophylla	of	32,000-year-old	remains.	(Oxfam)	The	NASA	dawn
space	comes	out	of	asterion	4	Vesta	to	the	planet	dwarf	ceres,	which	must	reach	in	2015.	Sweeps	reveal	a	surprisingly	simple	3D	grid	structure.	"	Oxfam's	report	suggests	that	the	total	impact	of	clummy	change	in	future	food	prices	is	being	very	underestimated.	Recovered	in	2021-06-06.	of	miraculous	material	can	distill	the	drink,	says	the	study.
"Potentially	revolutionizing	the	field	of	augmented	reality.	[569]	[570]	a	new	class	of	pools	that	are	resistant	is	bacterial	ligament	was	discovered."	In	all	".	(BBC)	Scientists	recovered	the	sounds	of	the	oldest	American	motion	and	laughter,	dated	1878.	Filed	from	the	original	in	2012-06-18.	S2CID	206540025."	Improvement	of	Sensitivity	ã
fluoresquence	and	immunoassay	detection	using	the	nano-antinena	matrix	three-dimensional	"	It	can	allow	the	production	of	light	and	portion	devices	capable	of	scanning	with	bombs,	quantic	products	and	subcuting	tumors.	[65]	[66]	[67]	January	24	The	earth	has	been	achieved	by	the	largest	solar	storm	since	2005,	creating	large	auroras	and
potentially	interfering	in	satential	communication	around	the	world.	[68]	A	nest	of	eggs	of	dinosaurs	100	million	years	older	than	the	oldest	oldest	place	is	found	in	Ã	frrica.	"In	a	first	of	the	league,	NASA	Craft	leaves	the	solar	system."	ETH	ZURIQUE.	Nyasasasaurus	parringtoni	is	believed	to	have	lived	10	to	15	million	years	before	the	first	sponneums
of	previous	known	dinosaurs.	PMC	3272577.	At	least	1.6	planets	",	suggesting	that	more	than	160	billion	stars	-bound	planets	may	exist	only	in	our	gallonry.	Floactions	to	help	scientists	understand	how	the	moon	has	formed.	[4]	January	2	China	lashes	its	first	3DTV	commercial	channel,	operated	by	China	Central	Television	(CCTV).	[5]	A	new	study
shows	that	a	Deep	cerebral	stimulation	(DBS)	is	a	safe	and	effective	intervention	for	treatment	resistant	depressive	in	patients	with	higher	unipolar	depressive	distance	(MDD)	or	Bipolar	LL	(BP).	[BP)	disorder.	6]	January	3	Genetically	modified-modified-rapid	age	showed	up	improved	and	lived	two	times	more	times	more	than	expected	after	being
injected	with	stem	squads,	according	to	the	discoveries	published	in	Nature	Communications.	[7	]	[8]	January	4,	American	scientists	report	that	one	and	Spam	fly	parasite	that	forces	bees	to	abandon	their	staff	may	be	responsible	for	a	global	dief-off	honey	bee	that	decimated	the	colonry	worldwide.	2012-06-08.	Tom	Hardware:	Intel	to	sell	Ivy	Bridge
at	the	end	of	the	fourth	quarter	of	2011	^	"Intel's	main	processors	of	the	4th	generation	soon".	^	Personal	(January	1,	2013).	S2cidan	¢	23982375.	ISSN	0013-5194.	^	Amy	Norton	(2012-03-02).	Donnall	Thomas,	American	Mother,	a	joint	winner	of	the	1990	Nobel	Promio	in	Physiology	or	Medicine	(B.	Doi:	10.1542/PEDS.2011-1402.	Scientists	used
FMRI	data	sets	to	train	a	computer	to	predict	the	semic	category	of	an	image	originally	viewed	by	five	people	"Superfanies	of	self-remediation".	"The	geomal	structure	of	the	brain	fiber	roads".	DOI:	10.1038/NATURE10840.	DOI:	10.1126/science.1225829.	^	Amos,	Jonathan	(2012-05-25).	The	system	is	To	become	totally	operational,	with	27	active
saturdays	in	2020.	Scientists	say	the	gene	called	MIR-941-it	has	played	a	crucial	role	in	the	development	of	the	human	way	and	can	launch	light	on	how	humans	They	learned	to	use	tools	and	language.	"Technology	making	people	more	lazy	like	finding	the	remote	control	quickly	becoming	the	form	of	exercise".	(Kurzweilai)	(Gizmag)	(SC12)	November
21,	2012:	In	an	advance	for	encryption,	scientists	send	coded	quantic	signs	using	a	standard	-prime	fiber,	potentially	allowing	security	of	almost	unshakable	quantic	data	is	marketed.	BIBCODE:	2012JNENG	...	9D6011K.	(PIK)	(Environment	Sciencedaily.	Article	1)	(N.	(N.
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